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Objectives. The objectives of this study were to measure the association between
ïnsmnœ stam and health s e ~ c utiiization
e
among Thai workers ami to examine the

impact of heaith status and other factors on this relatiomhip.

Meth&.

The study setthg was in the province of Pattani. Tbailand. A double cohort

study design was used. A representative sample of 455 insureci workers were matched
with 455 uninsureci workers based on age and gender. Traioed interviewers used a

standardized questionnaire which included demographic and sociwconomic variables;

health staais (measured by the SF-36Health Survey questionnaire); as weil as the use of
health Gare services. Muitivariate analysis was used to predict utiiïzation (as a binomial
outcome variable) incorporating other predictor variables. Focus groups were organized
to generate qualitative information on health status and patterns of utilkation.

Resuffs.Sixty-one percent (61-346) of insured workers made at least one visit to a health
facility during the six-month period prior to the interview in cornparison with 41.0% of
uninnired workers. The difference was 20.2% (95%CI 13.8-26.6,P-vaiue<O.ûûl). In

muitivariate adysis, insurance statu, health statu. income, gender, marital staais, self-

medication, and an incorne-insurance status interaction were statisticaiiy significant
independent predictors of utiiization but age, religion and educational level were not.

Uninsured, male, single, with low income wd heaith services the least. n e SF-36

instrument demonstrated good reliabiiity and validity. Results fkom the focus groups

confimed the heaith status and heaith senrice utilj7i1tion patterns found in the sample
survey .

Conclusions. There is satisfactory empiricai evidence that the SF-36 Health Survey
Questionnaire is a feasible tool and is applicable for measuring the health status of
workers in a developing counfry such as Thailaad. The implementationof a compulsory
heaith insurance program has had an impact on heaith service utüizationamong workers.

This implies that expansion of the compuïso~h d t h insuance program to the general
population in Thailand shouid lead to a reduction of the financial barriers to access to
health s e ~ c e s especially
,
among low incorne eaniers.
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CHAITER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introdudion to the R-ch

Pmblem

The Thai govemment, Wre govermnents in many developing coumies, is faced

with a growing demaad for extension of heaith services d e r conditions of limited
r e s o m (World Bank, 1993).

As a result, Thailand's government is seeking

alternatives to general tax revenues for financing the expansion of its health care system
(World Health OrganÎzation, 1991). One rnechanism for M i n g health care systems is

hedth insurance.

In 1990, social health insuraire under the 1990 Social Security An was

implemented in Thailand (Appendix A).

This is a compulsory health iiinirance,

organized by a public body, and compris& of conm'butions fkom workers, employers and
the government.

It was

first

implemented to cover the worker population in any

establishment of 20 workers or more and was expandeci in 1995 to cover the worker

population in any establishment of 10 workers or more. As a result, by 1995, 3.2
million workers (12% of total active labour force) were insured under the program. Thai
health insurance is clearly used as a means of providing health services to those in the

modern induserialized secmr of the economy. The program is considered to be selffinancing, which means that the probability of insurrd evenrs determines the total

contributions collected. Aithough the government is involveci in financing health care,
the deiivery of care is not limiteci to public providers. Moreover, Thai social health

insurance has adopted a capitation-based payment mode1 (Appendix B) in order to contain

costs and prevent over-provision of services (Anderson, Steinberg, Holloway, & Cantor,

1986). However, it is not known how the impiementaiton of heaith insurance pmgrams

rnay impact pattern of heaIth seMces utilkation among the insured. Many studies in
developed countrïes show increases in health s e ~ œ
utilizationof the ionired population

(Freeman & Corey, 1993;Hadley, Steinberg, & Feder, 1991; Mar@

& Long, 1996;

Weissman, Stem, & Epstein, 1994). However, there is iittle information on this subject
from developing couritries.

1.2 Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this snidy was to rneasure the health status of uinired and
uninsured workers in a Thai province, Pattani, to explore their patterns of health services

utilization, ami to determine factors influencing their utiiizaaon. The study was designed
to provide baseline information and to contribute to funher understanding of predicton

of health services utïiization. Finally, the results may assist planning and poiicy
development at both the national and provincial levels.

1.3 Sipniticance
Currently, there are many studies on health services utïihtion in developed
counmes but there is Linle information available in developing counmes (Gish, 1990;

Hadley, Steinberg, & Feder, 1991; Hulka & Wheat, 1985; Wenneker, Weissman, &

Epstein, 1990). It is important to note that, in the contcxt of utilization among cotmtries,
wide cultural variation exists with respect to the concepts of health and illness as well as

health care seeking bebavioun (Payer, 1988). In

w ~ developing
t
coumries,

m

y

3
persons still rdy on culairal aud reiigious beliefs which may influence pattern of health
seMces utililation.

Moreover, the practice of seKrnedication, or obtaining

pharmaceuticai products without prescription, is common.

In Thailand, social security healt. insurance (cornpulsory health iosuranCe) has
recently k e n implemented to cover the working population. In te=

of fiinding, this

health insurance program has adopted a capitcaion-basedpuyment mode1 (Appendix B)
in order to contain costs and prevent over-provision of care (Ron, AbelSrnith, &

Tamburi, 1990). This is claimed to be a strength of the plan. However, this plan has
the potential for under treamient and Low w
t
y of service, which may result in

consumer dissatisfaction.
How the implementation of health insurance programs impacts patterns of health
services utilization among insured workers in developing countries is clearly a most
signifiant question. Many studies in developed counaies show increased utilkation in
insured populations. One year after the implementation of compulsory health insurance

in Thailand, prelimioary saidies have been undertaken to examine the provision of
medical s e ~ c e sto irisUred workers in one industfialized province, Samut-Prakan
(Kamoiratanakul et al., 1993;Suphapong et al., 1993;Tangcharoensathienet al., 1993).
Results reveal that utjiization rates (both inpatient days and outpatient visits) are Lower

than anticipateci. With only one year of implementation, this lower utilization rate may
be due to a Iack of lmowledge about the benefits, inaccessibility of services, and/or a

dissatisfaction with medical services. One approach to m e r examination of these

preliminary results is to conduct a comparative study on patterns of utilization between

4

insured and uniasured workers. Whether or not insured workers utilize their health

benefits to the fidi extem, or whether they retain tbeg previous health care seeking
patterns instead of utilipog health insuratreôenefits is not kwwn. Moreover, there may
be other determiDatlts that are of greater significance than health need and health

insurance status in prrdicting the utilïzation of health services.
In Thailand, the purpose of health care senices is to improve health. This study,
which explores patterns of udhation, was aimed at generating information on factors
which may facilitate or impede the effective use of health services. Some variation in

health service utiiization among ~ g i o n has
s been observed. For example, the southern
provinces, with a higher Muslim population, have a lower rate of mother and child health
care, and a lower rate of famüy planning practice (Ministry of Pubiic Health, 1992).
Therefore, one of the southem provinces was purposely selened in order to explore

religion as a predictor of health service utilization. Understanding pattern of utilization,
including religious factors, may help poiicy makers and plan~ersto iden-

those who

may be disadvantaged or in greatest health need.
This study is important for several reasom. First, there are very few published
studies which have fwused on health care utiiization in Thailand. Obraining statistics
regarding the patterns of utilization wül provide needed information in reallocating
resources efflciently. Second, utiiization models formuiated in developed counnies may

not be applicable to the Thai context because of culairal Merences. For example, a
nmber of predictors such as religious beliefs and culturai practices may be more

important in developing counmes. Third, baseliw data on Thai workers' health staais
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is not presentiy avaiiable. A stardard instrument for measuring the health status of the

Thai population needs to be evaluated. Of special inwea is the extent to which a
standardized health stanis btmnent developed in North Amenca could be adapteci for
application to the Thai population. Finaliy, resuits were expected to generate information

on utdhtion which would provide a foundation for forrnulating m e r research
questions about activities and factors which may contriiute to health s e ~ c utilization
e

in W a n d and ultimately improved health-

1.4 Study Objectives

Specific objectives of the project were:
a. To describe current health service utiiization patterns of Thai workers in the
Partani Province.
b. To identw detenninants of heaith senrice uriiization among Thai workers in

Pattani Province.

c. To assess the impact of health insurance status on the use of medicai services
after adjusting for health need (health status), sociodemographic characteristics (age,

gender, education, marital status, religion, type of work, self-medication),and firiancial
sutus (incorne).

d. To establish a basis for present and future assessrnent of health stanis of Thai

workers.
Subsequent chapters of this dissertation wiU include: (1) an overview of the Thai
health care system; (2) a review of the current Iiterature including ltnowledge about
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health service utilitation modeis and factors influencing utiîization; (3) a description of
the study design and methods; (4) detailed results of the study; and (5) a discussion of

study findings and conclusions. F W y , recommendatiom for m e r resea~~h
on this
issue and policy implications wiii be made.
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CEWTER 'IWO: AN OVERVIEW OF THE TsAT HEALTE CAICE SYSTEM

2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the Thai health care system, population
health statu, development of heaith insuraafe, and a description of trends and factors

innuencing health service utiiization in Thailand.

2.2 The Thai Health Care System

Aithough niailand has had contact with the West for four centuries, the western
perspective of medicine was not introduced to Thailand until 1828 by the American
Presbyterian Mission Board (Ministry of Public Health, 1992). The first medical sch001
was not established und 1889. Since then, the western Muence has ken so pronounceci

chat now health services are provided by both private and public sectors.

The

govemment owns and operates 70% of the hospitais. The remaining 3O%, which are in
the pnvate sector, are predorninantiy acute care institutions mainly located in the capital

city and other urban areas throughout the provinces. The public sector provides both

preventive and curative care in provincial and rural areas (Figure 2.1). hiring the past
two decades, there has been rapid growth in the number of pubiic cornmunity hospitals
and health centers at both the district and subdisaict levels. The capital, Bangkok, bas
a heavy concentration of both goveniwnt and private health facilities as weii as health

personnel. Thailami spemls about 6.1 per cent of its gross national product (GNP)on
health care with about two-thirds of the funding coming fkom private sources (Ministry

of Public Health, 1992). It has been observeci that a signüîcant proportion of private

1

Facility

1

1 Personnel 1

Terb'ary Hospital, medical school
research facilities

Regional Hospibl and
Provincial Hospitai
(Provincial Level)

Community Hospital
(District Level)

Heatth Centre
(Sub-District Lewl)

~anbtîm,num, m#wih

Figure 2.1 Public Heahh CPn Hiemrchy in Thaiiand
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health expendinire is for over the counter and prescription dmgs from private pharmacies

(Ministry of Public Health. 1992). However, this is informally reporteci by govenunent
officiais but has not ken officially donimenteci.

2.3 Population Health Status
The overd health statlis of the Thai people has improved during the put thirs,
years. Various social and health incikators such as fertility rates, cmde birth rates, cmde
death rates, and infant rnortalify rates have declined over the years while Me expectancy

has increased as shown in Table 2-1-2-5 (UNDP,1991; World Bank, 1993). These
indicaton suggest a steady improvement in heaith. There are, however, newly emerging
health problems inchding changing patterns of disease, unhealthy Me styles, increasing
environmental pollution, and a trend toward greater risk of injury.

Although

communicable diseases remairi important, rates of chronic/non-cornniunicabIediseases

such as cardiovascular disease and cancer have becorne simiiar to those of developed

countnes (Table 2.6).
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Table 2.1 Basic ïndicatois in Thaüand 1960-EMû

26

Popuiation (millions)

56

GNP per capita

(vw

Life Expeztancy at Birth
Oe=)

Infant Mortality
(per 1,000 live births)

Total Fertiiity Rate
Access to Safe Drinking

17

Water

(1970)

(%)

Total Health Expenditure
per capita (US%)
Adult Literacy Rate
%
Source: World Bank, 1993

UNDP, 1991.
Table 2.2 Infant Mortaiity Rate, Cbild MoMortality Rate per 1,000 live births.
-

Mortality Rate

- - -

1972-76

Rate(1-4 yrs), and Underf'ive
-

-

-

1977-81

1982-84
-

.

-

Infant Mortality Rate

55

41

35

Chiid Mortality Rate

12

12

10

Underfive Mortaiity Rate

67

53

45

Source: MiniSay of Public Heaith, 1992.

Thailand Demographic and Health Survey 1988.

Table 2.3 Cnide Birth Rate (CBR) and Cmde Death Rate (CDR) per 1,000
Population. Source

CBR

CDR

SPC 1
(1964-1965)

SPC 2
(1974-1975)

SPC 3
(1985-1986)
SPC 4
(1989)
Source: M i n . of Public Health, 1992.
SPC (Survey of Population Change 14, Nationai Statistical Onice

Table 2.4 Life Expectancy at Birth

Year

Male

Source: Ministry of Public Health, 1992.
National Economic and Social Development Board, April 1986.

Female

12

Table 2.5 Nutritional Status of Childrea Ageù 0-5 Years

Nutritional Status

1990

Normal

-

47.0
-

-

-

-

-

-

81.1
-

-

-

.

- --

Mainutrition

53 .O

18.9

1st degree

37.7

18.1

2nd degree

13.1

0.8

3rd degree

7-2

-

Total

100

LOO

Source: MiniSay of Public Health, 1992.
Nutrition Division Reports 1980, -1990.

Table 2.6 Mo-

Rates from Leadhg Ca-

of Deaths per 100,000 population,

1962-19%8

Diseases of the Hean

Malignant Neoplasm aii forms
Accidenrs and Poisonings

Tubercuiosis al1 Forms

Pneumonia
Diarrhoeai
Maiaria
Diseases of the Stomach and
Duodenwi
Nutritional Deficiencies

Diseases of Pregnancy.
Chiidbinh and the Puerperium
Source: Miaistry of Public Health, 1992,
Health Statistics Division, Office of the Permanent Secretary, M i t r y of hibiic Health-

U
2.4 Deveiopment of Health Insuraoce Under the Tbai soa?l Seauïty Act 1990

Although Thailand introduced a Social Se-

Law in 1954, it was not untii

1990 that signifiant progress was made in implementbg a social d t y heaith
insurance system. Social security heaith irisurance is aimed at ensuring access to better
health services thtough a system of pre-paid, Nk-sharing, social security and public
assistance. Under the Social Securiry Ac? 1990, the Social Security Office in the
Ministry of Labour is the sole responsible agency (Appendix A). The Ministry of Public

Health, as the major hedth senrice provider, is obiiged to provide medical services to
iosured workers.

Accordïng to this Act, at the initial stage, employers (in ail

establishments with more than 20 employees), employees, and the government m u t

conmbute equdy to the social security W.Each party pays 1.5% of the worker's
payroli to the social security h d . From this fimd, 54.456 of the total is used to provide

medicai services; the rest is for maternity, funeral, disability benefits (Table 2.7).
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Table 2.7 Benefb h m Social Security Act !lJ!Nl
Ty~e

Conm'bution nom tripartite

Implementation

Note

Ca& bentfic 50% of daily

Sicimess bewîït
-medical care

wages for 9û &YS

-cash beuefit
Maternity bentfit
-medicd care
-cash benefit

125% each

afrcr amouncement of Cash bene& 50% of daiiy
the act 1990
wages for two months
50% of Aaily wagcs for up
ro 15 years

D'iility ûencfit
-medical care
-cash benefit

100 times t&e daily
minimum wage

Funeral benefit
Old-age benefit

3% cach

after 6 yeas

5% each

not menrioned

50 % of wages for age 55
years and over

F d y benefit
Unemployment benefit

In 1987, before the Social Securiry Ac? was enacted, 24 million of a

total

population of 53 W o n belonged to the active labour force (dehed as those 18-65 years
of age). Of mis sector, 3 1 % were independent or seK-employed, 1 -5% were employen,
36.2% were household workers, 8.5% were government employees, and 22.8% were

private firm employees (Ron,Abel-Smith, & Tamburi, 1990). In 1990,the population

was 54.5 million, with only 55%covered by some f o m of hedth insurance (Table 2.8).
However, by 1995 this compuisory health insuraoce program covered only 6% of the
total population (57 million).

Under the Social Security Scheme, payment for providea of health care is made

on a capitation basis. This means that an armai negotiated amont will be paid to either
public or private hospitais which are conmcted to provide comprehensive health care to

Table 2.8 Summary Table of Health Benefit Schemes and Health Insurance Schemes in Thailand, 1991
Scheme

Type of Insurance

Target Population

Caverage Percent

Source of Financc

ObJeclivw

1. Frcc Mcdical carc

Public fissisiance

low itiçoinc undcr povcrty
licic;

10.0

Oovcmniciit bud~ei(geiieml
lax rcvcniic)

Protectionof iha paor iu
acccss hcalih serviccs

2. Prec Medical for ihc
Eldcrly

Public assistancc

Eligiblc cldcrly agcd fiû an3
abuvc

6.0

Guvernmcnr budget (general
tax rcvcnuc)

Proiccrianof the eldcrly

3. School HeaIili
lnsurancc

Public assistancc

Al! prinwy sct\ool children
grade 1-6 (Ci-) 1 ytars)

\2.2

Govcmmeni budget (gcnenl
fax rcvcnuc)

Pmniarian uf acccss io
serviccs aniang prlmary
schaol childrcn

Community financing
prcpaiû voluiiiary hcalib
insurance

Premlum affonlaMe
households, 35 96 cnmlnierit
in village levd

5. Workmcn
CompcnsaiionFund

Compiilsory lnsurancc

Warkcrs in firnis wiih nioru
ihan 20 warkcrs

Eniploycr Ilabiliiy schemc,
caniribuicd by employcr 0,Z3.0%OC {hc payrolls

6. Social Sccurlly

Compulsory Hcalth
Insurance

Warken in flrms w l h more
(han 20 workcn

Tripartite contrlbuliom:
employer, empfoyte and
goverment equaUy 1.5% 01
P rrab

Schtmc

7. Privata lnsurancc
8. Civil Scrvani Medical
Bcnafit

Public Assisiancc

Comniunity devclopmeni in
PHC,mtional usa of refctral
Protectionof ihc workcis for
illness rclaicû io work

ProleclionOC the workers

for Ulncss no1 rtlatcd 40
work

Privatc cniployces, eriiplayers
who can afforû the prcmium

Prcmiun~s

Privaic personal insumncc

Governrncni officiais,
cniployecs and dcpenûciits.
Siatc cntcrprisc cmplayccs
ancl de~iidcnts

Oovcrnmeiit budget (gcnenl
lax rcvcnuc)

Pringe bcncfits in nddliionio
low siilarits

.covered by any schcnie
-non.covcrcd by any SChcmc
Source: U@~iedfroni 'hngchatoensathien V. (19W)),Coniniuniiy financing: Ihe i~hmnhcaliti canl in Ctiimriginai, Thailand, A PhD tlicsis, hndoii: University of Lonûuii.
(Tangcharocnsrihicn, 1 M )
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registered worken. The capitation payment rate to health care providers (public and
private) has been appmved at 700 Baht ($CN35) pet insured worker per year for the

fim two years (1991-93) and presently continues at this rate. This capitation rate is
based on 3 outpatient visits (1MBaht per visit) and 0.5 inpatient days (600 Baht per &y)
per person per year. This process erisures cost contaimem, which is claimed to be a

strength of the plan. However, it may also be a weakness, sirace it may result in under-

treatment and low quaiity of services whicb may ultimatdy result in m e r wmplication
of illness and in consumer dissatisfaction RiIinisay of Public Health, 1992).

Besides uisuarre from the social secunty scheme,2.5 milIi011workers (1991) are
also insured against iWss and injury related to work under the Worlmien Compensation

Fund (Table 2.8). There is a plan to merge the two fun& so that resources from both
can be used in the heaith care sector for augmentation of governent fimding and
household direct payments (Bennett & Tangcharoensathien, 1994). This will result in

a larger pool of health insurance to allow greater flexibiiity of seMces provided.

Since medical benefits began in Juoe 1991 (180 days after the enacmient), there
has been linle action in monitoring utiiization rates, behaviours of insured workers,
seMce management, and quality of care. There has been concem expressed about this

among health ptanners. If utiiization data were available, it would provide infonnatioa

on which to base policy changes, thereby, ensuring irnproved efficiency of health care
resource utilization. As well, policy changes couid be directed toward firme expansion

of the scheme to cover the general population.
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2.5 Heaith Service Utiiization in Thaiiand

Cnide heaith service utilkation in Thailand bas ken studied in surveys conducteci

in 1970, 1979, ami 1985. There is evidence that ufihation rates have changed as shown
in Table 2.9. Higher utilization of govemment hospitals was Wrely due to the expansion

of district hospitals during 1970 and 1985.

Table 2.9 Utilization of Health Services: a CompaRson Between the Three Surveys:
1970,1979 and 1985
-

Types of Heath S e ~ c e s

1970

-

-

-

-

-

-

1979

ro

%
- -

-

-

- --

1985
%
-

Self-treatrnent

51.4

42.3

28.6

Health Centers

4-4

16.8

14.7

Government Hospitais

11.1

10.0

32.5

Private Hospitals & Clinics

27.7

20.4

21.8

Traditionai Healers

7-7

6.3

2.4

No treatment

2.7

4-2

-

Source: hMïtUte for Population and Social Research, Mahidol University, May 1987.
Ministry of Public Health, 1992.
There is no doubt chat demand for health services has increased and that the trend
wiii continue during the future decade. This is due to either demand or need for health
services for the foilowing rasons.
2.5.1 Demographic Transition and Change in Disease Patterns

From 1970 to 1990, the age dismbution of the Thai population has shifted only
slightly toward an older population. However, the cohort of those under 5 years of age
has declined significantly due to a lower ferslity rate. The percentage of those under 5
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years has declined nom 16.5 in 1970 to 11.1 in 1990. However, the percenrage of those
60 years and over was increasxi ody from 5.1 to 6.1. Rapid urbani;rirtion is due to

naturai popuiaaon growth coupled with migration to big cities especially Bangkok and
other urban areas (Todaro, 1994).

h the past, major health problems in Thailand used to be associated with poverty,
malnutrition, poor sanitation, hygiene, and communicable diseases. During the past
decade, some heaith problems and commdcable diseases have been successfully
controlled. Thailand, in general, has managed to sustain Mprovements in child health
because it has experienced satisfactory economic growth and development. Economic
factors have in tum, improved nutrition, especially the nutritional status of children.
However, new health problems have developed, as a result of environmental degradation,
urbanization, and industriakation poilution. Thus, the Thai adult population have
already experienced major health problems fkom chronic noncommunicable diseases

(mimicking developed coutries' disease pattern); such as cardiovascular diseases,

cancer, injury, mental ülaess, and health problems related to alcohol and dmg abuse.
Some communicable diseases stiU prevail (Table 2.6).

2.5.2 Socio-economic and Cuitural Factors
Duing the past two decades, Thailand has experienced a period of rapid

economic growth which has had an impact on the population's health and quality of Me.
Rapid economic growth has enabled Thailand to double its per capita income over the

l a s two decades. Unfortuaately, not al1 Thai have benefited from this economic success,
since income disparities between both the rich and the poor, and between urbm and rural

residents have increased (Robinson, Byeon, & Teja, 1991).
With higher incorne and education, the demand for h d t h services usually
increases.

The prevalence of both seScare behaviour and utilization of traditional

medicine have decnased over the past twenty years (Table 2.9). Education, income,

self-care, traditional medicine, religious beliefs, and life-styles influence the use of health
services. There have been only a few studies of these factors in Thailand (Raghupathy,
1996; Fulier, Edwards, Sermsrî, & Vorakitphokatom, 1993).

ALthough present knowledge about the impact of religious beliefs on health is
limited, religious beliefs are! of importance in health practices and utilbation. Religious

beliefs may have less impact on health utiiization in developed coumries (Andersen,

1968). However, in developing coumes, reiigious beliefs may have more impact on
heaith s e ~ c utilïzation,
e
where people still hold strong cultural and religious beliefs.

In Thailand, the concept of health and iIlness, social support, seScare and traditional
Thai medicine are innuenced by Buddhism.

Thai traditional medicine came with

Buddhisrn h m Iedia. Chinese herbal medicine was brought Rom China by migrants.
However, modem medicine is oEciaUy the dominant medicai influence both in rurai and
urban areas.
A recent study of maternai education and the use of

maternai health care in

Thailand using 1988 data, indicates that matemal education does not have a uniform

impact across aii services nor are these effects necessady positive (Raghupathy, 1996).
While there is a distinct positive effect of schooling in the use of prenatal care, there is

no impact oa Tetanus Toxoid inoculation (Raghupathy, 19%). Furthermore, this study
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indicates that religion is a sigaincant confounder of the relationship between maternai
education and matemai health care u-tion.

Muslims apparently exhibit a Iower

likelihood of health senrice use compared to the dominant Buddhist group.

2.5.3 impact of Health Insurance
The impact of health insurance on health senrice utïkation in Thailand is yet to
be determineci. One of the goals of this study is to provide m e r understanding of this

question. It is speculated that health insurance increases the trend of health service
utilization in the worker population.

2.5.4 Health Manpower Roduction and HePlth InftaStfllcture

The Thai Ministry of Public Health has intensifed its efforts to strengthen the
heakh care infr;istructure(based on the principles of primary health care) during the past

two decades. This has resulted in the expansion of the health care infrastructure in rurai
areas and health manpower (Tables 2.10 - 2.11). In tum, this has an impact on the
f i c i a i demands of the health care system and a rise in health service uulization in the
public sector. In addition, there is also a trend toward a rapid growth in the number of
health facilities within the private sector of urban areas during the 1st few years.

Table 2.10 Public FaciMes (Rurai Areas) 1991.
-

.

- -

Numbers

Type
Heaith Center

7,954

Community Hospital

-10beds
-30beds

-60 beds
-90 beds

Generai Hospital
-

72

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

--

-

-

--

-

Source: Ministry of Public Health, 1992
Table 2.11 Ratio of Health Personnel: Popuiation.

Ratio
Health Perso~e1:Population

1970

1980

1990

Physician:Population

1:8,406

1:6,755

1:4,525

Dentist:Population

150,362

1 :45,145

1 :23,129

Pharmacist:Population

1: 18,694

1: 17,550

1:14,164

Nurse :Population

1 :3,495

1:2,513

1:998

Source: Ministry of Public Heaith, 1992.

2.5.5 Community Participation in PrimPry Health Care

niailand, like most developing countries, still struggles with the basic problems

of health promotion and disease prevention. Safe drinking-water, sanitation, proper

numtion and relevant health education reqyire much work and resources from both public
and private sectors. Community participation, which is the key to success of primary

health care in developing countries, has had a great impact on raising not only the health
statu of the niral population in T b a i l d but also has had an impact on awareness of the

availability of hedth services. Awareness of health services is a significaflt factor

iafluencing and increasing health service utiiization.

In the iast two decades, the level of resources required for the heaIth sector and
for health-related activities has significantly ïncreased. The coa of advanced medical
technology, which is an important conmibuor to health care costs, is changing rapidly
and requires highly-skilled workers. New technologies are often not properiy evaluated

before implementation despite high demanci for new medical diagnostic and treatment
technologies in Thailand. For example, there were 36 Computerized Tomography
Scanners in 1989, 20 in Bangkok and the remainder in the other 72 provinces (Ministry
of Public Health, 1992).
2.5.7 Impact of Changing Economic Factors on Hedth Service Utilkation.

Ecowrnic factors provide the basis for major development as weii as changes in
society and culture. Thailand, as a consecpence of the econornic impact over the last
thirty years, bas experienced a rate of social and culrurai change which has had both a

positive and negative impact on the quality of Me. Rapid urbanization and changes in
population structure and Me-styles have altered the traditionai patterns of disease so that
chronic diseases such as cancers and cardiovascular diseases are of increasing
importance, although infectious and chddhood diseases are stiN prevaient in the poorer
communities. The growing economy has not brought about a significant improvement
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of health to the majority of the popuiatioa. Although the country's growing economy has

resulted in a larger middle class sector and better economic status among urban dweilers,
it has aiso r d t e d in a poorer sub-population whose social and economic potential has

worsened. Most urban poor do not get a comparable s

b of economic growth when

compared with the higher socioeconomic class. The gap between the nch and the p r
is gettïng wider (Robinson, Byeon, & Teja, 1991).

Econornic activities have been concentrated in Bangkok (the capital city with a

population of nearly 10 million) which is the centre of commerce, finance,

manufacturing, communication, heaith services and education activities. Bangkok clearly
dominates the entire economy of the country, as weil as Thaï culture: politicai, religïous,
and educationai. It is more than 50 times as large as that of the second largest city in

Thailand. The most saiking egect in the health sector has k e n the growth in numbers

of private hospitais in Bangkok. When an economy is on the rise, economic factors such
as income, occupation, education will have an influence on health senice utiiization.
As weii, more access to health infonnaaon is available to the weii-educated.

This

increased knowiedge, coupled with a higher income results in spending more on health
related activities.
Provider-induced demand is very obvious when the economy expands. As a fkee
market system, there is no mechanism to stop the growiag private health sector and

diffusion of medical technology . Anothet problem, dong with private expansion, is the
"brain-drain"of health personnel fkom nuai to urban practice, especially to Bangkok.

This is a senous problem right now for the public health care sector in n u a i areas which
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serves the majority of the population. Without an abuadaece of weU-Pained heaith
personnel in the nirai health facilities, continuing rural to urban migration will aggravate
the problem even more. AU of these problems result fiom economic factors which may
dkectiy or indirectly affect health senrice utihtion.
2.5.8 impact of Urbanization and Modernization on Heaith Seroice Utiiîzation

Early defdtions of urbanization emphasized ody demographic aspects. Now,

a broadened concept and definition goes beyond strictly population characteristics to
include the urban environment, the mediating factors of technology, and social
organization (Stelter, 1990). Urbanization affects people's behaviours and Me-styles.
The phenornena of urbanization also results in a diffusion of influence, knowledge, and
lifestyie from urban centres to rural areas.

Modernization is often equated to "Westernization". This definition is too simple.
Modemkation takes piace within the context of specific culturai traditions and by
mobilization of a culture's specific resources. Whenever cnteria bave been selected for
defining, diagnosing and measuriag modemizatioa, many are not clear and need more
precise explanation. One example of these definitions is "modernization means growth
and diffusion of a distinctive set of institutions and values rooted in the techmlogical

transformation of the economy and the organization of the state" (Rubenstein, 1985).

Urbanization and modemization have sometimes been used interchangeably.
However, urbanhtion is more related to the rapid concentration of population in large
cities and modernization refen more to science and technology development. Usually

these occur at the same time but in some instances they do not. Urbanization may occur
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without modeniuation. which can be seen in many cities of developing countries.

s universities,
Modernization usuaiiy occm in urban areas. Urban growth b ~ g jobs,
health services, hiiraries, and aii kinds of social benefits. However, it also brings

problems of poverty, inadequate or lack of housing, congesteci environment, poor health,

chronic unemploywnt, traffic problems, loss of cornmitment with attendant isolation and
dienation, and crime. In urban areas, medical care needs are concentratel and
magnifiecl in hi@-risk groups such as the young, the elderly, the disabled, the poor, and
the chronicaliy ill.

It is difficult to separate the impact of urbankation fkom

modernkation as they relate to h e m s e ~ c utilkation.
e
There is no doubt that both urbanïzation and modernization have an impact on
health service utilkation. Both urbanization and modernization directly affect economic

factors such as income, education, and occupation. They may indirectly relate to
fifestyles, family structure, health behaviours, religious beliefs and practices. Ail of
these factors influence health service utilization.

As mentioned in an earlier section, urbanization during the past two decades has

occurred at an alarming rate in Thailaml so that facilities and services cannot meet the
demands of the increasing urban population.

Rural-urban migration is the major

contributor to the city growth: for Thailand the share of urban growth due to migration
is 45 % (Todaro, 1994). Urban populations are a relatively heterogeneous mix of ethnic

groups, population characteristics, and lifestyles. In contrast, rural populations are more
homogeneous with respect to such characteristics as religion and lifestyle. The rural
economy consists of srnail-fmer agriculture. The lack of opportunity to acquire higher
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education seems to be one important factor innuencing rural-urba. migration. There is
evidence rhat labour mobiiity nom rurai to urban locations is driven by higher incorne
expectations resuiting fkom iocreased employment opportunities, especiaiiy those
avaiiable to persons with higher educational skills, which c m only be obtained in urban
environments. For example, moa development projects are focused on the urban sector.
Tbere is also a grrat difference in the availability of health services between urban and

rural centers in Thailand. Most of the medical facilities are concentrated in urban areas
where only 30% of the population resides.

Moreover, the social and behavioral

detenniaants of health status differ between the urban and rural population. Educauon,

income, iife-styles, family structure, self-care, social support and religious adherence are
included among these determinants.
Urbani7ation and modernization influence both lifestyles and religious adherence.
Urban populations in Thailand tend to rely less on religious lifestyles and adopt more

stressfui "westemized lifestyles" than rurai populations. With more health care facilities
in urban areas, the urban population has greater access to most health senrices with more

choices from both public and private facilities. They tend to use more health services.
Those with higher education and higher incorne tend to seek care from the private sector.
Those with lower income and lower education seek care more fkom the public than Born
the private sector.

Since the wban population tends to have fewer social support

systems, they tend to rely more on health services. In cornparison, the dpopulation,

whose social support systems are more intact, tend to rely more on self-care and
traditional medicine. Extended-family structure underiines the social support system and
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seif-care in rurai areas. With fewer private health facilities in the rival communities,
people are obliged to use public health facilities which are festricted to primary medical
care centered within health centers and district hospitais.

2.6 Condusiou

This chapter was intended to provide background and context for the saidy. Lt
began with an overview of the Thai health care system, population health s t a t u ,
development of health insurance, and ended with a description of the trends and factors

which may influence Thai health service utilization. Very few studies on health service
utiiization have been done in Thaiiand (Raghupathy, 1996; Fuller, Edwards, Semisri, &
Vorakirphokatorn, 1993). In the nen chapter, the literature on health s e ~ c utilization
e
world-wide wiU be discussed in detail.

CEAPTER THREE: LITERATURE REWEW
3.1 Iatrducüon
This chapter will examine the literatiue on health service utiiization models, will
review of studies of health service utihtion, as weiï as issues in utilization and heaith
status measurement.

3.2 Health Service Utiïization Models
Utilkation of health care has been identifieci as a detenninant of the Ievel of

health and disease within a population, dong with other environment& Mestyle, and
behaviorai factors (Beland, 1988). Patterns of utilkation are influenceci by five broad
factors: health statu and ne&, demographic characteristics, physician availabïlity,

organizational characteristics of health care services, ami financing mechanisms (Huiica
& Wheat, 1985; McMahon, Wolfe, Griffith, & Cuthbertson, 1993; Muller, 1986).

Both heaith statu and the need for medical care play a major role in deteminhg

health services utilization (Andersen, 1968). Results of studies have supported the
conceptuai relationship between utilization and self-perceived illwss or injury, the type

of syrnptoms, and the ability to perform usual activities as measures of need (Amerta
Hospital and Medicai Care, 1989; Beland, 1982). However, the need variable is an

imprecise concept and is divided into two broad categories: individually perceived health
status and professionally assessed health status (St Leger, Schnieden, & Walsworth-Bell,

1992).

Demographic characteristics, specificaily race, social class, religion, gender and
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age are considered importaot independent predictors of utilization (Pope, 1988;

Seccombe, Clark, & Coward, 1994; Soghikian & Midamilc, 1991).
Avaiiability of heaith care resounw such as physicians and other human resources

for heaith is also considered an important factor that influences utiIization (Beland, 1989)
as well as organizational characteristics of h d t h care services such as national health
iiisurance and health maintenance o r g h t i o n (Eiiencweig, 1992).

For example,

financing medical care through insurance enables a person to use needed care (Ron,
Abel-Smith, & Tamburi, 1990).

Studies show that inSulCeclstanis is associated with

increase in utilization (Gish, 1990; H u b & Wheat, 1985)' whereas CO-paymentand
deductiile policies decrease ufilj7i1tion (Brown, 1991; Dunn & Mitchell, 1984; Rachlis
& Kushner, 1989). Although this has been obsemeâ in developed cotmmes, it remaios

unexamined in most developing counrries.

3.2.1 Conceptualization

In an ideai health a r e system, an individual will use a service only when it is
perceived that one's need could be satisfied, that the facility provides the desired and
required service, and that it is convenient and affordable. However, there are many

other factors which conmibute to the increasing use of health seMces by consumen.
These are demographics, health needs ,health beliefs, consumer expectation, accessibility
of health services, heaith insurance coverage, consumer attitudes, health provider
behaviour, economics, phannaceutical companies, and social problems (Payer, 1992).
Al1 play some role in influencing consumer behaviour. HeaIth care utilization and heaith

care need are not identicai. For example, patients or potential patients may not kaow
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what specific seMces they need and have linle or inadequate knowledge or cornpetence
to assess the @ty

of physicians or treatments. Opinions on these issues may m e r

considerably even among health care professionais.
It

must be recognized that even when optimal conditions in temu of s e ~ c e

distribution and proximity are present, utilbation vafies. Even when health services are

used, they may Vary in efficacy (what the patient gains by attending) or in fiequency
(how long and how oftw helshe will attend). Indeed, effective utilization at the 'correct'
time and used appropriately in frequency can be regarded as a major indicator of success

in health care provision. Unfortunately, there is so Little information on this issue. Most
heaith services utiiization research deais wuh health management in t e m of efficiency

and effecriveness but not with heaïth improvement or health outcome (Muller, 1986).

This reflects the process of health care rather than health outcome (Rachiis & Kushner,
1994).

Various theorists (Aday & Andersen, 1974; Andersen, 1968; Anderson &
Andersen, 1972; Gross, 1972; Rosemtock, 1%0; Suchman, 1965) have explored patterns
of utilization from the patient perspective and have idenafieci factors affecting an

individuai's decision to use the health care delivery system. This wiii be discussed in
detail in the foliowing section.

3.2.2 Models of H d t h Services Utilization
Social scientists have aied to explain h d t h services utiiization by modelling

population characteristics, service characteristics, and other variables in an attempt to
explain or predict utilization behaviour. The foliowing are five different perspectives of

theorists:
3.2.2.a Rosenstoock Model(1959-1966)

This model is based on psychological-motivationai deremiinantr of health service

utili79tion (Rosenstock, 1960). Rosenstock stresses that emotionai rather than cognitive

beliefs of a person are crucial to understazzding utiiization. Individuais will iikely seek
care if they beiieve they are ili or susceptible to a disease. However, this model also
suggests explmations of health behaviour in which heaithy people seek care to avoid
mess. This model is m e r developed as the Health Belief Mode1 (Rosemtock, 1966).

Rosemock points out that there is a lack of empirical research explicitly testmg
this model and that methodologicai diffidties would likely aise in acnially examining
its explanatory utility. He hypothesizes that the decision to seek preventive care will not
be made Mess the foiiowing conditions are satisfied:
1) The individual is psychologically ready ro rake action relative to a particular

health condition. The extent of raciiness to act is defined by whether the individual feels
susceptible to the condition in question and the extent to which its possible occurrence
is viewed as having serious personal consequences.

2) The individual believes that the preventive behaviour or the test in question is
both feasible and appropriate for him or her to use, would reduce either his or her

perceived susceptibitity to, or the perceived severity of, the illwss and that there are no
serious psychologicd barriers to the proposai action present.
3) A cue or stimulus occurs to mgger the resporw.

3.2.2. b SuchmPii Model (19641966)

This is a socio-cuituial and environmental determinant model that emphasizes the

influence of social groupings on utilkation (Suchman, 1965). Criticai determinam of
utilization behaviour are the social network of family and fkiends and the scientific
orientation to health and medicîne of the individual. The degree of health knowledge of
kin and niends are coasidered to be important in influencing utilization. Moreover, it

is noted that attitudes towards iïïness and the awareness of matment may vary
considerably among cuiniral groups as well as low socioeconomic status and minority

groups that tend to be more isolated and have less knowledge of disease and treatment
(Suchman, 1965). Consideration of these variables on behaviour may be very important

in developing countries and among ethnic minonty groups in North Arnerica.
3.2.2.c Andersen Model (1968)

This model has been referred to frequently in utilization research as the

Behavioral Model (Andersen, 1968). Andersen proposes that use of hea1t.h service is a
function of three sets of factors; the predisposing component (age, gender, marital suais,
social class,education, heaith beliefs),the enabling component (home, health insurance,
access to a source of m e ) , and the aeed component (presence of symptoms or disease,
morbidity) as identified in Figure 3.1. In this model, the use of tiealth services is a

sequentiai and conditional function of an individuai's predisposition to use health
services, his or her ability to obtain them, and his or her need to comme them.
Predisposing factors such as demographic and health-related factors are defbed as
attitudinal characteristics. Religion is amther factor that is ïncluded in this model.

-

Curative

-ambdatory
Pisit
admission

Figure 3.1 Andersen Model(1968)
Although knowledge about the impact of religious beliefs on health service u-tion

is

limited, religious beliefs play important parts in health practices and utilkation(Anderson
& Young, 1988; Masi, 1988b;Masi, 1988c; Sevensky, 1983). The enabling component

indicates rhat aithough the individual may be predisposed to use health services, the
individuai must also have some means of obtaining them. Enabling factors are dehed

as income, health inmance, and the availability of health care providers. These may
promote or M e r the use of health services (Broyles, Manga, Binder, Angus, &

Charette, 1983). Predisposing and enabling components however, are not sufficient to
affect the use of heaïth s e ~ c e s . What ultimately is required is an individual perception

of some illness need before h e m care is soughr (Joseph & Phiïps, 1984). This need
(ïllness level) is the most crucial componem that effects choice of health service

utiiization.

In considering the different types of use, need is the prïmary determinant of
hospitai use. Physician use is influenced by need, but predisposing and enabling factors
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are also important. Figure 3.1 illusuates the process steps in the Andersen Model.
3.2.2.d G r o s Mdel(1972)

This model includes all the componems of the Anderson Mode1 but expands the
mode1 to include accessibility factors such

as distances and waiting h e s , and the

individuals' perceived h d t h level (Gross, 1972). Gross proposes a regression equation

explaining the utiiization of various services by an individuai as a fiinction of enabiing
factors, predisposing factors, accessibility factors, perceived health level of the
individual, and other socio-demographic factors.
3.2.2.e Aday and Andersen Modei (1974)

This model is a framework for understanding access to health senices in which

the system is a modifier (Aday & Andersen, 1974).

The model takes a macro

perspective by including the national health policy and the characteristics of the delivery

system as weii as consumer satisfaction as inputs. It then defines utilbation as an output.

In this mdel, consumer satisfaction could be considered as an outcome of the system
shown in Figure 3.2. In cornparison with the Andersen Model, this model emphasizes

the importance of health policy and the health care delivery system when analyzing
utilkation of any given health service. Since it is a comprehensive model, some of the
variables might be dficult to measure in an empiricai saidy .
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Figure 3.2 Aday and Anderson Modd (1974)

3.3 The Study on Eealth Service Utilization Predictors
An initial literature search (prior to designhg the present study) was performed

in the Medline database for ail iiterature publûhed from 1980 through November, 1993
using the key terms utikation, insurance, and health service*. This search yielded
40 abmcts which were reviewed for appropriateness. Since the study was completed,

a thorough search to update the literature review to 1996 was done.
Most research on health service u m t i o n has k e n undertaken in developed
counuies. Only a few midies have been carried out in developing counmes in Asia and
L ~ MAmerka (Gish, 1990; Raghupathy, 1996; Fuiier, Edwards, Sermsri, &

Vorakitphokatom, 1993; Bac-,

1199). In the following sections, selected studies

related to factors ianuencing heaith service utilization are reviewed. They are based on
studies conducted in developed countrïes except where noted otherwise.
3.3.1 Age and UtiIization

The relationship between the heaith service ualization (especially physician visits)
and age is best descnbed by a U-shaped m e (Anderson & Andersen, 1972). The very

young and the very old tend to use more services. This is because the former have a
higher prevaience of acute conditions, and the latter have a higher prevalence of chronic
diseases. However, hospital admission rates have different patterns; they are normally

lower for children than any other age group while the rate is highest in the reproductive
yean and then deciines until age 65 and over, when it paks once again.

There is evidence that health s e ~ c utilization
e
by al1 age groups is increasing but
that there is a slightiy grrater inctease among senior cikens (Barer et al., 1989;
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Saskatchewan Health, 1987). It is believed that the aging population structure is a major

conm'butor to the increase in utiiization and costs of heaith care. Bara et al (1989) argue
that the changhg population structure is oaly a minor contributor to the iacfease in the

urilization of health smices by consumerS. They propose that the increased per capita

use among the elderly is more a factor of overail increased utilkation rather than of
aging aione. This assertion is also supporteâ by Denton and Spencer (1975) who indîcate

tbat increasing costs reflect changes in the @ty

of services provided rather than

changes in the population (Denton & Spencer, 1975). There are few saidies done in
working age groups.

3.3.2 Gender and Utilbation
Gender influences the use of health services, primarily due to factors reiated to

female health, especially women's need for obstemcal care.

Beginning with the

childkaring years, 15-44, and continuing through old age, females uulize more health

services than males (Kohn & White, 1976; Nathanson, 1977). Hospital admission rates
are higher for femaies than males. However, perception of one's own health plays a

signifcant mle in utiiization behaviour. Many snidies conclude that adult women report
more morbidity and disability and more fieqent use of health services than men.
Similar patterns of these gender differences have been reported for decades both of

developed and developing countries (Andersen, 1968; Fuller, Edwards, Sermsri, &

Vorakitphokatom, 1993; Kohn & White, 1976; Nathanson, 1977; Verbmgge, 1976).
Women have a more positive attitude toward health and medical care (Meininger, 1986).
In Franks' study (1996), men are twice as likely to report not having a usual source of
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care (Franks, Gold, & Clagcy, 19%). Women also use more ambulatory services than

men for both preventive and illness-relateà care (Adams & Benson, 1992; Wingard,
1984). Women are more ükely to perceive symptoms than men, although they are not
more likely to adopt a sick roie when iîi (Hibbard d4 Pope, 1983; Meiainger, 1986;
Wingard, 1984). To date, studies on gender disparities in the use of heaith m e have

s h o w that women have received fewer invasive and technology-intensive seMces than

men (Ayanian & Epstein, 1991; Tobin et al., 1987).
Fuller et al (1993) mdied a large group of Bangkok residents in Thailand and
found that mamed women reporteci more illness, were more likely to utilize health
services and, according to self-reports, experienced a lower ievel of health Puiler,

Edwards. Se&,

& Vorakitphokatom, 1993). Significant gender differences in health

status among Thais exists even after excluding pregnant women and

new mothers, and

after controhg for severai aspects of acquired risks such as psychological distress,
emotional support, age, education, and income. Thai men M e r from more senous
chronic ailments which may explain thek higher moaality rates.
3.3.3 Heaith uisurance and Utiiization
Health insurance can be conceived as a fioancing mechanian, or more broadly
as

an integrai part of a nationai health care programme. World Bank and [nternational

Labour Organization have aiso advocate national heaith insurance as a solution to
inadequate health firiancihg in developing countries (Akin, Birdsaii, & de Ferranti, 1987;

Ron, AbeCSmith, & Tamburi, 1990). Experiences fkom South Korea and some L ~ M
Amencan counmes like Brazii and Costa Rica show that insurance covers ody a
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proportion of costs, and beneficiaries' CO-payments,and rnost c o d e s began with urban

workers employai by large enterprises in a few economic sectors, and graduaiiy extended
to other sectors and smaller enterpnses. World Bank (1992) reports eight low-middle

income countries including Thailand that have heaith insurance. These are Bolivia,
Philippines. Peru, Turkey, Costa Rica, Chile, and Argentina. The populations coverage
by health insurance range h m 13-10096 in 1990. Bachrnann (1993) Micates that

insured people usually have more and bater health care than do the uninsured, and
coverage is invariably higher in urban than in rural areas for Korea, Pem and Brazit.

Many studies iden-

the avaiiability of health insurance as contribu~gto more

ambulatory care and inpatient a r e (Eilencweig, 1992; Freernan & Corey, 1993; Marquis
& Long, 1996; Muller, 1986). Gish (1990) suspects that the impact of insurance on

health service utilkation would be much higher in developing countries (Gish, 1990).

He suggests tint once the health insurance applies to some groups of population that have
not had access before and the majonty of the population stül do not have access to heaith
insurance, then the gap between inswd and uninsured couid be expected to eniarge-

Insurance plans shield consumers from the cost of health services resulting in consumers
king unaware of the costs of services (Shapiro et al., 1986). Brook et al (1983) found
that those belonging to a c o a sharing program make approximately one third fewer office

visits and expenence hospitaluation one third less than those who are insureci without
cost sharing (Brook et al., 1983).

In the United States, Health Maintenance Organilations (HMOs) offer an
alternative to fee-for-service by providing a capitation system which is aimed at reducing
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the cost of health care while at the same time supporthg and pmmoting preventive care

(Soghibm & Midami?c, 1991). Funding for HMOs is based on capitation rates adjusted
for age and gender differences. In Canada, Ontario is the only province that has Health
Service Organizations (HSOs) which are pattemed after the HMOs in the United States.
Weinkauf and Scuiiy (1989) reviewed a snidy conducted by the Ontario Minisny of

Health to measure the cost-eBectiveness of an HSO in Ontario, comparing the costs per

patient of the HSO with the fee-for-service fuading (Weiakaul & Scully, 1989). In
theory, the capitation system shouid reduce health care costs because a greater emphasis
is placed on preventive care. However, Weinlaiaf and Scuily f o u d that there was no

significant impact on cost between the two types of providen in Ontario. This hding

differs fiom the expenences in the United States.
Cost sharing and firucial incentives are two methods which have been proposed

to modm consumer utiiïzation behaviour by making the consumer financially aware of

the cost of health are, thereby reducing

CO-.

Another alternative is to educate

consumen and practitioners on the costs of health services. Senf and Jogerst (1987)
fouod that practitioners who underestimate the cost of procedures and tests tend to order

more frequently than those practitioners who have a more accurate perception of the costs
(Senf & Jogerst, 1987).

3.3.4 Consumer Satisfaction and Utilization Behaviour

Recently , consumer attitudes and behaviours are considered to have higher
importance as contributors to health service utihation. Consumer attitudes toward health

care providers have changed in such a way that consumers are becoming more
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discriminating in their choice of health care providers (KasteIer et al., 1976). The

authors propose that patients who do not have confidence in or who are dissatisfied with
th& physician's performance, will be more Uely to shop for another doctor than those

who have confidence in their physician and are satidied. Patients who are wt favourabiy
irnpressed with their doctor's persona1 qyalities or who are hostile toward himnier will
be more likely to seek the advice of some other physician than those who iike the doctor

as a person. Patients who are dissatisfied with the cost of services, the inconvenience of

location and office hours, and the length of waiting tïme will be more likely to shop for
another doctor tban those who are satisfied with these conditions- Those who have a
higher tendency to adopt the sick role, and a higher disposition toward hypochondria wüî

show a higher tendency to shop for doctors than those derno~l~trating
lower tendencies
toward these characteristics (Kasteler et al., 1976). Conneiiy et al (1989) conclude that
individuals with a pwr perception of their own health utilize health services more often
than those with a good perception, whether they are acnially ili or not (Comeliy et al.,
1989).

Ware and Davies (1983) studied the effects of consumer dissatisfactionwith h e m

services. They found tbat consumer satisfaction or dissatisfaction with theu practitioner
contributes significantiy to the consumers' behaviour and is an e f f d v e indicator of
predicting whether they are lkely to change the source of their health services mare &
Davis, 1983).

3.3.5 Income, Occupation and Utiiization
In general, higher socio-economic statu groups consume more health services,
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although there is evidence tbat tbis gap is narrowing (Bice & Eichhom, 1972; Bice &

White, 1971). A large number of midies support the fact that people with low incornes
seek c m more often in hospital emergency rooms and clinics (Freeman & Corey, 1993;

Hadley, Steinberg, & Feder, 1991). In the past, the lower-incorne groups generally had
lower hospitai admission rates than the higher-income groups. However, this retationship

is king reversed because of the growth of health insurance and fhncing programs for
the poor (Monheit, Hagan, Berk, & Farley, 1985). People with voluntary health

innirance tend to consume more health services and have a higher rate of admission than
those wbo do not have such coverage (Rosenbach, Adamache, & Khandker, 1995).

3.3 -6 Marital Status and Utilization
Marital status primarily reflects the effect of age, gender, and morbidity patterns,

on the use of physicians' s e ~ c e s . Joug (1995) found that educational level is an
important confounder of the relatiomhip between heaith care ualuation and marital
stanis. In addition, he found that differences in heaith status explaineci the higher

utilizationof heaith services among widowed ami divorced people. Divorced women use
slightly more health services than married women, but also appear to have somewhat

poorer health status (Berk & Taylor, 1984). The divorced were also more frequently
hospitalized than married (Joug, van der Meer, & Mackenbach, 1995).

3.3.7 Education and Utiiization
Education is an important determinant of ovedl health service use and especially
of preventive care seeking behaviour. The consumption of physicians' senrices increases
as educatiorui level increases, p M y due to the p a t e r use of preventive services by

the better-educated. Individuais with more education are more Wrely to have prevemive

examiniitions than the less-educated. Bener-educated women initiate prenatal care eariier

and obtain more seNices than do the less-educated (Caidwell, 1993). Furthenaore,
education is aiso an important determinant of health or heaith status of an individual and
the population as a whole (CaMweli, 1993).

A recent study done by Raghupathy i n d i e s that the matemal education does not

have a uniform impact on aü matemai health services in Thaiiand. While there is a
positive impact of education on the use of prenatal care, there is no impact on tetanus
toxoid inoculations (Raghupathy , 1996). In addition, whiie educational differentials are
maintajned in nrral areas, urban residence tends to diminish these differentials.
3.3.8 Health StatusIHeaith Neeà and Utihtion
Need for care is one of the most important predictors of use, especiaily for the

hospitai and physician services (Andersen, 1968). Indices of need include health and
mobility stams, perceived symptoms of illness, and physician-rated urgency. Measuruig

health status accurately is a prerequisite of health services research. It is crucial to

choose appropriate health stanis variables in order to obtain meaningfûi resuits. Four of
the most widely used health staais indicators are self-rated or perceived health status, role

limitations, restricted activity days, and fiinctionai limitations (Pope, 1988). AU four
indicators measure chronic severe disease of the hem and cerebrovascular systems.
Perceived health statu is the best variable for rneasufing chronic and serious, yet

manageable conditions (hypertension, diabetes. thyroid problems. anemia, ulcea).
Restricted activity days is the k t of the four variables at measuring acute, transitory
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morbidity but oniy when it resuits in sisnifiCant restricted activity (hctures, dislocation,

s p i n s and strains, respiratory iunesses). Kdeally, if health statu is to be used as a
predictor of utilization, it should be rneasured before treatment, and fresuendy enough
to detect acute events.

In practice, measuring health status independentiy of medical

treatment is not feasible. The issues of health status meastirement will be discussed in
more detail in the meamment issue section (3 S).
3.3.9 Accessibüity and Avaiïability of Heaith Services and Utilixstion
Accessibility of health seMces is another factor which influences consumer

utilization behaviour (Beland, 1988; Comelly et al., 1989). Urban populations have
better access «, h d t b services than dpopulations and therefore have higher rates of

use (Saskatchewan Health, 1987).
3.3.10 Religious beliefs and Utilization

Religion may be descnbed as a system of beliefs and practices directed toward
the ultimate concern of society (Burton, 1992). It cari be referred to as a cultural

phenornenon, involving mutualiy interacting systems, whereby symbol, myth, and rinial
serve to organize and bind people together. Religion serves at least two fllnctions in the

life of individuais. First, religion provides an undentamihg of illness and mortality.
Second, it provides patients with various mechanisms of coping with sickness, suffering,
and monality.

Religions are important resources for society that help to maintain the fabric of
society when threatening or uncertain conditions prevail. The link between religion and
medicine was ackmwledged even before the development of medicine as an empirical
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science in the 2ûth century (Sevensky, 1983). However, this link is often taken for
granted. Indeed, in 1988 Craigie et al reviewed aii articles discussing the prevalence,

characteristics, and quality of measures of religion or religiosity that were published in
the Journal of Family Practice nom 1976 to 1986 (Craigie, Liu, Lanon, & Lyon, 1988).

They found that religious variables were present to some extent, even in studies with a
psychosocial emphasis. Ln the studies, religious measures were usually descnptively
rather than inferentiaiiy analyzed. Nevertheles, reügious beliefs are often important
aspects of health practices and treatments (Masi, 1988a).

The basic concepts and perception of health and mess can be traced to culnual

beliefs. Within each cultural belief b e w o r k , religious beliefs in tum have a major
influence on the causes of health and illness. For instance, Christians and Muslims
believe in God. Ulness may appear either as a test fiom God or as a punisiment for
doing bad deeds (Anderson & Young, 1988). Buddhists and Hindus may view the causes
of iiiness differently.

They believe that some individuais are pdisposed or

consututionally more susceptible to illness than others because of accumulatecl misdeeds
from past lives (Masi, 1988~).

Religious beliefs, religious practices or religious riaials affect health behaviours
and health care in different ways. Moreover, there are some religious beliefs that are

opposed to some medicd interventions such as those related to methods of farniiy
planning. Buddhists, Muslims and Catholics refuse or oppose abomon; Catholics and

Muslims generaily do not accept sterilization. M a y reiigious groups reject amficial
insemination, euthanasia, or other medical techniques.

Awther exampie that

demonstrates the unique influence of religion and minue on health is among the Amish.
They have different perceptions of health and illness; they do not practice binb control;
they often lack the preventive practica of immunization and prenatal care; and they use
a

variety of traditional health care providers (Adams & Leverland, 1986).

Since it is specuiated that religion (specificaiiy Buddhisrn and Islam in Thailand)
is an important predictor of heaith service utilkation, Table 3.1 compares of the two

systems of religion.

In practice, very few individuais strictiy adhere to ali

beliefs/practices of theù own religious group. Therefore, religion or cultural influence

may vary greatly among individuais.
Table 3.1 CompatiSon of Two Systems of Reïigious Beliefs: Buddhism and Islam

Islam
Found in Burma, Bhutan, Laos,
Sikkim, Sri Lanka, Nepal,
Thailand, Tibet, Viemam

C m be found in almost
every country of the worid
but partidarly in
A f ' s t a n , the Arabian
Counaies, Egypt, Iran,
Iraq. Malaysia, Indonesia,
North Afkica, Pakistan,
Saudi Arabia, Turkey and
the USSR

islam
Basic beliefs

-kachhg is based on nonviolence and brotherhood
-adhere to the idea of karma
(deeds) , and reincarnation
which means whatever a person
does in this life influences his
or her next reincarnation and
so, in each Me,man Iearns
from experiences of the past
and should progress towards
perfection or n i n m (a state of

-the four noble tniths can lead
man by his own efforts to
enlightenment
0 a i l Living things are
characterized by suffering and
unhappiness

O wrong desire and
sefihness cause suffering

if one can remove wrong
iesire and selfishness, one then
xn eliminate mering
0

the way to eIiminate
iuffering is through the Melong
?ractice of the eightfold path to
:nüghtemnent (fiom complete
inderstanding of life, doing
poci deeds, refraining nom
:xtremes, to meditation)
0

b

i

t

acknowiedges no God

il1 health is the result of bad
ieeds in previous lives

-klieve in God, foilowing
Mohammed's teachings
strictly by reading and
practising the holy 1aw
written in the Koran

-Merem interpretatiom of
the Koran lead to some of
the differences between the
varying lifestyles in many
Muslim coutries
-pray at least five àmes
daily
-accept

iU heaith and pain as

God's wiU

-some are vegetarians, some
abstain h m dcohol
-pain is accepteci with as linle
cornplaint as possible

- m mshould be derived
Eom animals that have been
riaially slaughtered by a
Mush
-Musiimc fast at the festival
of Ramadan, fiom d a m to
SUIZSet

-forbidden to take pork or
alcohol in any form, porcine
insulin is sttictiy forbidden
-there is no objection to "spare
part" surgery, transplant
surgery nor to the giving and
receiving of blood transfusion

-strong taboos about
tennination of a pre&nancy,
dona~g
or receiving
transplants or grafts

-no objection to biah connol
methods

-autopsies are forbidden

-0bject strongly to the
termination of a pregnaacy
-very tolerant towards other
religious sects and nationalities

-strict Muslims reject
immunkation
-women have a very
restricted role in Life

Source: Masi, 1988~;Sampson, 1982

Although the reiigious dimension has not been incorporated to a great degree in

health and health care,many studies show that religious beliefs do impact the health of
an individual and society as a whole. A study carried out by Butz et al (1982) found
cultural differentials in health reflected in child mortality after controlling for

socioeconomic factors in M u s l i . and non-Muslim populations of Malaysia. Another
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study carried out by Raghupathy (1996) exploring the impact of maternai education on

materna1 health service utililirtion also shows that there are signifcant differences
between Thai Buddhists and Thai Muslims, with the Buddhists showing

a higher

utilization rate and higher educatïion.

In summary, religion may d u c e the risk of sickness or death by prescniing
behaviours which prevent ilines or which assist in the treatmem of sickness. However,
it can have the opposite effect by promibing behaviours which are hannful to üfe or

which couid W e r neannent.

Religion can also have a beneficid effect such as

cultivatîng aninides which may give the individual a perspective which helps to deal with
stressful M e situations. Religious prescriptions for healthy behaviours might include

encouragement to eat healthy nutrihous foods, exercise, knowledge about bodiiy
functions, the encouragement of family and social practices of helping and caring, and
the proper utiiization of available health care systems. On the other hand, proscriptions

of healthy behaviours fiom religious beliefs may also increase the risk of sichess or

death such as denying life saving treaments, rejecting immunization, or using
contaminateci substances in rituals.

Present knowledge about the impact of religious beliefs on heaith is fragmented
and a great deal of further investigation is reqwed. Therefore, there is still a need to

explore what implications religious beliefs have on health and h d t h care utiiization.

Patteras of health and illness Vary from society to society and from time to time.
As societies modemire, death rates are the first to dedim. This is foilowed by a decline
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in binh rates. These two changes result in a declining population growth and an ùirrease
in the average age of the population. It has been shown that education and improvemem
of living standard nich as sanifation and ckan water supply have made a -ter

contribution to improving the health statu of developing CO-

populations than the

provision of health seNices alone (Caldwell, 1993). However, individual choices are
iimited by structurai conditions: social, political, and economic forces. Many individuals
üve ancl work in uahealthy environments. Changes in personal lifestyle can do little to
correct the effects of unhealthy surroundings.

In other words, health has social

determinanfs and is unevenly distributeci throughout a population in any given country.

in addition, the growing demand for heahh services bas been accelerated by the
development of a complex health service system. From one perspective, a massive
health service system is king created by the population's demand for services. From

another perspective, the system can be viewed as having a signifiant impact on the lives
of individuais. Theoretically, use of health services can be viewed as another f o m of

human behaviour. Since resources are limited and the problems of utilkation are
magnined by increasing health care expenditures, effective utiüzation at the correct time

and in appropriate, required frequency cm be regarded as success in health care
provision. Unfomuiately, there is so Liale information on this issue.

In summary, trends in health services utilizatioxî rates are detennined by the
structure of the health tare system itseif, politics, economics and societal values. The

way that a l l these factors interact may vary across cultures. However, improvement in
health outcornes such as changes in mortaiity rates,

We expectancy, and nwival rates
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are more than the result of changes in health seNice utiliriition. Health dete-

are

much bmder than only heaith are. There are many other factors which strongiy
contribute to health improvement such as healthy lifestyles and socio-economic factors
such as income, education and occupation. Other culfural related factors such as

religious beliefs, social support, self-care are more dificuit to masure but cenainly play
a role in health and health care utiiization.
The oext section will examine issues related to rneasurement of key variables in
the study. Beaer meanirement of both dependent and independent variables is desirable.

Since measurement of health status and utilkation are so complex, the Iiterahue on
relevant measurement issues was reviewed for this study. A summary of this litenhue
is presented in the following section.

3.4 Literature Review of Relevant Measurement Issues

3-4.1 Introduction
Both utiiization and health status measurement are very important to the vaiidity
of this study. Measurement issues are discussed in detail below.

3-4.2 MeasUrment of Utiiization
There are six main classifications of variables r e l a ~ to
g health service utiüzation:

cost of services; use of total medical services by place of s e ~ c (chic,
e
hospital, home,
emergency room); use of a particular service such as a physician office; use or non-use;
use for an episode of disease; and failure to arrive for an appointment (Greenlick &
Freebom, 1971). The cost of services is a relevant utilkation measure for assessing the
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efficiency of various health delivery systems, but not for reflecting inter-individuai or

inter-family utilization dflerences. Use of total senrices is a helpfbi measurement for

examining total utiiization patterns of a population but care must be taken not to obscure
meaningful qualitative differences. Measurements of use and non-use are important in

appraising the characteristics of people who do or do not make use of a particuiar
medical care program. The appropriate measurement of utilkation m u t be chosen with

carefûi matching of questions asked in the research to dependent variables used to answer
these cpestions.

The outcome variable in this study, ufiI&ztion also requires an operationai
definition. There are munerous ways researchers have measured utiLization. These
include the number of ambulatory visits, physician visits, health care contacts and
hospital admissions. Many studies show that the distribution of outpatient visits within
a population is very skewed. Therefore, many studies categorize or dichotomize the

utilization as users versus non-users of health services.

3.4.3 Measurement of Health Status
3.4.3 .a Measuring Health Status

Health care providers and researchers interested in hedth care are increasingly
focusing their attention on the measurement of health outcornes. Health statu is
considered to be not oniy a meamernent of heaith outcome but aiso an important
determinant of health service urilization (Andersen, 1968; Beland, 1982; Ellencweig,
1992). Therefore, measurement of health stanis is one of the pressing weds in health

service utilization research. The conceptualization and measurement of health status is
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controversial. The World Health Organization's 1949 definition of health as "total
social, psychologid and physical weii-king" is stiii used in the absence of a more
satisfactory definition. Most e x i s ~ ghealth status measutes reflet the dwase mode1
which is based on rates of pathologid abnormaiity via a set of signs and symptoms. As
a resuit, mortaiity and morbidity indicators are fkequently used by health professionais
to

measure heaith. Subjective health iodicators are also available through w e y s .

Recently, more holistic and positive models of health

statu

have indudeci a sale of

feeling or sense of weil-being as weii as individual psychology, motivation, and

adherence to therapy. Other factors related to health such as socioeconomic status,
availability of health c m , social support networks and individual and cultural beliefs and

behaviours have aiso been used (Bowling, 1991).
Kisch and K o m r (1969)assesseci the effectiveness of heaith status as a predictor
of outpatient health s e ~ c utiiization
e
(Kisch & Kovner, 1969). The authors concluded
that health statu may be a better predictor of

non-use rather than as a predictor of use.

3.4.3.b The Medicd Outcome Study 364tem Short-Form Health Survey
The Medical Outcorne Study 36-Item Short-Form Health S w e y (SF-36)was

chosen as a tool (more detail in Chapter 4) for health statu measurement in the present
study for three reasons. Fim, it is a self-reporteci, 36-item, generic measure of health
status

that has been validated for use by adults in the United States and the United

Kingdom as weil as in non-Engüsh-speakuig counmes such as Germany, Switzerland,

Sweden and Japan (Medical Outcornes Trust, 1994). Second, the health concepts
measured by the SF-36 demonstrate good intemai consistency and are designecl for use
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in clinical practice and research, heaith poiicy evaiuation, and general population surveys

(McHomey, Ware, Lu, & S h e r b m , 1994; McHomey, Ware, & Raczek, 1993; Ware
et ai., 1995; Ware & Sherôoufne, 1992). The eight scales of the SF-36 represent
separate factors (general health dimensions of physical and mental health). Third, the

- . -

component ~calesof the SF-36demonstrate good chmmmation between people with and
without certain health conditions, including those with and without psychiamc conditions
(Jenkinson, Coulter, & Wright, 1993; McHorney, Ware, Br Raczek, 1993). The
popularity of the SF-36has ken enhanuxi not only by its accuracy but also by its brevity
and comprehensivenws which makes it easily applicable to rnany field studies. The

SF-36 survey was constructeci for self-administration by peaons 14 years of age and
older, as weii as for administration by a ttained interviewer in person or by telephone.
Furthemore, this aiiows for. intemaonal cornparison of heahh status fiom the point of
view of the users of health s e ~ c e s(Lyoos, Fielder, & Lialepage, 1995). For example,
the AusÛalian Bureau of Statistics used the SF-36 in the National Health Survey in 1995
as well as in health status measurement, monitoring heaith outcornes and in dinical trials
(McCallum, 1995). Excellent psychometric properties are reported for the SF-36 even
when used in a generally very yomg heaithy groups, such as in a n w e y of residents in
Gewva, Switzerland, as weii as the assessrnent of the general population in Sweden

(Perneger, Leplege, Etter, & Rougemont, 1995; Sullivan, Karlsson, & Ware Jr, 1995).

The SF-36 health survey includes one multi-item d e that assesses eight health
concepts and a single-item measure of repo~edhealth transition that is not used to score

any of the eight multi-item scales. The eight concepts are as foiiows: 1) limitations of
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physical activities because of health problems; 2) limitations in social activities because
of physical or emotionai problems; 3) limitations in usual role activities because of

physicai health problems; 4) bodily pain; 5) general mentai health (psychologid distress
and well-king); 6) limitations in usual mie acavities because of emotional problems; 7)
vitality (energy and fatigue); and 8) generai health perceptions. There are at Ieast two

good reasons to adhere to the standards of content and scoring descri'bed in the SF-36

manual. Fim, they are moa likely to produce scores with the same reliability and
validity. Second, cornparisons of resuits across studies are made possible to the benefit
of aü who use these content and scoring standards. However, to date results of usage

of the SF-36 have been reported oniy for developed c o d e s .

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter began with a description of health service utiiization,

conceptualization of various utilization models, factors infiuencing utiiization and

rneasurement issues in utiiization studies.

Even though recent stlldies show some

evidence of factoa influencing utilization, there are few studies that have been done in
developing counmes.

Further identification of factors innuencing health service

utiiization will be needed for the effective application of heaith planning. An assesment

of the Iiterature on utilbation has revealed that there is a paucity of studies with respect
to research on factoa influencing utilization in worker populations of developiug

countries. In the next chapter, the methods of the present study will be outlhed in
detail.

CEAPTER FOUR: METHODS
4.1 htroduction

This chapter will derail the rationale for selection of the design, conceptuai

framework of utiIization model, sampiing of subjects, questionnaire development and pretesting, data coiIection and management, as weU as the rationale for and approach to

statistical arialysis and ethics.

4.2 Study Aims and Objectives

The aims of this saidy were:
1. To describe the present health service utikation patterns of Thai workers in Pattani

Province.
2. To ident* determinants of health service utiiïzation in the Thai worker population.
3. To assess the impact of health innirance status on the use of medical services after
adjusting for health need, sociodemographic characteristics (age, gender, education,

maritai staais, religion, type of work, self-medication), and financial status (incorne).
4.

To establish a basis for present and future assessrnent of health s t a t u of the Thai

workers .

Once these objectives were achieved, data was available to examine the following
research questions:

4.3 The Research Questions
1. What are the

heaith s e ~ c eutiliration patterns of Thai workers? 1s there any

evidence of a difference in utikation beiween insued and uninsud workers?
2.

What are the d e t e m t s of health seNices utiiizatioa in the Thai worker

population? For example, is religion important in influencing health services utilkation?
3. Does health iosurance status affect heaith seMces utüization after connoiiing for

health need and sociodemographic variables?
4. 1s there any difference between the heaith status of insured workers and unin,ciired

workers?

4.4 Rationale for Se1eding the Study Design

A double cohort, üke a retrospective cohort, is a method of epidemiologic study

in which subsets of a defined population can be idemified, who are exposed or unexposed
to factors which may influence the outcome (Huiiey & Cummings, 1988).

The similarity

is that the assembly of the cohon, the measurements of potentid predictor variables,
follow-up, and outcornes have ali happeneci in the past. AdditioWy , for a double
cohoa, the exposed ancl nonexposed are fkom different cohorts. This smdy bas some
similarity of a double cohort design that the study group (insured workers) was assembleci
by simple mdom samphg fkom the worker registry sampling fmne and then individual

matching of the cornparison group (uninsured workers who were fkiends of the insureci

workers) was done with the insured workers on age and gender. Then data was coiiected
on predictor variables and utibtion variables during the six months prior to the
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interview.
Matchhg is generally more frrquently used in we-control studies than cohoa
mdies. In a case-control study, the matching is done on the outcome variable, but in
a cohon study,the matching is done on the predictor variable. The purpose of matching

is usually to control for confounding. However, rnatching may also be useful for
selecting the control or comparison group when there is diffidty in getting a control
group from rmdom sampling.

It was thought that age and gender may act as

confounders in this study since many studies have shown that age and gender influence
the use of health services (Aday & Andersen, 1974; Andersen, 1968; Fuller, Edwards,
Sermsri, & Vorakifphokatorn, 1993; Pope, 1988; Verbmgge, 1976).

Therefore,

matching was used both for controlling the confounding effects of age and gender and
aiso for recruiting comparison subjects. The disadvantage of matchhg on age and gender

is that the affect of age and gender on utiiization camot be studied by conditional logistic

regression. However, the main purpose of the study was not to examine the effect of
these two variables.
Usually, an experdenta1 study is the preferred approach to deteminhg causal
association between variables. There are tbree criteria for using a true experimental
design: sufficient theory to examine causaiity; a causal question; and conditions ami
ethics that permit randomhation, control group, and manipulation @epoy & Gitlin,
1993). There were reasons that an experimentai design was not appropriate for this

smdy. Fim, it was not possible to use raradomization and to manipulate the intervention
because this heaith insuranCe scheme is compulsory under the Social Security Act.
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Second, even if all the three charactenstics: randomhtion, control, and manipulation of
an intervention, were met. the study might not be feasible because it rnight be too
expensive and too time-commhg due to the large sample size needed for reliable or
valid results.

However, téere are many issues to be considered, iacluding scientific validity and
feasibility, when a research question is tmnsformed to a study design. Concerm nich

as ethics, logistics, cos, and time must be considered.

Usuaily, there is an ideal

approach which must be tempered Mth a more realistic design solution.
The first important rationaie for selecting a design is to tailor the research design
to the mdy objectives and especiaiiy to answer the research questions. This is the key

point in choosing a design. In order to answer the four research questions, the chosen
design should be able to provide meanin@ conclusions. Without an appropriate design,

it is difficult to get a vaiid result. This midy had to be an anaiytic study instead of
descriptive because of the research questions. Without a cornparison group, it would be
impossible to aoswer the raearrh questions identifieci previously. Without controliing
confounders both in the design and analysis phase, the results would be overly distorted
by biases. In this shidy, there are two groups, the insured and uniiw>red. Matching was

intended to control hown confounders; other confounders or covariates would be

controiled for in the anaiysis. This would permit the saidy to detea the difference
berween the two groups if a difference tnxly existed.

Second, although it was an observationai mdy type, the double cohort design
could demonstrate an association which should provide stronger evidence of causality
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than a cross-sectioaal study. This is bec-

-

the double cohort study can establish that

predictor variables preceded the outcornes. This Sûategy is usuaiïy much less costly ard

the-coosuming than a prospective cohort saidy.
Third, this snidy used random sampüng as a method for selecting the exposed

cohort. Therefore, the study sample wouid be representative of the insured workers in
a specific province. The comparison group of u

n

. workers was chosen fiom the

same population. Thus, the results could be extrapolated to the insured workers of this
provincial population. This wouid minimi7e the potential for bias that may arke from

selectkg smdy and comparison groups from different sources.

Fourth, since this study was a matched design, conditional logistic regression
anaiysis was applied to mode1 the predictor variables in predicting the outcome variable.
With this analysis, confounding could be controUeà and interactions could be examined.

In summary, the validity of this study design was tested to assure that the aim of
the study wouid be met and the r e m c h questions would be answered with a desired
degree of scientific ngour. The sample of subjects was large enough to connol random
errors in generaliting the results to the worker population of Panani Province, Thailand
and representative enough to permit generalization.

4.5 The Study Design
4.5.1. Overview of the Study

The study design is depicted in Figure 4.1. The study targeted individuals who
have been enrolled in the health insurarice scheme for one or more years b e ~ u insureci
~e

Predictor
Variables

Outcorne
Variables

Feb 86
dunng past 6 month pnor to the interview

Figure 4.1 Double Cohort Study Design
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workea in Thaiiarid become eligrble for medical benefits only after 6 months of
contributions. The sampling frame was comprisecl of aii insured workers Born the

selected province, Pattani. This province was selected because its population has a

unique distribution of cuiNfaVreligious beliefs among Thai provinces (75% Muslims,
25 % Buddhists, compared to less than 5% Muslims in moa other provinces). Therefore,
the aspect of different religious kliefs and heaith service utilkation could be examined.

Based on the worker registry sampling h e , a random sample of 5% (500) insured
workers was drawu.

Matched uninsured workers were selected from fnends or

wighbourhoods of the insured workea during the interviews based on age (within f 5
years) and gender.
A puestionnaire for measuring the study variables was developed based on the

variables in Health Services Utilkation Mode1 (Figure 4.2). The conceptuai framework
for the study mode1 will be descnbed in more detail in the following section. The
insrniment also included closed-ended questions about demographic and socio-economk
variables and the use of health care services. The dependent variable was utiiization of
health services as defined by outpatient anâ inpatient visin. Predisposing (age, gender,

marital stanis, educational level, religious beliefs, type of work), enabling (incorne,
health insurance) and need variables (perceived heaith status) were measured as

independent variables. The questionnaire included the North Americau Standardized
Medical Outcome Study 36-Item Short Form Health Survey (SF-36), translated into the
T'ai language, to meanire health status (Medical Outcornes Trust, 1994).

Need

'w
meriCalStatlJ8

health8tatus

education

self-mediafion

type ofwork

-

-

mortalii

Target

mo rbidii

Population

quality of r

i

~quityin heaîth

Figure 4.2 Hedth Service Utiiization Modd
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Moreover, foais groups were organized in order to gather additional puaiirative
information on health services utilbation4.5.2 Conceptual Framework for Heaith Service Utiiization Mode1

Health services utilization is detennined by the structure of the health care system
itself, politics, economics, and societal values. The way that al1 these concepts interact

may vary across cultures (Payer, 1988).

As a remit, health policy-&ers

and

researchers continue to investigate what solutions are optimal for health services use in
each unique country. m

e there are no easy global solutions to appropriate amounts

of health services offered in relationship to rates of utilization, approaches such as

developing guidelines and criteria for appropriate and affordable care as weii as
utilization review and management have been used (Health Services Utilkation Working
Group, 1994). Problems in unli7irtion are unique for the developing countries where the
main problem is under-utilkation. Moreover, the under-utilkation of health services is

not evenly distributed throughout the population as those with access to health seMces

demonstrate levels of utiiization similar to those in developed countries (Gish, 1990).
Therefore, the challenge for health plannets in developing countries wouid be to
eliminate barriers to access which prevail for the non-privileged population who may
have little or no access to health s e ~ c e s .In other words, what needs to be done is to
rackle the problem of inecpity in heaith services by increasing health care coverage and
distributing preventive and curative health services equitably over the whole population.
Aithough the goal of health care delivery is to irnpmve the health status of the

popuiation, outcornes are fkequently forgotten due to the complexity of the health care
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process. Health services are oniy a mmns to an end of improving the h e t h of the

population. Ail of the models presented eariier in Chapter 3 view utilization as an
outcome.

In the proposed mode1 for rhis mdy, the invesigator derived nom models
mentioned in Chapter 3. In this model, heaith service utïüzation is considered as both

an intermediate outcome and as a means to an outcome which is a defled Ievei of health
stanis.

Incorponthg this concept, the proposed mode1 views health senices uriihtion

as a quantifiable indicator useful in developing policy as weiI as managing the

distributionof health services efficiently to achieve the outcome of reducing mortality and
morbidity, increasbg quality of Me, and improving equity in health. At the same tirne,
heaith services utilization is viewed as an intermediate outcome that is Muenced by

many variables. While the Andersen Mode1 tends to exclude societai and cultural
influences on heaIth care utibation, the proposed model adds these and other possible

determinants of health services utilization. It includes not ody the predisposing, enabling
and need factors included in the Andersen Model, but also other variables such as health
providen, consumer satisfaction, selfcare, and social support. This model may explain

health service utilkation more comprehensively and can be appiied to both developed and
developing coutries. This mdel, as depicted in Figure 4.2, illustrates the factors
infiuencing health service utilization while at the same time it is helpful in explaining the

factors affecting the increase in utilization of h d t 5 semices.

4.5.3 The Tiuget Population
4.5.3.a Target Province

This study targeted the worker population in Panani Province, located in the
southern part of Thailand. Pattani was chosen to be the target province because this
province was among the five provinces with a unique distriiution of the population (75 %
Muslims, 25 % Buddhists, compared to l e s than 5 % Muslims in most other provinces).
General information of Panani Province is as foilows:

Location
Pattani is located on the east Coast of southem Thaiiand, about 1 h o u and 25
miriutes flight from Bangkok (1,100 km distance) and approximately one and a half hours
drive fiom Hat Yai, the commercial centre of the south, located in Songkia Province.

Pattani is one of 14 provinces which make up the southern region of Thailand and one
of 75 provinces which make up Thailand. It is also one of the five southern border

provinces with Malaysia. It covers 1,940 square kilometres and is rich in uritapped
naairal resources. Geographically, Patrani is divided into 12 districts.

Popuiation
In 1993 population of Panani was 554,134. Thai is the nationai language but Jawi
is widely used among the Local population. The percentage of the population under 24
years is 57. The urban d i s e in Pattanï had a population of 99,409.

Economy
Traditionally, Pattani's economy has been dominatecl by primary agriculture and
fisheries. There are now significant changes king made towards increased industrial and
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manufachuing activities. However, 7656 of the population is dependent on agricuiaire
(rice, nibber and miits).

The fishery industry is weli-developed and offers great

potential for investment in deep sea fshing together with onshore processing for local
and export markets.

The rnanufacturing industry is predominantly resource-based

especially agro-based activities, S e a f d industry, rubber-based industry and fishery-

related such as ice and cold storage industries. Tin and manganese are the two imponam
minerai resources.
4.5.3. b Target Population

The study targeted individuais who have been exvolleci in the health inmance
scheme for one or more years because insured workers become eiigible for medical
benefits only after 6 months of conoi'butions. Therefore, aii insured workers of Panani

Province as listed of June 1995 were the target population. This List was for a l i insured

workers who were eiigible for health benefits started in June, 1995. There were 9,194
insured workers fiom a total of 178 finm. Tbey were 4,398 males and 4,796 fernales.

The sampling scheme is depicted in Figure 4.3.
4.5.4 Sampiing

Random sampiing (selection by random number) of 500 insured workers from 87
firms

employing 10 or more workers was conducted.

Non-response in this study

included both unwillingness to participate aed inability to contact those eligible. Matched
uninsureci workers were selected during the interview with each insured worker, through

nomination of either an iiinired worker's fnend or neighbour, depending on who couid
fulN the criteria with respect to age and gender. It would have been very costiy and

Thailand
ToW Population57 million (1895)
T M alrwred worlrers 3 2 million

P

m Province

Poprbtkn 586,456

(49% male, 51% femaie)

lnswed workers 9.194 (Jun 95)
lnsured workets

Cornparison group

All insured workers
in Pattani province

9,194 insured workeis

-J

Simple random mpling 500
45 unable to contact

1

matched on age and gender

insured workers
(455)
4

Friends

Y

uninsured workers
(455)
I
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tinie-consumiag to identify and contact cornparison individual worken via census or

otherpopuiation W. Raadom digit diaihg would not have been possible since moa
households are without current telephone services. In the snidy, both the samphg uni&
and the uaits of arialysis were the individuai workers.

4.6 Data Collection

After approval was received nom the University of Calgary Conjoint Medical

Research Ethics Board, a letter was sent to the Ministry of Public Health in Thailand for
permission to undertake this study (AppeILdix C). T'en, a formal letter was sent to the
Govemor of Pattani Province requesting approvai for the study in Pactani. in the
meantime, the questionnaire was developed and pre-tested. Mer the pre-test was done,
the questionnaire was revised and the fnal version was printed. A temporary office for

data collection was set up at the Provincial Medical Office in Panani. Random sampiing
of the 500 i m d workea fkom the social security registry listed of June 1995 was

undertaken using random numbers ftom a random number table. Firms where these

worken were employed were listed and formai letters of permission to interview worken
at the worker sites were sent out to the firms with Iists of workers' names. This was

foilowed by phone calls to schedule the ïninrvïews.

The data collectionprocess consisted of three parts: face-to-face interviews, focus
group discussions, and medical record validation. The data collection process is shown

in Figure 4.4.

1

Data Collection Process

1

Provincial office
Pretest

Jan 96

Final draft
of questionnaire printed

contact fimis

Recruitment of interviewers

sampling

9

1

T

(14)

training of interviewers

insured workers
uninsured workers

Feb 96

1

Focus group discussion

Figure 4.4 Data Coliection Process

1

2 gmup of insunid workan

2 groups of uninsumdwofketn

4.6.1 Face-to-face Interview Data CoUdon

Support for the data coiiectïon phase of the study was provideci via an official
letter from the Ministry of Public Heafth, Thailand, which was forwarded to the

Govemor of Panani (Mr. Paiakom S u w m t h ) and to the Provincial Chief Medical
Officer of Pattani (Dr. Thanee glinkhajom). Data collection was done d u ~ Febniary
g
1996 in the Panani province. One thousand and one hundrrd copies of the questionnaire
were printed; 550 copies with a green colour cover for insured workea and 550 copies
with a pink colour cover for uninsureci workers. Green and pink copies of consent forrns

were printed for uisured and uninsured worken as well.
The province selected 14 heaïth officers to be interviewers. Only four of them
had degrees of Master of Pubüc Health but aii were famiiiar with face-to-face
interviewing technique in this province. In addition, moa of them could speak the Local

diaiect (Jawi). The investigator, with the help of a research assistant, conducted training
sessions for the interviewers. The protocol for matching of uninsured respondents

required the identification of a friend of the insureci worker,however, it was changed to
selection fkom the same neighbourhood to avoid difîiculties in getting a name and address

of a fiend that W e d the matching requirements.
An interview schedule was consmicted for each day of the survey, based on

convenient &es

that f m had identified for the interview. Questionnaire forms were

given to the interviewers and inte~iewerswere grouped in teams of two to four.
Specific transpomtion for interviewers was arranged for each day. However, when

interviews were conducted in the evening, interviewers provided their own transportation.
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The investigator supervisai some of the teams during the nrst week of the nuvey to
ensure interviewer reliability.

At the end of the day, the interviewers sent the

questionnaire forms back to the investigaror and reportai on any problems encountered.

During the fim t

k

days, the investigator and the research assistant spent much

t h e supervishg the interviewers. Diniculties arose regarding the matchhg of uninnired

workers since these required much longer traveilhg t h e s than for the insured workers.
Most of the in&

workers lived in urban areas but some of them comrnuted to work

in the city and lived in different dismcts. In spite of these difficuities, aii of the
interviews were completed within two weeks.
4.6.2 Focus Group Data CoileCoon

Focus groups were organized after the face-to-face i n t e ~ e w swere done. Two
f m were selected. The iasured worker focus groups were organized on a voluntary

basis. The investigator then selected two other groups of uninsured workea based, on

their location disciosed during the interviews, and asked for volunteers from each group.

Each of the focus groups took 45-60minutes for discussion. The investigator conducted
the group discussion following protocol questions wbile the research assistant noted aii

relevant information. Then, on the same day, the idonnation was rewritten in a more
detailed format to ensure accurate recording.
4.6.3 Medical Record Validation

Anaiysis of medicai record information was planned for validation of utilization
information. After the interview, information on utikation was extracted from these
documents and sarnpled for vaiidation purposes.
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4.7 Variables and Measurement

The utilkation variable, the healtb statu variable, and other predictor variables
are described in detaii in the foilowing section.
4.7.1 UtiIization Measwement

In this study, information on utililirtion was coliected according to the type of
senrices: inpatient and outpatient visirs during the six month prior to the interviews.
Since health services in Thaiiand are a mixture of both private and public faciiities, the
questions on utilization were designed in such a way that uüiization could be
distinguished between the public and private visits. In addition, there was a question on
traditional clinic visits. AU questions on utilkation were based on the six months prior
to the interviews,

For analysis purposes, the utiiization variable was dichotomized imo users and

non-usen by combining all visits (outpatient, inpatient, fiom both private and public
facilities).

4.7.2 Heaith Status Measurement

In this study, the SF-36 questionnaire was used to measure health status with
permission h m the Medical Outcorne Tmst (Appendix C). Since the SF-36has been
used only in developed courmies as mentioned in an earlier chapter, the SF-36
q u e s t i o ~ was
e translated from English into Thai.

In this process, a rapid tramlation

procedure was chosen as the method of translation. The translation was done by the
investigator and reviewed by another two Thai researchers, Dr. Apichana KoviDdha and
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Ms. Sumapom Saelb. The translatai questionnaire was then tested in April 1995, on
20 h e m personnel in Chiangmai, Thailaad.

Face validity of the test responses

confinneci the appiicability of the SF-36 to Thai people.

The SF-36heaith n w e y includes one multi-item scale that assesses eight h e m
concepts and a single-item mesure of reported health transition that is not used to score

any of the eigh muhi-item skiles. The eight concepts are as follows: 1) limitations of
physical activities because of health problems; 2) limitations in social activities because
of physical or emotional problems; 3) limitations in usual role activities because of
physical health problems; 4) bodily pain, 5) general mental health (psychological distress

and weli-king); 6) limitations in usual role activities because of emotionai problems; 7)

vitality (energy and fatigue); and 8) general health perceptions. AU dimensions of the

SF-36 were used in comparing the health s t a t u of the insured and uninsureci workers.
The general health perception was chosen to be used as the integrated heaith status

variable in logistic modelling.
4.7.3 Mesurement of Potential Predictor Variables

Information was coilected on the following additional variables which were either
established potentid predictors or potential coafounders of the predictor-outcome
relationship.
Socio-demograpbic variables included date of birth, gender, and religion.

Education level and monrhly income were collected as categorical variables. Income
group 1 was 14,000 bah, group II was >4,000
2 10,000baht (25 baht per

-

<lO,ûûû bah, group III was

$US). As the minimum daily wage was 120 baht at the Ume

7s
of nirvey, group 1 was considered to be the low incorne group. Education group I was

primary school, group II was secondary school, group IiI was coliege, and group IV was
University or higher. The type of work variable was an open-ended question to be
~ o u p e dlater in the analysis. The size of a firm was categorized into four groups (self-

ù

employed, < 10 worker fum,2 10 - C20, 220 worker firm). Insurance statu was also
categorized into four groups (none, < 1 year, 1-2 years, >2 years).
Health relateci variables included sick Ieave, exercise, smoking, aicoholic use,

self-medication, weight, health problem related to occupation, and heaith care
satisfaction. Questions about these were consaucted in a straightforward manner.

4.8 Development and Re-Testing of the Questionnaire

The cpestionoaire was divideci into four parts.

The fim part was penonai

information including socio-demographic variables. The second part was health service
utilization which consisted of four main questions on outpatient visits and inpatient stays
as well as other types of d i t s such as pnvate clinic and traditional chic visits during

the six months pnor to the interview. The third part was health

status,

which was

measured using the SF-36questions. The last part was the health related activities and

information.
4.8.1 Procedure

The purpose of the pre-test was to establish the level of understanding and general
acceptability among the respondents, as weli as to determiw the typical time recpired for

completion of the questionnaire. nie pre-test was conducted with a sample of 40
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workers (20 insureâ and 20 uninsured workers) who were waiting for health seMces at
a University Hospùal in the northem province of Chiangmai. Since participants had wt

formaiiy comented to participate in the saidy at this stage, they were hitructeci that they

had the option to leave out any informaaon if they were not comfortable with reporthg
to the investigator at that tirne.
4.8.2 Results

Chiangmai may have significantly different characteristics than the southem
province of Panani where the study was a c W y conducted. However, the purpose of
this pre-test was simply to mal the questionnaire items.

Twenty insured workers and twenty uninsured workers were interviewed by
convenient sampling at the University Hospital in Chiangmai. Based on the pre-test,
some changes in wording were made for appropriateness.

Some items of the

questionnaire were revised, especidy in regards to heaith statu (question no. 22) that
was recategorized fkom 1 to 6 (ail of the time to none of the time), "a good bit of the
tirne" and "some of the tirne" were grouped together. There were some minor changes

in other questions such as the type of work which was 1eEt as open-ended question. In
addition, one more question was added about the number of years of éducation. The
rnean time to complete the puestionnaire was 15 minutes (range 10 to 20 minutes).

Overaii, the response to the questionnaire was positive. Participants were able
to answer al1 questions although there seemed to be some difficulties with the SF-36
questions on vitality items.

There were apparently no r e d i problems regarding

utilization of health services during the past six monrhs utkation of health services
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although there was a concern thar six months might be too long for accucare recall.
4.8.3

F i Characteristics of the Questionnaire
The f d questionnaire and consent fonn in English and Thai Version are attacheci

as Appendix

D and E. The consent form foiiowed requirements of form and content of

the University of Calgary Conjoint Medicai Research Ethics Board.

4.9 Interviewer Training

The measurement validity of the questionnaire depended heavily on the skills of
the interviewers who were designated to conduct the face-to-face interviews. When more

than one interviewer is used, inter-interviewer variations may be a source of error.
Therefore, there was a need to train and supervise a l i interviewers closely during the
interviews. In this study, two sessions of interviewer training were conducted and the

interviewers were instrucred to be familiar with the questionnaire. Moreover, the
investigator accompanied and supervised the interviewers during the s w e y to control

inter-interviewer variation.

In addition, the interviewers were not informed as to the

research questions important to this study in order to reduce M e w e r bias. Since

there was Iimited t h e for the field work, fourteen interviewers were selected to do the

interviews. AU of them were health officiais working in this province. Four of rhem
were highly trained in interviewhg skiiis. Moreover, they could communicate in the
local diaiect (Jawi) if necessary.
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4.10 Sarnple Size

and Power Estimation

Samphg ideaily meam that a representative pomon of the population is selected

and the results of the study sample can be extrapolated to the entire population that was

intended for study. Each sampie may differ from the original population. A single
sample is said to possess an inherent sampiing error. The more individuais that are
included in a sample, the more Likely that sampling e m r will be srnail. However, it was

not feasible to include everyone in this snidy.

The power of the study is the ability of an investigation to demonstrate statisticai
significance when a true association or difference of a specified strength exists in the
population king sampled. It is the probability of detecting a postulateci level of effect.

Factors affecting the power are 1) the signincance level, 2) effect size, 3) standard
deviation, 3) precision in measurement, and 4) the sample size.
Since there was no previous snidy comparing insured and unhsured workers in
the literatwe, the sample size calcuiations for the saidy were based on best-guess estimate

of a difference sufficient enough to be important - a 10%difference in the proportion of

users to non-users, using an a level of 0.05 and a power of 80% and 90%. These
assumptions produced a required sample size of 313 pain and 412 pairs for the power

of 80 % and 90 % respectively (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1 Sample &es for Cornparison of Reportions (Independent)
Power 80%

Power 90%

Ratio of sample size
Proportion in cornparison
P U P

Proportion in insured

0.8

!PUP

Required sample size
(pairs)

313

4.11 Data Management
Data management comisted of data coding and abstracting, data entry, data
cleaning and checking, and variable construction.
4.11.1 Data Coding and Abstracting

Data coding and abstrac~gwas done in Thailand. Coding was done on the
questionnaire forms but mazluai data abstracting was also done on codiag sheets as hard

copies needed to be hand-carrieci back to Calgary due to incompatibility with Thai
computer software.

The results of the inte~ewsand completed questionnaires of both insured and
uninsured workers were coded for analysis. The coding categones are listed in Tabie
4.2 below.

Table 4.2 Desviption of Codhg
Column number

Coding value

Variable

14

~1-09s5

questionnaire nurnkr
number 1455 insured workers
-ber
501-955 uninsurprl workers

- -

marital statu
1 singie
2 marrieci & common law

3 separated
4 divorced
5 widowed
9

14

educational level
1 primary school
2 secondary school
3 coilege
4 University and bïgher

10-11

0-20

years in education

12

1-3

religion
I Buddhism
2 Islam
3 orhers
-

13

1-3

- -

-

incorne
1 <4000 baht
2 400040,000 baht
3 >LO,oOobaht

14

0-3

years with social secunty

insuaoce
O never
1 less than 1 year
2 1-2 years
3 more than 2 years

Table 4.2 Description of Coding (Continuecl)
- -

C O Inumber
~ ~

Codhg value

Variable

15

0-3

size of finn
O selfkmployed
1 less than 10 workers
2 10-19 workers
3 more than 20 workers
type of work
1 unslcilted labour
2 skilled labour
3 office work/accouming
outpatient visit during pan 6 months
O none
1 1 visit
2 2 visit
3 more than 2
other physician clhic or private
hospital or traditional medicine healer
during past 6 months
O no
1 yes

- --

--

-

21-22

0-25

number of private hospita1 visits during
past 6 months

23-24

0-25

number of traditional medicine visits
during past 6 months

25

0-1

inpatient visit during past 6 months
O no
1 yes

26-28

001-

inpatient days d u h g past 6 months
contracted hospital or othen
1 contracted hospital
2 others

Table 4.2 Description of Codhig (Continueci)
Column number

Coding vaiue

Variable

30

0-1

health problem related to work
O no
1 Y=

31

1-2

type of health problems
1 physicai health/pain
2 mental healthfemotional problems

32

1-5

general health
1 excelient
2 very good
3 good
4 fair
5 Poor
general health compare with one year
aga

1 much better now
2 somewhat better now
3 about the same
4 somewhat worse now
5 much worse now
-

-

- - - -

-

-

health Iimit in these activities
1 yes, limited a lot
2 yes, limited a Iittle
3 no, not limited at al1
past 4 weeks daiiy activities as a result
of physicai health
1 yes
2 no
-

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

past 4 weeks daiiy activities as a result
of emotionai problems
1 yes
2 no

Tabk 4.2 Description of Cod& (Coatinued)

past 4 weeks bodity pain
1 none
2 very miId
3 mild

4 moderate

5 severe
6 very severe
past 4 weeks pain interfered with
normai work
1 not at a l l
2 a littie bit
3 moderately
4 quite a bit
5 extremely

past 4 weeks vitaiity
1 aU of the time
2 most of the time
3 some/a good bit of the time
4 a little of the time
5 none of the time

past 4 weeks physical and emotionai
problems interferrd with social
activities (in time)
1 all of the time
2 most of the time
3 some of the tirne
4 a little of the time
5 none of the time

Table 4.2 ikscription of Co-

(Continued)

Column nimiber

Coding value

Variable

64-67

1-5

health statement
1 definitely m e
2 mostly tme
3 don't know
4 rnostiy false
5 false

68

0-2

sick leave during the past 6 months
O none
1 1-2days
2 more Wn 2 days
smoking
O never
1 exsmoker
2 smoker

70-71

1-3

quit smoking

1 less than one year
2 1-5 years ago
3 more than 5 years
72-73

1-60

number of cigarettes per &y

74

0-4

alcoholic drinks
O never
1 only in social function
2 once a week
3 nearly everyday
4 others

exercise
O never
1 20 minutes twice a week
2 nearly everyday
3 Iess once a month or rare

Table 4.2 Description of Coding (Continued)

weight
1 normal

2 overweight
self-prmxibed medicines
O never

1 once every 3 mon&
2 once a month
3 every week
4 once every six months or less

satisfied with medical s e ~ c e s
O not satisfied
1 satisfied
2 very satisfied
3 not applicable
change hospitai
O no
1 yes

4.11.2 Data Entry
Ali data were entered to the Medlogo database software in Calgary (Information

Analysis Corporation, 1991). The investigator, as the single entry operator, entered the

entire dataset. Validation checks were set for fields where possible.

4.11.3 Data C1eaning and Checking
Data cleaning and checkhg was done in steps. First, a random sample of 91
(10% of total observations) was taken for validation of entry of a i l the variables. The
overall percent enor, at 0.24 was low. This was caiculated as the number of incorrect
enmes (9) in propomon to the total nimber of fields in the sample (3,822). It was
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decided that the error rate was low enough that the plaimed dual entry wodd not k

necessiuy.

The second step of data cleaning was exporting data out for range checking of ail
variables using the statisticai software package Stata 3. l0 (Stata Corporation, 1993). The
dataset was sorted for each variable and examined across the full range of vaiues. AU

potentiaily questionable values, including aii missing values were checked against the
original questionnaire. It was noted that rhere were only a few missing data in some
unimportant question items of the questionnaire such as weight and height. AU items of
the SF-36 questionnaire however, were complete, without any missing value.

Some variables were selected and checked for enors after the data were exported
out to Stata. This was done by reviewing the tabulami fkequencies, cross-tabuiations

and/or distribution plots for unusuai values and outliers. Three more errors from this
final check via cross-tabuiations were detected and correcteci4.11.4 Variable Consmdon

During the ariaiysis, several new variables were created by coilapsing existing

variables or constructing new variables firom two or more other variables. For example,
the SF-36 items were grouped, recalarateci, and caiculated in eight scales (for more
detail see Chapter 5). These were produced using the subsets of data from the Medlog
database and exponing them out to Stata 3. le.

4.U Data Anaiysis

The process of data analysis of this study was divided into four parts: preliminary
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analysis, primary aoalysis, variable selection, arad Statistical mudellirig. Hedth status ard
utihtion variables were the main focus. Health Status aaalyzed primarily using
descriptive statistics. UtWation wiil include both descriptive and analytic statistics.

Conditional logistic regression analysis was applied to determine mode1 factors which

might account for any ciifferences in health services ufili7i1tion. However, unconditional
logistic regression was applied to study matched variables.
0

.

4.l2.1 R e h m w y M s s i s
4.l2.1.a Univariate Amlysis
Descriptive and inferenth1 statisucs (t-tests and chi-squared tests) were used to
describe the health statu of workers overail and by subgroup. Inted-consistency
reliability of each sale was tested using Cronbach's alpha coefficients (Depoy & Gitlin,
1993; Ware, 1993). The subgroups were compareci on each d e of the SF-36.

4.12.1. b Bivariate Aiialysis

Bivariate relationships were examined primarily by cornparison of groups or mean
differences for insuted versus uninsured and users versus nonusers. T-tests and chi-

square tests for group differences and mean ciifferences were also used to get a sense of
the magnitude of differences in relation to distribution variames. However, the number

of tests was large, and the likelihood of any specifïc difference arising fkom chance alone
was borne in mind throughout this analysis. Adjustments were not made at any stage of

the anaiysis for multiple testing.
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4.U.2 Rimary Analyses

The level of staastical signincamx for the ptimary hypothesis (a level), or
aitematively, the level of tolerance for a possible Type 1 error (accepting that there was
a difference or association when no ciifference or association tmiy existeci) was set at the

conventional -05. This primary hypothesis of the study was initiaiiy examined ushg the
crude OR (odds ratio), and CoMeld approximate 95 56 confidence intervals. Crude ORS
were aiso constructexi in the same way for severai other specifîc measures of predictor
variables.
4.l2.3 Variable Seledion

Since it has been shown that a variable c m confounâ a relationship, even in the
absence of a statistidy significant difference between outcome and predictoa, and that
spurious differences can arise due to multiple testing, statistical signincance was not

sufficient in and of itseif as a criteria for selection of variables into the final analysis.
Selection of variables into the final arialysis included consideration of ali of the
theoretical, data-based criteria and scientific judgemem.
4.12.4 Statisticai Moàelling

Since the outcome of interest in the saidy was a discrete, dichotomous variable,
and the study design was matched, the appropriate type of multi-variate anaiysis was

conditional logistic regression. Conditional logistic regression was used to predict

utilization in bivariate and multivariate analyses. However, although the study was a
matched design, multiple unconditionai logistic regression models were also planneci to
test and compare the results with the conditionai logistic regression models. Selected
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predictor variables anci interaction r e m were entered simultaneously into the multiple

logistic regression eqyations. The fuialparsimonious mode1 retained oniy the staastically
signifîcant predicton.

Ali modet parameters, as weiï as goodness of fit tests were

computed in Stata 3. l0 as functions of various sets of predictor variables.
A final series of composite models was then produced which incorporated selected

variables. Models were m e r reduced based on both statisticai significance levels and

scieneific judgement.

Reported values for models included ORS, 95 8 confidence

intervals, P-value caicuiated by Stata 3. l0 (Stata Corporaaon, 1993). Likelihood ratio
tests were used o check for the impact of dropping groups of variables on the predictive

ability of the model.

4.13 Study Ethics

The study plan was reviewed for ethical acceptability by the University of Calgary
Conjoint Medical Research Ethics Board. Since the study was conducted in Thailand,
a f o d approval by the Minisay of Public Heaith was granted before the study was

undertaken. Active consent was required from worken for the interviews as weli as
further participation in focus groups. Moreover, consent was obtained to access medicai

records for validation. In the c o w n t fonn, participants were advised about the purpose

of this study and that participants were free to discontinue the interview at any tirne and
could decline to answer any question they wished. Their names and addresses were kept

confidentid. Only the principal investigator had access to this information. Participants
were also assured that in any document published fkom this research, the study d t s

would ùe presented such that no individual could be identified.
4.13.1

Procedures For Protection of Coniidenüality
Personai information (name of worker, addrrss) were listeci on the consent form

and kept for m e r contact. Hard copies of the consent forms and questionnaires were
stored in a fde mi ody the investigator could access this file. Once the study is
complete. uames wiii be removed Corn aii written materials, except fiom the consent

forms. Consent forms will be retainwl in a locked file until final notification of study
completion has been made to the Ethics Cornmittee and acknowledgement has ken
received fiom them. AU data, however, was analyzed by study nmbers alone, and
neither respondent names nor contact nmbers have been stored electronically.
This chapter has d e s m i the rationale in choosing the design, methods of

conducMg the data coilection and data management, and the statishicai analysis of this
study. The next chapter wili report the results of the snidy in detail.

5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the findings of the study wiU be listed in the order in which they
were generated. The chapter begins with resuits of the survey, followed by tesults of
the anaiyses. These include 1) a descriptive analysis of responses to the standardized

Heaith Status Questionnaire (SF-36), 2) a descriptive analysis of insured-uninsurPrl
workers on study variables, 3) a descriptive anaiysis of utilkation, 4) a primary analysis

of utihation and study variables, 5 ) a seiection of variables, and 6) multivariate
analyses. LastIy, a summary of the issues brought up by the members of qualitative

focus groups and by a convenience sample of insured outpatient medical records and
existing hospital monthly reports of insured workers health service utilization are
presented.

5.2 Resuits of the Survey

5.2.1. Response and Exciusion
The total number of 9,194 insured workers fkom 178 firms (detefmined fiom the
list of eligible workers for medical benefit stariing Jiur 1995) were included in the

sampling frame. Of these, 4,398 were male, and 4,796 were fernale. A sample of 500

insured workers were setected from this sampling frame by using the random numbers.

The fuial sample population of 455 hmred worken came fiom 87 firms out of the total
187 firms and was comprised of 198 males anci 302 fernales. The response rate of this

insured worker sample who couid be contacteci ami inte~ewedwas 100%.

Loss of
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possible respondents oocurred due to workers belonging to 10 specific fmns(33 workers)
that did noc, according to their poiicy, allow interviewing. Another 3 hrms (12workers)
were lost because their addresses could not be found.

In aii, a total 45 workers selected

by random sampiing (38 male and 7 fernale workers) could not be interviewai (9%).

Therefore, the final sample was 455 insured workers (162 malei293 femaie). The final
step of selection was to iderit- uninsured workers who were matched by age and gender
with the insured workers. This final step determined the uninsurrd worker sample (455).
5.2.2 Descriptive of Samples

The study (insured) and control (uninsured) groups were matched by age and
gender.

The description of these groups by gender, marital staais, educational

achievement, religious affiliation, reported monthiy incorne, and uriiization of medical
services (userslnon-users) is shown in Table 5.1. These sub-gmups wiii be used in the

SF-36mean score cornparisons.
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Table 5.1 Sample Sizes in Subgroup Anaiyds
Item

Gender'
Male
Female
Marital statu
Single
Married/Divorced/\Kidowed

Educaaon
S6 years

> 6 years
Religion'
Budclliism
Islam

Monthly income
~ 4 0 0 0baht
>4000 baht

-

-

-

-

Exploration of the reason for and implication of the higher proportions of female and
budàhist workers in study sample wiU be discussed in Chapter 6 (6.4.1).
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5.3 Anaiysis of Responses to the Standardized Health StatuJ Questionnaire (SF-34)

5.3.1 Descriptive AnalysSs of the SF-36 Mes
As shown in Table 5.2, the SF-36 scaies have a total of nine scales and within

these 36 items. Eight Scales measure eight dimensions of health s t a t u and one d e
measures transition in health status. Each sale has different number of items, for

example, in physicai functioning scale there are 10 items and each item has score range
from 1 to 3 (1 =limiteci a lot in activities, 2=limited little in activates, 3 =not limited at
aii).

The estimates of means, stadard deviations ard the item kqyency àistrï'butons

for each item in the scales for ali respondents is séown in Table 5.2. Table 5.3 shows
the descriptive statiSacs of each sale including the proportion of respmdents at tùe fioor

(score=O) and those at ceiling (score =100). While all of the scales were negatively
skewed, the vitality scale was only moderatdy negatively skewed. Fioor effects were

minimal but ceiling effects were observeci in aU scales except in the scales for generai
health, vitality and mental hedth. Cronbach's alpha (internai consistency form of
reliability) demonstrateci a satisfactory reliability in five of the eight sales; the
exceptions were the d e s for vitality, role-emotional, and mental health scales. Table

5 -4 shows excellent convergent validity and discriminant validity as items correlated weU

with their own scaies but less so with other scaies,

Table 5.2 Item Frequency Mstribution in Percent of the SF-34 Scaies
Item
(mcan. std

Phvsical fitnc~oriing
vigorous activities
moderate achvities
Lifting or carrying
grocerïes
climbing several flights of

srairs
climbing one flight of
stairs

waiking more chan a
kilometre
walking several blocks

walking one bfock

* 1 =limitedalot

2 = limited Gaie
3 = not limiztd at al1

Role ~hvsical
cut down on time spent
on work because of
physical healtfi during the

past 4 wecks

accomplished less

were Iimited in the kind
of work
had difficulty performing
the work
* I = Yes

2 = No

Item frequency disai'bution % in each caugory

Table 5.2 Item Frquency Distribution in Percent of the SF-36 Scals (Continued)
- --

-

Bodilv pain

ûodily pain during the
past 4 weeks

1

0.2

3.9

7.8

28.8

21-2

0.4

1.9

14.4

22-2

61.1

(4-97, 1-10}

*1

= Very severe
2 = Severe
3 = Moderare
4 =
5 = Very d d
6 = None

how much did pain
interfere with normal
work
* 1 = ExaemeIy
2 = Quite a bit
3 = Moderately
4 = A linle bit
5 = None

General health
In generai, would you say
your health is poor, fair.
good. very good,
exceIIent
* 1 = Pwr.2 = Fair
3 = Good.4 = Very
good,S = Excellent

I seem to get sick a litrie
easier than other people
1 am as heaIthy as
anybody 1 know

1 expect my health to get
worse

For item 2-5

*

1 = Detiniteiy me
2 = Mostly m e
3 = Doo't know
4 = MostIy faIse
5 = Defïnitely faIse

2

(4.79, 1-17)

38.1

Tabk 5.2 Item Fnquency Distribution Ïn Percent of t
k SF-36 Scriks (Continuad)
Scale

Item

*

1

2

4

3

5

had a lot of energy

felt worn out

feIt tired
* I = None of the thne
2 = Litde bit
3 = Sorne/good bit
4 = Most of the time
5 = AU of the cime
-

Social functionioq
physicai and emotionai
problems interftred with
norma! social activities
* 1 = EmemeIy
2 = Quite a bit
3 = Moderately
4 = Slighdy
5 = Not at aii
how much thne has ttie
probiems interfered with
sociai activities
1

Role emotioaai

0.9

14.4

20.0

64-2

2

0.6

1-8

21.5

18.0

58-1

1
(1.85, 0.36)

15.5

84-5

2

13.2

86-8

18.0

82.0

(4.30, 0.90)

(1.86, 0.34)

did not do work as
carehlly as usai
* 1 = Yes
2 = No

- -- --

0.6

on work because of
emotional problems
accomplished less

- -

1
(4.46, 0.81)

=AiItheàme
2 = Most of the t h e
3 = Some of the time
4 = A Liaie of the M i e
5 = None of the time

cut down the t h e spent

-

3

(1.82, 0.38)

6

Table 5.2 Item Frequemcy Distribution in Puant of tbe SF-36 S u b (Continuedl

Scale

Item

*

1

2

3

4

5

17-8

58.6

16.0

1-1

MentaI health
have been a very nervous
person
felt so down chat nothhg
couid cheer you up

felt calm and peacefixi
felt downhearted and blue
have been a happy person
For item 1, 2, 4
* 1 = AU o f the time
2 = Most of the time
3 = Some/good bit
4 = Little bit

5 = None of the cime

For item 3.5
1 = Noue of the time
2 = Little bit
3 = Somelgood bit
4 = Most of the time
5 = AU of the lime

Heaith uansition
compared to one year
ago, how woutd you rate
your health
* 1 = Much better
2 = Somewhat beuer
3 = About the same
4 = Somewhat worse
5 = Much worse

1

(2.87. 0.79)

6.5

6

'f?

00
00

Table 5.4 Item-scale Correlations, Convergent and Discriminant Validity

Scale

Item Standard

Correlations of
items with own
sraie (range)

Correlations of
items with other
scales (range)

Convergent
Validity: items
correlationswith
own male r 0.40

Discriminant
Validity: item
correlationswith
own =ale
significantly
@ <0.05) greater
than with other
scales

Physical Functioning 0.25-0.57

0.44-0,71

0,M-O,
34

lO/lO(100%)

80/80 ( 1 0 % )

Role-physical

0.34-0.39

O. 52-0.83

0.08-0.43

414 ( 1 0 % )

32/32(100%)

Boâily Pain

1.10-1.17

0.76-0.94

O , 16-0.54

2CL (100%)

16/16(100%)

General Healrh

1,ll-1,23

0.60-0,84

O,15-0,46

SB (100%)

40140 (100%)

Vitality

0.92-1.49

0,63-0,74

0.07-0,52

4/4 (100%)

32/32(100%)

Social Functioning

0.81-0.90

0.84-0,88

0.27-0.48

212 (100%)

16116 (10%)

Mental Mealth

0.82-1.46

O.58-0.74

O. 02-0.50

5/5 (100%)

40140 (100%)

Deviations
(raWe)
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5.3.2 Sub-goup Analysis on the Mean Scores of the SI?-36 Scaies

In Table 5.5, the Wereoces between insured and unlasuredworkers' mean scores
for each sale were measund. The uninsurrd workers demonstratecl higher scores on
ail scaies than the insured workers. The ciifferences were statistically signifiant for the

foliowing scaies: physicai furilctioning, W y pain, generai health, vitaiity, and social
firnctioning. Fernales generally reponed a lower heaith status rhan males (Table 5.6).

Married/divorced/widowed persons also reported a lower health status than single persons
but only bocüiy pain was significantiy different (Table 5.7). Higher incorne eaniers
showed higher health status than lower incorne earners but only role-physical and general

health scales were significantly different (Table 5.8). This trend was wt observed with
education (Table 5.9). The level of education created inconsistent findings among
different scaies of the SF-36.Buddhists showed siïghtly higher scores on most scales than

Musüms but only one s d e was significantly different (Table 5.10).
Table 5.11 shows the differences between the users and non-users of health
services according to whether they are insured or not insured. Users reportai lower

h e m status on aii scales than non-users and these differences were aii statisticaiiy
significant ( P ~ 0 . 0 1 ) . When usmhon-users were stratifieci by insuraoce statu, there
were no differences of mean scores of the SF-36 scales between insured and uninsurc*rl

groups among usen except in the social functioning score (Table 5.12). However, in

non-users, the differences between irisured and unhsured stiU persisteci in the scores for
physicai functioaing, bodily pain, and social functioning.
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Table 5.5 Compatisons of Mean Scores of the SF-36 Mes on InSvance Strtus
Mean
Physicai Functioning

UniasPred
(N=aS)

Iirmnd

t-tcst

(N=45!5)

P-vaiue

90.7

86.4

<0.001

Role-physicai
Bodily Pain

General H d t h
Vitaiity

Social Functioaiog
Role-emououai

Table 5.6 Cornparisons of Mean Scores of the SF-36 Scaies on Gender

Male

Feaiaaie

t-test

(N=324)

(N=S86)

P-vaîue

Pbysical Fuctioning

90.6

87.4

0.01

Bodily Pain

79.5

76.5

0.04

Vitaiity

67.6

63-3

<O.OOI

SociaI Functioning

85.3

81.0

0.04

Mental Heaith

75.2

71.9

0.002

Mean
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Table 5.7 Cornparisons of Mean Scores of the SF-36 S d e s on Maritai Statps
-

-

Merui

-

Single

(Ns380)
Physicai Functioning

Mruried

W=m)

t-test

P-vdue

89.0

88.2

0.52

83-5

81-9

0.25

Role-physicai
Bodily Pain

Generai Heaith
Vitality

Social Functioning

Role-emotionai

Mental Health

Table 5.8 Cornparisons of Mean Scores of the SF-36 Scaies on Incorne
t-test

P-vaiue

Physid Fuctioning
Role-physicai

W

y Pain

General Health
Vitality
Sociai Functioning

Role-emotional
Mental Health
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Table 5.9 Cornparisons of Mean Scores of the SF-36 M e s on Education Levels
Mem
Physicai Functioning

~6 y(Nz445)

W=465)

P-vaiue

90-4

86.7

0.01

74.2

71.9

0.O3

>6 y-

t-test

-

Role-physicai
Bodily Pain

General Health

Social Functioning

Role-ernouoaal

Mental Health

Table 5.10 Cornparisons of Mean Scores of the SF-36 Wes on Reiigious Beïiefs

-

Physicai Functioning

Role-physical
W

y Pain

Generai Heaith
Vitaiity

Social Functioning

Role-emotional
MentaI Health
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Tabk 5.11 Comparhm of Mean Scores of the SF-M Scales on Utrikation

Physicai Functioning
Roie-physical
Bodily Pain

General Health
Vitality

Social Functioning

Role-emotionai
Mental Health

Table S.lZ Merences in Mean Scores of the SF-36 Scaies Stratified by Insured
Sbtus on Uthation

Physical
Functioning

87-3

862

O -56

93.1

86.5

<0.001

Role-physical

83.4

81.3

0-45

88.7

88-4

0-89

Bodily Pain

74.1

70-7

0.10

855

79.9

0.003

General Health

70.7

68.8

0.37

81.3

78.3

O. 1

Social

83.3

76.5

0.001

90.2

79.5

<O.OOl

70.2

7 1.O

0-59

76-1

74.8

0.38

Functioning

Mental health
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5.3.3 Condation between Gewrnl Health Score of the SF-36 and S u b j d v e HePlth

Rat
The total distribution of the reported subjective health status s h o w in Table 5.13.
Most reporteci good and very good heaith statu, only 6.4 % reporteci f W p r W t h
status. Figure 5.1 shows a good correlation between the gened heaith score measured

by the SF-36 twl and the subjective health rating. The general health score of the SF-36
which is a composite of 5 items (score O to 100), generates more robust information than
the subjective health rating, which is a discrete, single item scale (1 to 5). Therefore,
it is superior as it provides a b a i s for more thorough measurement of health status which

wiil be used in multivariate analysis.

Table 5.13 Distribution of Subjective Eealth Status

Subjective Health Stanis
Exceiient
Very Good
CIood

FaidPoor

70
421

361
58

107

Generaî Health Score

poorlfar

good

very good

excellent

Subjective Health Rating
Figure 5.1 Boxplots of General Heaith Score of the SE'-36 by Subjective Health
Rating
5.4 Descriptive Anaiysis of Insured-Uninsured Workvs on Study VPriobles
5.4.1 Insured-Uninstired Worker Cornparison on Study Variables

Table 5.14 shows the means or proportions of study variables in uninsureci and
""ed workers.

Because age and gender were matched variables, there were no

ciifferences between the two groups. The insured workers were more educated, had
higher monthly incornes, worked in larger firms and participated in work types required

greater skiii. With respect to health-relateci activities, hsured workers were less likely
to

smoke, more likely to exercise, and less Orely to self-medicate.

10%

Anaiysis of utiIizatio11measures (outpatient visits, other private visits and aii visits

combinecf) are ais0 signifîcantiy different between msurrd and uninsured. Innucd

workers show higher proportions of outpatient visits and other private visits. However,
when utiijzation of inpatient visits was explored, no ciifference between the two groups
(insured vs uninsurrd) was observeci; six percent of both iasured and uainsured made

inpatient visits. When di vîsits were combinecl, 61.3% of insurrd workers used at least

one visit during the six month period comparai to 41.0%of uninsured workers. The
difference was very signifiant (P-value <0.01).

Table 5.14 Characteristics of Uninsured and Insured Workers
Variables

Gender (%)
male
fernale

Average age (years)

Uninsurcd
(N=455)

35.6

lnsured

Signiîicance Test

(N=455)

P-value

64.4

35.6
64.4

29.4

29.7

1-test
-

Average educational year (years)

7.3

9.5

80,4

53,9

11.9
7.7

17.8
28.4

51.4
40.0
8.6

O
7.4

0.57

--

t-test

<O.OOl

x2

<0.001

x2

<0,001

Monthly income (96)
<4,000 bahi
4,000-10,000bah&
> 10,000 baht

Marital staius (96)
single
married
separated
divorced

widowed
Religion (%)
Buddhism

islam
Type of work (%)
unskilled
skilled
other professionals
S i s of firm (%)
SC] f-empjoyed

less than 20 workers
220 workers

92.5

Table 5.14 Characteristics of Uninsured and lnsured Workers (Continued)
Variables

Uninsured
(N=455)

lnsured

Significance Test

(N=455)

P-value

Smoking status (%)
Nonsmoker
Exsmoker
Current smoker
-

Exercise (96)
no
Yes

Self-medication(%)
no
Yes

62,6

55.4

63.1

44.6

36,9

Alcohol use

no

78.0

77.8

Yes

22 .O

22.2

75.6

55,8
44,2

Outpatient visii (46)
no
Yes

24.4

X'

<0,001

X'

0.02

X*

0.94

xZ

CO.001

37.4

66.2
33.8

-

Inpaiicni visit (%)
no
Yes
Olher visits (privatc clinic/hospital) (96)
no
Yes

5.9

94.3
5.7

73 .O
27,O

64.2
35.8

94.1

xZ

0.89

X'

0.004

5.5 Descriptive Anaïysis of UtWatïon

5.5.1 Charaderistics of Non-users/Users on Study Variables

Descriptive analysis of combïned utïîization (usas and non~users)by study
variables is show in Table 5-15. The foilowing variables are significantly different
betweenusers aod non-users: gender, marital status, income, type of work, size of firm,

self-medication, and humce status.

The user group has a higher pmpomon of

fernales, married/divorced/widowed, higher income and skilied labour, higher self-

medication activities, and higher propomon in larger sized fim. There were no

differences between the user and non-user groups in age, &cational attainment, religion,
smoking stanis, exetcise, and weight.

The most important variable in this analysis is insuraire status, which was found
to be a si@~cant different (P-value <0.001) between the user and non-user groups.

The user group was comprwd of 59.9% insured workers and 40.1 % of uninsured
workers .

Table 5.15 Characteristics of Non-userslUsers on Study Variables
-

Variables

Non-users
(N=444)

Users

Significance test

(N=466)

P-value

Gender (%)

male
fernale

X'

0.002

30.7

40.8
59.2

69.3

Average age (years)

29.1

29.9

t-test

0.14

Average educational year (years)

8.1

8.5

t-test

0,12

X'

0.06

57 ,4
39.6
2.9

50.0
45.5

x2

<0,001

xZ

0.97

Monthly income (%)

<4,000 baht

4,000-10,000 baht
> 10,000 baht

4.5
-

Marital status (%)
single
rnarried
separated

31.3
65.7

divorced
widowed

45.6
50,5
1.3
1.1
1.1

Religion (%)
Buddhism
Islam

56.1
43.9

56.2

1.3

0.4
1.3

43.8

-

Table 5.15 Characteristics of Non-users/Users on Study Variables (Continued)

Variables

Type of work (%)
unskil led
skilled
other professionals
Size of firm (%)
self-employed
<20 workers
r20 workers
Smoking status (%)
Nonsmoker
Exsmoker
Current smoker

Non-users

Users

Significance test

(N=444)

(N=466)

P-value

71.6
13.5

62.9
16.1
21 .O

14.9
29.3
29,7
41 ,O

22.5
17.8

73,O

79.0
2.6
18.5

2.3
24,7
54.7

Yes

45.3

48.9
51*1

Self-medication (%)
no
Y'=S

Insurance status (4%)
uninsured
insured

O .O2

x2

<0,001

x2

0,07

X'

O, 14

x2

<O.OOl

x2

<0.001

59 * 7

Exercise (%)
no

x2

56.1
43.9

42.7
57.3

63.4
39,6

40.1
59.9
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5.5.2 T'ypes of Utiüzation and Heahh Stahis

Table 5.16 shows diâerent types of utiïization of health services according to
subjective perception of heaith statu. The proportion of insured users and non-users

versus uninsured users and non-users was assessed in each of the t&reemajor bealth
status categories. Bot& insurrd and uninsured demonstrateci higher utihation when as

health status changed from excelient to poor with the percemage of utiiization king
greater for the insured workers at aii health Jevels. ïnsureâ workers indicated higher
percentage of outpatient utilkation (OPDvisit) thim uninsured workers at any comparable

level of health status. Few workers used private hospitais because there are w private
hospital in this province.

However, there are pnvate hospitals in neighboufing

provinces. Insured workers attend higher private clinics fkequentiy than uninsured

workers. Moreover, although insurrd workers use health services h m the contracted
hospitai (OPD visit), they stili retain patterns of private clinic utilization in which they

have to pay out of pocket. Neither ïnsured nor uninsured workers utilize traditionai
medicine visit to any signifiant ement.

There seems to be no difference between inpatient utiUation (IPD visit) of
insured and uninsureci when they are in excellentlvery good and good health status.

The= seems to be marked difference between inpatient utilîzation of the insured and
uninsund when they rated their health poor. This result must be interpreted with caution

because there were only 58 workers who rated their health poorffair.

The reporteci satisfaction level with health services between insured and uninsured
workers is shown at the bottom of Table 5.16. Uniiasured workers seem to be more
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satisfied with health s e ~ c e sthan insursd workers at any comparable level of health
statu.

However, due to the limitations of the ~

o cornparisons
~ of the

satisfaction ievel with heaith services between the insured and u n i d workers should
be interpreted with caution. For the insured workers, the question was fOcuSed on the

contractai hospital but for the UninSund workers, the question was asked regarding any
health facilities they used. Therefore, satisfaction level is more specific assesment of

health s e ~ c e sto contractecl hospitd use in i
uninnired workers.

d workers, but a more general in

,

In the prelimiriary cornpariSom, irwrance status was the variabie of interest tbat
was considered to be the main predictor in this study. Therefore, other variables should
be anaiyzed on association with both outcome and the main predictor. Tbese variables
include health status, age, gender, marital status, incorne, religion, education, type of
work, size of fkn, exercise, alcohol use, and self-medidon.

-

5.6.1 The fiedidors Cmde Associations

Bivariate analysis for cnide odds ratios (O&),

Comtield 95% confidence

intervais, and significaace levels for each of the predictor variables are shown in Table
5.17. This analysû uses matched data for ail variables except age and gender. Both
insurance status and general health status scores (grouped into three categories)

demonstrated strong associations with utibtion. Incorne, gender, age, marital statu,
exercise, and size of firm were ail independent significant predictors of utilization.

Religion, education, alcohol use, self-medication, and type of work were found not to
be sigaifiant predïctors of utilization. AU independent variables except age and gender

were a n a l y d by conditionai logistic regression. Age and gender were analyzed by
unconditional logistic regression.
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-

Table 5.17 Predictor Variables and U e t i o n C ~ d Associations
e

Predidor

Generai Heaith Status
(PoorExcelient or very good)
(Good/ExceiIent or very good)

Age ( > 251 525)'

Religion (Buddhistrmuslim)

Alcohol (YedNo)

Type of Work (Skilledlunskilled)

Unconditional logistic regression for matched variables

Cnide OR (95% CI) P-value

5.6.2 Selection of Variables

It has been shown that a variable can confouci a relationship, even in the absence
of a statisticaily signincant ciifference between outcorne and pcedictors, and that spUnous

differe~lcescan mise due to multiple testing. Statïsticai significmce was not sufficient
in and of itself as a criteria for sekction of va~ïablesfor emry imo the nnal aaalysis.

In Table 5.17, insuranCe status, general health status scores (grouped into three
categories) dernonstrateci strong associations with utiiiition of health seNices. Incorne,

gender, age, marital status, exercke, and association with a size of fum were a l i
independent significant predictors of utilization. Religion, education, alcohol use, self-

medication, and type of work were not signifïcant predictors of utihation. Selection of
variables into the f l anaiysis iacluded consideration of aU of the theoreticai, data-based
criteria and scientifk judgement. Not only significant predictors such as insurance status,
general health score (as continuous variable), income, gender, age, marital status,

exercise, association with a sue of firm but dso religion, education and seif-medication
were included in the models,

-

5.6.3 Resuits of the Muitivariate Analysis Statistical Modelling

5.6.3. a Conditional Logistic Modelüng

Characteristics of uninsurrd and iiwred workers

arp

displayed in Table 5.14.

There were statisticaiiy signifiant differences between uniDsured and insured workers
when factors such as years of educational, income, type of work, size of firm, smoking,
exercise, self-medication, and utiiization of health services were explored. This is also

confiinned in a primary arialysis of crude associations between most of the study variables
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and utilbation of health s e ~ c e s(Table 5-17).

The resuits fkom analyses in which multiple predictoa of utihtion were
considered in condîtionai logistic regression models are show0 in Table 5.18. Only

statisàcally signifïcant predictors were retained in the models. Religion and level of
education were not statistidy signifiant predictors in this study sample but incorne-

insurarre statu interaction was statistidy significant. Models were reduced based on
both statistical significance levels and likelihood ratio tests were used to check for the

impact of dropping variables or groups of variables on the pfedictability of the models.

Therefore, the conclusion drawn has been based on solid statistical methods and scientific
judgement .

Table S. 18 Odds Ratio of Independent Variables on Utilization in Conditional Lo~isticModels
OR (95% Cl)

Model

Uninsured

health score

2.30
(1 -70-3.11)
PCO.001

0.98
(O. 96-0.99)
P=O,OOl

Income

Sinale

Interaction

Model 1
Insured status

Mode12
Insured status
General-health score
Mode13

2.14

0.97

Insured status,
General-health score,
income

(1.57-2.91)

(0.96-0.99)

1.66
(1.02-2.72)

P<O.OOl

P < 0.001

P= 0.04

Mode1 4
insured status,
General-health score,
income, martial status

2.12
(1 .54-2.90)
P<0.001

0.98
(0.96-0.99)
P<O.OOl

1S 8

Mode15
Insured status,
General-health score,
income, marital status,

3.65
(2.12-6.25)
P<O.OOl

0.97
(0.96-0.99)
P < 0.001

insured- income

(O. 96-2.60)
P =0.075

2.77
(1 -44-5.34)

P=0,002

2.08
(1.24-3.49)

P=O,OO5
2 .O1
(1.18-3.41)
P=0.009

0.33
(O.14-0.76)
P=0.01

Since matching was done on age and gender, unconditional logistic re&ressionwas
ais0 used for explanatory adysis of the matched variables of age and gender which were

considered to be important predictors of utikation. Table 5.19 shows the resuits fkom

unconditionai logistic regression analysis in which the impact of age and gender can be
investigated. In cornparison, there were slight clifferences in the ORS of predictors

between conditional and unconditional logistic regressions (Table 5-18). Gender was a

significant predictor of utjli7ation but age was not.
The ORS showing in the logistic modeis m o t be hterpreted as relative risks
because the utilization rate is not low. Therefore, the foilowing section wüi be presented

in term of predicting probability of utihtion.

5.6.4 Rdicthg RobabiWy of Utüization LogWc Cumes

Predicting probabiiity of utüization logistic c w e s were based on unconditiod
logistic regession.

Figure 5.2-5.5 displays logistic curves of the probability of

utilization adjusting for health status. Figure 5.2 shows the difference between insured
and uninsured utilization by level of heaith status in that uninsurrd workers used health

services less than insured workers after controllïng for health status. However, at the
Iowest h d t h status level, the ciifference was d e r than at the highest level of health

mm.
Figure 5.3 shows insuance staius and genàer interaction curves when controliing
for health statu. Males and females reporteci slight ciifferences in utilization when they
were uninsured but this pattern of utilization changed dramaticaiiy once they became
insureci. Insureà female workers' utilization was significantly higher on any Ievel of
generai heaith score than insured male workers' utiiization.

Insurance statu and income interaction curves when controlling for health status
are s h o w (Figure 5.4). When workers were u n h m d , there was a rnarked difference

between low and high incorne workers. However, once they were insureci, low and high

income earners demonstrateci a simiiar pattern of utilUation which was much higher than
the uninsiiied workers. Low incorne

uxhmmi workers showed the lowest utili7ntion

compareci to high incorne uninsured workers and iasurrd workers while low incorne
insureci showed the highest u-tion

of aïi.

Figure 5.5 shows d i f f e ~ min utiiization berween single and marriai penons
(including divorceci and widowed) when controlling for health status. Single unin,cured
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worken were the lowest in utilkation and marricd insured workea were the highest in
utiiization.
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5.6.5 Analysis of Types of Utilizaüm by Heaïth Status

Table 5.20 shows logistic and Iineat tegression anaiysis of health status on
different types of utilization.

Predicted probabiiities of utilkation fiom logistic

regression shows higher probabilities of outpatient utiîization of insurrd workers at any
level of health statu. However, in inpatient utdhtion, there was w difierence between
iosured and uninsured workers. Linear regression of health status (categorized into three
Ievels of health sratus) on amber of outpatient visits dufing the past six months was
perfomed. The d t s show h i e r number of mean outpatient visits in insured workers

in both public and private facilities. The mean visits for insured workers was 2.7 visits

compared to 2.4 visits in uninsurrd workers who rated their healrh poor or fair. In
exceUent/very good health rating, mean visits were 1.3 (iasured) compared to 0.7
(uninsured). There seems to be a marked difference between insured and uninsured

workers in exceiienthery good health statu. Moreover, to some extent, insured workers
seem to retain their patterns of utilization of the private facüities. However, due to a

higher proportion of female workers in the sample, caution of generalization needs to be
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Table 5.20 Reàicted RobabilCties anci Uaüzltion Levels, by EeaIth Status

Heatth Status

Predicted
Probabilities
Any Visit (aii
settings)

Outpatient Visit
Private C h i c Visit

Inpatient Stay

Redicted
Utibtion Level
During Six Months
ûutpatient Visits per
User
Pnvate Visits per
User

AU Visits per User
Note: (1) uninsured workers
(2) insured workers

5.7 Summvy of the S m e y Results

5.7.1 Summary of Health Status CompaciSOns

The health status of the worker sample was quite high. A aend in the diîferences
between insureci and unkured worker mean scores of each scale was detected. The

uninsured workers demonstrated higher scores in a i i d e s than irisured worken although
not ali scales were statistidy significantiy different. Similar trends aiso held for
gender, marital status, income, and religion clifferences. Femaie workers reported lower
health stanis than male workers. Married/divotced/widowed also showed lower health
status tban single indivïduals. Higher incorne eamers showed a higher hedth status than

lower income earners. Buddhists showed slightly higher scores on most scales than

Muslims, however, not di scale Merences were statisticaily significant. The moa
interesthg association was in utilkation ciifferences between the users and the non-users

of healt&services; the users showed lower health status scores in al1 scaies with statisticai
significance (P <0.01). This finding is interesthg because it shows the abiiity of the
SF-36 to Merentiate the health status of workers who used, ftom those who did not use,

heaith services during the past six months.

5.7.2 Summarg of InsurPnce Status Cornparisons

As showu in earlier sectious, insured workers reporteci higher levels of education,
and income, and poorer ratings of general health. These dinerences are expected in that
they are variables which are h o w n to be associated with utiiization of health services.

There were no differences on gender or age due to matching. There were no differences
found for marital status, religion, income. and alcoholic use. However, there seemed
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to be differences on sesmedication,

exercise, smoking. type of work, size of

firm,

outpatient visits and other visits except inpatient visits.

In order to confowxi the mainpredictor-outcome relationship, a variable m u t also
be associateci with the main predictor. In these analyses, sample sUes are sufficient for

even relatively srnail differences to be statistidy signifiant. In addition the m b e r
of statistical tests is large enough that some of the merences may have arïsen by chance

O v e d , in the users/non-users comparisons, dflerences were found in fewer
variables than insured/uninsurPrf comparisons. Differences were found on gender, selfmedication, insurance statu, maritai statu, type of work, and size of f h . However,
education level, income, smoking statu, exetcise were not significantly difFerent.

However, if different types of health service contaas per person are considered
instead of dichotomuedheaith service utilization (usenhon-users), the fmchgs show that
insured workers stiN remin their patterns of utilïzation to some extent fiom the private
facilities. They still seek care nom the pnvate hedth facilites even though they have
to pay out of pocket.

5.7.4 H d t h Status and Utilhation Relationship

Health statu was a statisticaiiy signifiant independent predictor of utilization.
The results show that both insured and uninsured workers, they were more likely to use
health services and generate more visits when they were in poor health.

5.7.5 Hedth Lnsurance, Haeafth Status and Utilkation Relationship

Insuraire statu was a statisticaiiy signifiant independent predictor of health
service utilization when other potential predictors such as health status, income, marital
mais, gender, and an interaction term (incorne-insured) were also included in the model.

The results show that the uniosured low incorne group showed the lowest utilkation rate.

Once workers were i d , both low incorne and high incorne workers generated nearly
the same utibtion rate after controiling for heaith status.

5.8 Results of the Focus Gmups

Four focus groups (6-9workers in each group), two groups of insured and two
groups of Uninsutecl workers were organizeâ through convenience sampling in order to
gather more qualitative infocmation on health services ufili;liltion. The protocol for

discussion was developed based on the information that emerged fkom the interviews
(Appendix F). The principal investigator, dong with the research assistant, facilitated
the focus group meetings. The research assistant noted ail information according to the

protocol. This protoc01 covered health status, utilization of health services, satisfaction
of health services, and knowledge about health imurance benefits.

5.8.1 Respoase

Four focus groups were set up, two groups of insureci workers and two groups
of uninsurecl workers. These focus groups were purposely selected after al1 the inmred

workers were intervieweci. Most participants were those who were interviewed before.
They were very willing to participate and to reveal more specific information related to
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health s e ~ c satisfaction.
e
After the dixussion, each individual was given a bar of soap
as a token for participation.
5.8.2 Foais Groups Discussion R d t s

hsued Group 1 (Canning S e a f d industry)

From aii the workers (400) in the SeafOOd export cannery, three male workers
(Buddhists) and six female workers (1 Buddhist and 5 Musiims) were selected to
participate in the focus group. They a i i resided in the same urban area.

T m of work and environment
The work involves canaing seafood for export. The environment is @te clan
but many have to work in the cold storage room. Workers are mostly women, working
eight hours a day, with one hour break. Occasionally, there wili be oveaime work fkom
8:00 -1 1:O0 pm. Many workers' homes are near their workplace.

Satisfaction with their work
Most of the workers were not satisfied with their work because of low pay (lowest

118 baht per day and highest 134 baht

pet &y).

They were a.U daily wage earners

except one worker who was paid by the month.
Benefits

AU of the workers were insured Mth the social security office and had contracted
with the Provincial Hospital in Pattani for health care.

Health status

One d e worker reporteci excelient health. one femaie wodret reported poor
health, the rest all reported a fairly good level of health. Within the past 6 months, there
were no inpatient visits among these workers. There were minor health problems such
as common cold, ulcen, asthma, muscle pain, and skin diseases reIated to work.

Sometimes there was a leak of ammonia fiom cold storage room which caused headache
and respiratory tract irritation. There were 1-2 injuries a year from work. Two male

workers reported smoking and aii male workers reponed dcohol consumption. There
was oniy one individual who exercised reguiarly. From observation,most workers were

in good health.
Health service udization and health service satisfaction
Nearly aii of the worken reported that they used health services from Pattani
Provincial hospital where they had contracteci for medical services, but that they ais0
used other facilities. They were satisfied with the medical services provided but they

also complained about the long waiting the. If they switched to pnvate clinics, they had
to pay out of theif own funds. Moreover, many of them reported using seif-medication

for minor üIness such as coughing and common cold. Only a few reponed using

traditionai medicine.

Most workers expresseci the belief that health iosurance gave them medical
benefits when they were needed. They believed that the benefïts outweighed the 1.5%
deduction from their payroii which contributed to the social security fund. They were

even wiiiing to continue paying their conmbution if they became self-employed.
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Extra services needed

The workers wished that their medical services wouid be expmded to cover the
private clinifs as they wouid be more convenient to use. They also desked that the

insurance wouid cover their families and health cace during their retirement years.

In this s e a f d cannery, 70% of the workers (500) were M u s h . Six workers
were selected to participate in the focus group, two male worken and four fernale
workers (3 Buddhists and 3 Muslims). Three workers did office work; the other three
workers worked in the production hne. Most of them resided in the same urban area.

T-pe of work and environment
This indwtry is canning seafood factory for expon. The enviromnent was very
clean. Workers were mostly women, working eight hours a &y, with one hour break.

OccasionaUy, there would be overtime work untii 9:00 pm.. The factory provided
uaiforms.
Satisfaction with their work
Most of the workers were satisfied with their work.

Al1 of the workers were innired with the social security office and had contracteci
with the Provincial Hospital in Pattani. The workers k w w about their matemïty benefits

from the social security scheme. The workers also got extra matemity benefits and death
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benefits b r n the fimi.

The workers reponed that the factory pmmoted reguiar exercise in the moming
before work. They reporteci that the factory provided a m m for praying during the

Ramadan pend.
Heaith status

Neariy ail workers reported excellent health. AU male workers smoked but did
not drink. They reported back pain related to the lifting of heavy loads. There were
only a few accidents related to work. From observation, most workers were in good
health.

Heaith service utilization and health service satisfaction
Nearly ail of the workers reported that their health service utilization was located

at Panani Provincial hospitai where they had contracted for medical services, but they
also used other facilities such as private clinics and health centres. Some of them

reported that they had never used the contract hospital but preferred to use the private

ciinics. They were not satisfied witb the medical services provided at the contract
hospital. They complained about services provideci by the health persomel. Moreover,

many of them reporteci that the quality of prescriptions fiom the contract hospital was
infenor compared to the private clinic. Some of them reported that a district hospital
provided them with superior medical services. In su-,

many workers felt that health

insurance gave them medical benefits when they needed but they were not satisfied with
medical services and the attitudes of the health penoaml towards the insured workers.

Many of them switched to other facilities avaiiable aithough they had to pay extra out of
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their o m funds. If thre were more choices in choosing a contract hospital, they would

have preferred to change to another contract hospital. Only a very few reported
utiii7atioa of traditionai medicine!.
Extra seNices needed

The workers expected their contract hospital to provide better medical services
and to be more nceptive to their hsurance status and use. They also wished that the
health personnel would respond siacerely to their complaints.
Knowledge of benefits

There was some confusion over the medical benefits nom the social security
scherne vetsus from the Workmen Compensation Fu&. If the cause of illness is related
to

work, then the worker is compelied to pay for the medical services and obtain

reimbursement from the Worlanen Compensation Fund. Moreover, they did not know
that their benefits last for up to s u months after they quit working.

Uninsured Group 1 (SeafOOd cottage industty)
General information
There were 19 workers in this cottage industry. Five female workers (Musüms)

and one male worker (Buddhist) were included in the f

a group. They were a i l Living

in another district area, 35 minutes driving time from the central urban.
TyDe of work and environment

This industry produces dried SeafOOd for big exporters. The environment is not

clean. Workers are predominantly young Muslim womea, working ten hours a day, with
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one hour break. The wodrers had to stanü whüe they were working al1 day.
Sausfaction with their work

Most of the worlcers were not saasf~edwith their work because of low pay (108
baht per &y).

They would have preferred to work in the factory for the higher daiiy

wage (118 baht per day).
Benefits

AU of the workers were uoinnired, no beaefits were king provided by the
employer. However, some of the workers bought a prepaid health card fkom the

govermnent for medical senices (500 baht per year).
Health status
Workers reporteci inainiy good health; sick leave was rare. Witbin the past six

months, there were no inpatient visits by these workers. There were minor heaith
problems such as the common cold and diarrhoea. Most of the M u s h workers did not
use any contraceptive methods. They accepted immiIllj;rirtion except for one worker.

The average famüy size was 4-5. Women sall preferred traditional birth attendants, only
101 prefemd to go to a hospitai for delivery. Sanifation problems stiU prevaiied in
their households and not aii of the households had la&.

They did not have exercise

because they thought that their work was already hard enough so there was no need for

exercise. Smoking and drinking were common in male workers but not in female

workers. From obsemation, moa workers were in good heaith.
Health service utilization and health service satisfaction
Nearly all of the worken reported their health service utilbation at govemment
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hospitals however. they also uscd other faciüties such as i d t h centres. They were

satisfied with the medical services provided. They rareIy used private clinics.
Extra seNices needed

They wished tbat the govenmient faciütes wodd pay more! attention and provide
berter services to the patients.

Unhsured Group 2 (Self-employed)

.

This focus group consisted of self-employed workers in one Musiim village, 30
minutes driving time from the urban centre. There were four f e d e workers and two
male workers; a i i of them were Muslims. Most of the workers spoken in their local

dialect which necessitateci an interpreter (a young student) to translate the discussion tiack
and forth during the focus group.

T-meof work and environment
Male workers were engaged in fishery. Fernale workers processed the raw
product in their homes. The environment is quite clean but none of the households had

latrines.
Satisfaction with their work

They were quite satisfied with their work although they noted that their incorne
might be unpredictable.
Eknefits
Ail of the workers were uninsured. Few of the workers bought a health card
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fkom the govenunent for medical services (500 baht per year) because they still thoughr
that it was @te a lot to prepay 500 baht per year when their incorne was only around

3,000 b a h per month per family.

Health status

Most of the workers reported fairly good health, only one femde worker reported
poor health and fatigue. There was no tiw for exercise. Most maie worken smoked
but did not drink. Health problems such as cornmon cold and diarrhoea were common
due to Iack of sanitation. They still preferred traditional binh attendants. They reported

that there were two traditional birth attendants and a traditional healer in their vïiiage.
Family size was very large; 3-8 children in each family. From observation, most

workers were in good health.
Health service utilization and heaith service satisfaction

Aii of the workers reported service utilization at their district hospiral, however,
they also used other facilities such as heakh centres. They were satisfied with the
medical services provided. They rarely used private clinics.

Self-medication was

common for minor illness.

Extra services needed
They wished that the goverment facilities would provide latrines and heakh cards
for medical services.

5.8.3 Summary of the Focus Croup Resuits
The results gathered ftom the focus groups confirm the patterns of heaith service
utiiization and health m a i s of workers in Pattani Province found in the sample survey.
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Both insured and uniPsund workers reported a high ievel of health status. The focus

-

groups also reported very few Wits for traditional medicine. However. the iraditional
binh attendant was still preferred among Muslim workers. Insueci workers reponed on

heaith service dissatisfaction more than the urhsued workers.

5.9 Resuits of the Medical Record Validation
5.9.1 Convenïence Sampie of the Insureà Worker Medical Records

Some difficuities were repo~edin checking the medicai records at the Pattani
hovincial Hospital which is the only main contracted hospital. The hospital couid not

check the record by social security number but would need a patient idenafication
nurnber instead. Therefore, convenience sample of a i i outpatients on Febniary 14, 1996
was used as an index of patients of medical records to review utiiization of the outpatient
visits for the entire year of 1995 period. Table 5.21 shows the total number of 1995
visits for the 18 individuais who were seen on Febniary 14, 1996.

The medical records of the insureci workers were identifed by the insured worker
prescriptions (February 14, 1996) which were separated fiom other patients. Mer
taking al1 of these patient cham, information on individuai recorûing a d diagnosis
written by physicians was extracteci. Some of the information such as birth date was

missing.

There was a total of 3 12 outpatients. Of these patients, 18 were insured patients
(Mwlim 9, Buddhist 9; Male 6. Female 12). These 18 insured patient records were
abstracted for health service utilization over the one year period of 1995.

The
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proportions of Muslims and Buddhim are equal. However, there w e n more fernale
worken than male. Table 5.21 shows detaiied information of these 18 insured patients
takea from medical records for 1995.

Table 5.21 Convenience Sample of the Iasured Outpatient Medical Records

Patient

Gender

Reiigion No. of Viisits SymptouVReason for V'its

Female

Muslim

fever, cou@

Female

Buddhist

fever

Female

Buddhist

fever, cough

Female

Buddhist

respiratory tract infection

Male

Muslim

headache and eye problem

Male

Buddhist

minor car accident

Male

Muslim

sore throat

Femaie

Buddhist

family pianning

Femaie

Buddhist

family planning, skin
disease, respiratory tract,
diarrhoea

Female

Muslim

stomach pain, diarrhoea,
vomiting

Male

Muslim

eye injury nom work

Male

Buddhist

-

Female

Muslim

stomach pain

Male

Buddhist

eye (3 visits)
sore throat (1 visit)

Female

Muslim

respiratory tract, diarrhoea,

=Y=
Female

Muslim

Female

Buddhist

eY=
headache

Fede

Muslim

headache
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There was a total of 166 inpatients on WedoeJday, Febniary 14, 19%. Of these
166 inpatients, there were 7 insured inpatients (Male 2, Female 5 ; M u s h 5 , Budàhist

2). Unformtely, medicai records of these inpatients were not available. There was

no detailed information other than the number of inpatient vis& on that day.

In :SUII~III~I~,
there is a consistent trend in genùer ciifferences of both outpatient
and inpatient utilbation with the sumy data.
5.9.2 Summary of the Reports O€ Insureà Worker Health Service U-tion

The existing information of health semice utilïzation by ioswd worker was
gathered by the contracted hospital from April 1994 to November 1995. Therefore,

su-

of monthly report for iosurwl patients were reviewed as shown in Table 5.22.

The average total number of monthly outpatient visits was 998. There were 9,194
insured workers. Therefore, this could be equivalent to 1.3 visits per insured worker per

year (@monthly visits of 998~12mo19,194
insured workers). The average total number

of monthiy inpatients was 40,and the average monthly inpatient days was 184. This
could be caiculated as 0.24 day per insured worker per year. The total outpatient visits
showed a seasonal variation but the number of inpatients (PD)and total inpatient days

seemed to be stable.

The expenses of both inpatient and outpatient visits were estimated by total the
prescription expenses, iaboratory and other medical procedures, as well as physician fee.

The average outpatient expense per insured worker per year was 224 baht. The average
inpatient expense per insured worker per year was 172 baht. The total expeuse per

insured worker (inpatient and outpatient expenses) was 396 baht. These expenses can
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be compared to the capitation payment rate of 700 per insured worker per year.

Table 5.22 Reports of ïnsured Workers UtiliirJition (Aprü SeNovember 95)
Month

OPD
Visit

Apr 94
May 94
Jun 94
Jul94
Aug 94

Sep 94
Oct 94

Nov 94
Dec 94
Jan 95
Feb 95
Mar 95
Apr 95

May 95
Jun 95
hl95
Aug 95

Sep 95
Oct 95

Nov 95

Mean
(S .D.)

Expense
(Baht)'

PD

Inpatient

patient

Days

Expense
(Baht)'

Tot.
(Baht)'

5.10 Summuy of Study Resub

Findings from the study are Sunmafized as follows. The study samp1e of selected
insured workers was a random sample of the total insured worker popdation in Panani,
the insurrd workers were matched with uninsured workers on age and gelder. In

addition, since the response rate was hi@, the sample is fhought to k representative of
the general population of insured workers. There was WGely very linle selection bias of
insured workers. With respect to the major finding, the Merence in the utilkation of

health services between the insured and uninnirrd groups was beyond that which would
be expected by chance. This rdatiomhip penisted across muitivariate analyses which
included gender, health status, incorne and 0 t h variables.

Health statu of the worker population in the total sample was quite high.
Probability of health service urili7ation increased when health status declined in both

innired and uninsured workers. However, the iDsured workers showed a higher level

of utilization than the uninsurrd gcoup at any comparable level of heaith status.
Religious beliefs and education level were not statistidy signifiant predictors of
utilization in this study sample. The interaction between incorne and insurance status was
found to be statisticaiiy signifiant after including di other predictors.

The SF-36shows excelient convergent validity and discriaainant validity as weli
as the ability to ciifferenthte the health status between the users and non-users of health
services. The users reported lower health status on ali d e s of the SF-36 than non-users

and these differences were ail statisticaily signif~cant(P <0.O 1). The general health score
of the SF-36 was a statistidy significant predictor of utililiition. The validity of the
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health status measurement instrument (SF-36) was demonstratecl in the T'ai culture.

Further dimission, inciuding assessments of the potential impact of selection,
informationand confounding biases on the study fiodings, limitations and strengths of the
saidy, recommendations for m e r saidy as weli as policy impiications foiiow in the nen

chapter.

CHAPTER SEK= DISCUSSION
6.1 Introduction
The overail goal of this m d y was to determine whether insurance status is an
important predictor of health service utikation among workers. Other predidoa such

as health status, incorne, gender, marital status, education level, religious beliefs, and
self-medication dso were studied as potemial predictors of utifj7ntion. Moreover, health

status, as measured by the Medical Outcorne Study 36-Item Short Fom Health Survey
(SF-36), was tested for the first t h e in Thailand, a developing country. The study of

workers' health s e ~ c uetiiization in Pattarïi, Thailand, was implemented in accordance
with the approved proposai. The research identified an insured population through a

probability-sample and, then, uicluded a survey of matched insured and uninsureci double

cohort study design, as well as face-Wace interviews to measure six month utilization

of health services prior to the interview, health statu, and other identified predictor
variables. Collection of focus gmup data was used to supplement informationon patterns

of health service utilization and health mais of the workers. This study was designeci
to ensure scientific validity and to eosure that the research qyestions were answered with
a desired degree of scientifk rigour by ensuring that the sample of subjects was large

enough to control random errors in generaiizing the resuits to the population aad
representative enough to control systematic errors in inferences. Thus, the stated
objectives of the study were accompiished.

The study sample was judged to be representative of the target population on the
b a i s of the probabiüty sampling. The actuai d d a t e d statistical power of this study
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was higher than expected (over 99%). Finding of the primary predictor of interest,
61-3% of insurd worken made at lest one visit to a health facility during the six-month
pend prior to the interview in cornparison with 41.O% of uninsured workers. This

difference in utilization was 20.2 % (95% CI 13-8-26.6,p-value <0.001). A signifiant
difference on utiümtion found between the insureâ and uninsured workers persisted after
consideration of the role of other potenoial predictors. In multivariate analysis, the effect
of health insurance persisted after controlling for health statu, marital statu, gender,

self-medication, income, incorne-insurance interaction (OR =2 -90,95 % CI 194-4.30,
p-value c0.001). Religion and educational level were not statisticaily signifiant

predicton of utjli;riition in this study.
There is satisfactory empirical evidence that the SF-36 questionnaire is feasible
and applicable in measuring the health s t a t u of workers in Thailand, a developing

country. The SF-36 demonstrateci a satisfactory reliability and validity. The SF-36
scores were able to differentiate between the health status of users and non-users in a
healthy worker population. The health statu of the worker sarnple as measured by the
SF-36 was quite high.

The germa1 health score of the SF-36 was a statisticaliy

siguifîcant independent predictor of health s e ~ c eucilization when other potential

predictors such as insurance statu, income, marital status, gender, self-medication. and

an interaction term (incorne-insured)were also included in the model. The results from
focus groups also c o n f i e d the findings from sample survey.

The results support the position that expansion of health insurance to the general
population WUdiminish barriers to health services due to financial inability. Thus, the
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g o v e m t should p h for an increased volume of health services utilkation once this

heaith uisuruice scheme is expanded to cover the generai population.

The intent of this final Chapter is to disniss the major findings and secondary
findings. This Û foliowed by assessing the impact that various biases and chance may

have had on the d t s as well as summaruing the strengths and wealriesses of the
study. F W y , recommendations for finue wdies and poiicy implications are discussed.

6.2 Major Study nndings

There are two majors findings of this snidy. First, insurance status was found to
be a statisticay significant independent predictor of health service utiji;ration (at least one
visit during the past six months prior to the interview) after controlling for health statu

and other potential predictors. Second, there is satisfactory empincal evidence from this
study that the SF-36questionnaire, developed and standardized in north America, proved

feasible and applicable in Thailand, a develophg CO-.
The secondary findings of the saidy are results that 1) explain the health service
utiiization patterns of Tbai workers in Panani, 2) identify detenninaats of health services
utiiization in this worker population, 3) indicate whether religion anâ education have an
impact on heaith services utilbation, and 4) demonstrate the difference between the

heaith status of üisured workers and unhswed workers.
The following section will focus on secondary findings in detail. This wiU be
foiiowed by a discussion of other signifiant predictors such as age, gender, income,

marital statu, ami self-medication. Most of the methodological discussion (types of
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biases thar might have affected the resuits) will be concentrateci on îhe two major findings
of the study.

6.3 Seconàary Study Fmdings

6.3.1 Patterns of Utibtion
The findings of the study show interesting patterns of utïlïzation by workers in
Pattani, Thailand. Workers who are most likely to use the health services are insured,
female, marrïed, and have a low level of health status and a high incorne.

Between ïnsured and Uninsured Workers

The firsdings n o m this saidy indicate that insurance statu has a major impact on
utilization. These findings are consistent with other studies in developed countries

(Ellencweig, 1992; Freeman & Corey , 1993;Huika & Wheat, 1985; Marquis & Long,
1996; Muiier, 1986). These findings also support Gish's prediction that the impact of

heaith insurance may be stronger in developing countries than in developed counmes

because there is a gap between insured and uniilsured populations who have l e s access

or no access to health s e ~ c e s(Gish, 1990).

Between Male and Female Workers
The present study fomd that gender is a signifiant potentiai predictor in

utilization after controiiing for health status.

Moreover, gender-irisUrance statu

interaction is dso signifiant in the iasuraoce and utilizationrelationship when conwiiing
for health status. Female workers show higher utilkation than male workers. Arnong
uninsured workers, female workers showed slightly higher utibtion than male workers.
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However, among imured workers, the diffemce was much more marked. At the lower

Ievel of health status, the difference in utilization seemed to be less pronomced than at
the higher level of health statu.

Thailand (Fufler, Edwards, Se&,

This finding is consistent with another midy in
& Vorakitphokatorn, 1993). These authoa also

reponed that Thai women reporteci poorer heaIth and higher utüïzation.

Possible

reasons for this might include an inrruw in access to curative and preventive care or

increased utilkation in minor iiinesses which were previously remedied by selfcare
among uisured fernale workers.

Between Married and Single Workers
Marital status also has a signifiant impact on utiiïzation. A single worker uses
fewer health services than a rnarried worker. A matfieci, female, insured, worker

demonstrates the highest level ofutilization. This finding is consistent with other studies

(Berk & Taylor, 1984; Joung, van der Meer, & Mackenbach, 1995;Verbrugge, 1976).

Between Low and High Leveis of Heakh Status
This mdy contirms Andersen's Mode1 of utiiization that health status or heaith
neeà is an important predictor of utilization (Andersen, 1%8). Workers with a lower

health status tended to use health services more than those who reported a higher health
stams.

Between High and Low Incorne Workers
The results indicate that incorne does have an impact on the ucilùation rate. The
income and insuraace statu interaction is very siWcant

in this relationship. Once

workers are insured, the impact of incorne disappears. The results show that low income
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and high incorne generate nearly the same utilization rate after conaolluig for health
statu.

This impiies that health inmance does reduce the fipancial barrier to accessibility

of health seNices. The fuhxe expansion of this compulsory insurance program to the

general population would benefit people who are less formate and otherwise remah
uninsured. Therefore, one can expect the lower sociwconomic classes to increase their
heaith service u w t i o n .

6.3.2 Determinants of Health Service Utilization

The r d t s h m this study indicate that insurance status, health statu, gender,
marital statu, income, self-medication are aii sipnincant predictors of utilitation.

Religion, education and age are not signifiant predictors of utilization. These variables

WU be discussed in detail in the following sections.
6.3.2.a Age

In this study, age was a matched variable. Therefore, there was no difference in
ages between the insured and uninsured workers. Age cannot be studied as a predictor

in conditional logistic regression. However, when age was included in unconditional
logistic regression, it was found not to be independemly significant associated with

utilization after accounting for other predictors in the model. The association between
age (categorized into 5 2 5 and >25) and utilization was reviewed separately in bivariate

analysis. In this analysis, age was a significant predictor of utiiization (P-value 0.004),
with OR 1.50 (95 % CI 1.13-1.97). An explamion for this might be that people of

working age rnight have a small impact on utilization compared wiui other groups of the
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population such as cbildren or the elderly. These workers were healthy and 35%of aU
worken were 525 years, 61% were between 26 and 45 years and only 4% were >45

yean. That is the sample was too homogeneous Mth
respect to age.
6.3.2. b Gendet

In this saidy, gender was found to be a signifiant pfedictor. Moreover. there
was a significant interaction between gender and insurance statuS. Unhmred males and

females demonstrated the same pattern of utilkation after controlling for health statlis.
Once they were insurecl, the pattern of ufifj7i1tionchanged. insureâ female workers were

likely to bave a significantly higher utilization rate than insured male workers. This
finding suggests that once fernale workers are insured, they tend to use more heafth
services. An explanation for this is that they might use both preventive and curative care

for minor illnesses more fiequentiy.
6.3.2.c Marital Status

Marital status was found to be a significant predictor of utilization. This is

consistent with other studies mentioned in 6.3.1.
6.3.2. d Self-medication

Self-medicationwas found to be a signiticant predictor in this study. Prior to the
survey, it was expected that higher self-medication rates predict lower utihtion.

However, the reverse was found, h.igher self-medication was associateci with higher
utilization. Aithough, self-medication may play an important role in self-care, selfmedication is also highly related to income. Further analysis on self-medication and
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incorne interaction should be investigated for an explanation for these findïngs.
6.3.2.e incorne

Both income and an income-insurance status interaction were found to be
significant in this study. When workers were in the low-incorne and unirwred group,

they had to pay cash for health services. Therefore, they might tend to seek care only

when they had serious üinesses and might tend to ignore minor Unesses. When workers
were in the hi@-incorne but uainsured group, they could e o r d to pay for health services

for either minor or s e h ilinesses. Therefore, they tended to use health services more

chan low-income and uninsured workers. However, once they were inSund,the pattern
of utilkation was similar for both high and low-incornegroups. This implies that health
insurance has an impact on health service utiiization. It reduces the b u c i a l barrier to
accessing health are.

6.3.2.f Health Status
Health status as measured by the Medical Outcorne Study 36-Item Short Fom
Health Survey (SF-36)was testeci for the first time in niailand, a developing country.
The SF-36 scores were able to differentiate between the health status of users and non-

users in a healthy worker population. Health s t a t u was found to be a strong predictor

of health service utiiization in this study. The workers with poorlhealth tended to use
heaith services more than workers with good, vexy good, and excellent heahh statu.

6.3.2.g Heaith insurance

Heath insurance was a very important predictor of health service utiiization. It
was found to be statisticaiiy significant even after adjustrnent for other predictors. Health
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insurance and income interact with each other so for iininsuwi workers, the= is marked

difference in u-tion

between those with a low income and with a high incorne. When

workers are insured, the patterns of utiîization are the same. Heaith inwaoCe and
gender also interact with each other. For the uninsiired group, the patterns of utilization

between male and fernale are the same. For the insured group, female worken seem to
use health services much more than male workers.

6.3.3 Impact of Reügion and Education on Health Service Utilization
6.3.3.a Reiigious Beiiefs

Religion is anothet important factor that this study examineci. Unexpeccedly, this
snidy did not detect significant differences either in utilkation or health statu between

Musiirn and Buddhist workers fkom the sample survey. However, the Fiudings fkom the

focus group on utiiization showed that although both insured and uninsureci workers
reported a high level of health statw, there were some difference in pattern of utilkation
between Buddhist and Muslim workers. Female uninsureci Muslim workers reported

more use of traditional medicine and still preferred the traditional birtb attendant. Some
of the M u s h worken in the focus gxoups did not accept preventive care such as

immunization and famiiy planning. These fimüngs are consistent with evidence of
population health status such as infant mortality and maternai health between the southem
provinces of Thailand and provinces in other regions (Chongsuvivatwong, Bujakom,

Kanpoy, & Treeaong, 1993; Chongsuvivatwong, Impat, & Tayakkanonta, 1993).
A recent study in Thailand shows that religion is a significant confouder in the

relatioaship between matemal education and maternai health service utikation such as
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prenatai care (Raghupathy, 19%).

However, the study used secondary &ta fiom a

nirvey done in 1988 in which the= was no compuisory M t h insurance program. The

explanation for the merence in findings might be that once the heaith insurance was

implemented, the effect of insuance status becornes stronger than religion. Another
explanation is that in the wodrer population, religious beiiefs may be weaker than in
other target groups. Religious beliefs might have more impact on preventive heaith
service utilization than on curative heaith services. Finally, religious affiliation by itself

may not be enough to capture the reai effect of religion.

Measuring religious

participation or religiosity rnight be more appropriate to detect the effect of religious
beliefs.

6.3.3.b Educationd Level
Although many studies have identifieci educatiod achievement as an important

determinant of health service utiiization, it was not a signincant predictor of utilization

in this study (Caldwell, 1993; Cleland & Van Gheken, 1988; Fosu, 1989; Fosu, 1994).
This is consistent with the study of Raghupathy (1996) who found mat matemal education

does not have a uniform impact across ail materna1 health services. In cenain types of
health services, education demonstrates a negative impact on utiümtion. Another

explanation similar to that of religious beliefs is that educational level bas more impact

on preventive than curative care.
6.3.4 Differences in Eealth Status Betweea Insurd and Uninsur&

The pattern of findings related to health stanis measurement is not consistent with
the studies of others which report that the uninsured have lower health statu (Freeman,

worken reported lower heahh status scores thaa uniruured workers in aii of the eight
dimensions of the SF-36although not all of the differences were statistically significant.

When only burance status is considered and other factors that influence health staais
have not ken considered (such as education, home, and gender), the nndings mut be

interpreted with care. The ditferences in subjective health statu scores between insured
and uninsured worken couid possibly be explained by the higher expecmtion regarding

health of insured workers who also have a significantly higher education level than of

uniosured workers. Awther possible explanation for <bis finding is that insured workers
perceive a higher level of stress perhaps due to less autonomy than uninsured workers
who are involved more in self-employment types of work which may or may not be
perceived as highly stressful. A third possible explanation for tbïs finding is that insured

workers might have a poorer health status due to taking fewer precautions because of the
availability of heaith insurance benefits compared to Uninsured workers who have to keep
heaithy because they have no health iosuranCe coverage.

6.4 The impact of Various Biases on the Fiidhgs

In designing and conducting a study, the overail objective is to test the hyporhesis
with the limited resources available. The accuracy of the result is dependent on the
de-

to which there is an absence of error in measurement. An error is a discrepancy

between the measured and the me effect. Knowledge of the Merent sources of error,

their impact on the accuracy of the results, and the strategies used to deal with them are
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the basis for the design and evaluatioa of studies. There are tsvo main types of errors:

systematïc and random emn.

Every stage of an investigation is susceptiile to

systematic emrs. Systematic errors are potentially senous, since the bias they cause
may lead to invalid conclusions. Random emrs, on the other hand, give rise u, reduced

precision, but in general do not lead to invalidation. Random emrs occu during data
collection through questionnaire or equipment fauits, observer error, responder mistaka,
and during data processing through coding, copying, data entry, programming, and
calcula~g
errors. Errors can also arke through the inappropriate choice of methods of

analysis and incorrect interpretation of the results.

It is important to distinguish between the research question and the acnial stuciy.

The research question is the unceRainty in the universe the investigator really wishes to
settle while the actual midy is the operationaiized counterpart addressed by the snidy plan

(Hulley, 1988). Bias can be thought of as a systematic differeilce between the research

question and the acnial question answered by the study that causes the mdy to give the
wrong answer (Abcamson, 1994). Strategies for minimizing these systematic errors are
availabie in both the design and analysis phases of research.

in this snidy, during the design phase, the investigator carefdiy thought through
the following three concerns:
1. Do the sbudy subjects accurately represent the target population?
2. Does the measurement of the predictor accurately represent the predictor

variable of interest?
3. Does the rneasurement of the outcome accurately represent the outcome
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variable of interest?
For example, if the westions are phrased differentîy to insured and unirinued
workers, the utilization variable may not be accutately measured. Fiaally, a spurious
association between insured statu and utihtion could be due to the fact that the

measurement of u-tion

did not accurately represent actual utilization.

In order to examine possible biases that might diston the hdings, the three major
types: selection, information and confounding wiii be discussed in detail.

6.4.1. Selection Bias
Selection bias occurs whenever the study and cornparison groups ciiffer fkom each

other by a factor that is likely to affect the outcome rneasure king srudied (Riegelman
& Hirsch, 1989). Selection bias is de-

by Kleinbaum as "a distortion in the estimate

of effect resulting Born the manner in which subjects are selected for the saidy

popuiation" (Kleinbaum, Kupper, & Morgenstern, 1982). In this double cohon study,
the concem for selection bias relates to samphg or participation of snidy subjects.

Selection bias may result from one (or both) of two different design inadequacies in the

way subjects are selected for study. Firstly, if subjects selected for study differ in some
systematic way fiom those who not selected. Causes of selection bias are a high nonresponse rate, loss to follow-up, or an inappropriate choice of sampliog frame. Selection
bias is a concem in this study even though random sampling and a high response rate

because the total sampluig hune showed insured workers consisted of 48% of male but

in the sample of 500 iasured workers, only 4046 were male. It was not possible that the
difference was due to chance (Pc0.01). The explaoation for this might either be from
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the random sampling procedure or from sampling fiame errors. Moreover, akhough

there was a high response rate, the loss of sample from not king able to contact was
mostly males (37 males and 8 fernales) which created a gender biased sample. Another
possible selection bias is that there was a high proportion of Buddhists (56%)in the final

sample as compared to 25% in the total population of this province. However, it was
expected that the Buddhists engaged in the labour force more than the Muslims,

especidy Buddhist women.

The second type is selection bias in a comparative study results from an

inappropriate choice of comparison groups, leadhg to higher IikeIihood of a dierentiai
outcome. For example, if the comparison gmup of uninsured workers was from another
province and had dfierent population characteristics, this might lead to selection bias.
Selection bias can also result from loss-to-follow up of subjects after enrolment into the

study. However, rhis selection bias did not occur as no subject was lost and the

comparison group did corne from the same province.

In summary, there is chance that gender bias did occur due to the selection
process for this particular study. However, this bias was adjusted through multivariate
analysis.
6.4.2. information Bias

Information bias is caused by shortcomings in the way that information is obtaieed

or handled such as systematicaily coiiecting incorrect measurements or responses or fiom
differential misclassification of outcome or predictor staais of participants. Information
bias has a variety of causes such as questionnaire faults, observer errors, respondent
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erron, or inmumental erroa.

Questionnaire fa&

may d

t Born cuIturaIly

inappropriate questions, ambiguous wording, or too many questions. Observer errors may
be due to misunderstanding procedures, misinterpretation of responses, or simply

rnistakes. More seriously, observer errors may bias the findings of a study as a result
of differences in assessment, in probing or in the interpretation of doubtfbi answen if the

exposure or outcome of the respondent is known to the observer. This is particdarly
likely if the observer is aiso aware of the research questions under the saidy.

Respondent errors may arise through misuoderstanding, fauity recall, giving the
perceived "correct"answer, or through lack of interest. In some instances the respondent

may deliberately give the wrong answer because, for example, of embarrassrnent
regarding questions connected with marital status or becaw of suspicion that answen
would be passed to income tax authorities. In this study, it was important for the

respondents to understand the questionnaire items of the SF-36 in order to report an

accurate answer on health status.

One type of information bias that may have played some role in the study, was
reporting b i s , which is systematic error in the information reported by respondents.
OveralI, it was beüeved ihat the utilization measured through this questionnaire was
reported with good validity.

Thus the issues of information bias with respect to

completeness and handling of data are of minimal importance.
Another type of information bias is recall bias for which the measurement of
effect could be ~ o u s l infiated.
y
This might have occumd if insured workers reported

a greater number of visits than they a c W y had. However, if there is no differential in
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a be valid.
recall bias between insured and uninsured workers, then the resuits wüi s
6.4.3. Confounding Bias

Confoundings occur whenever there are important differences related to the
variable of interest between the groups king compared. For example: in this study,

h e m innirance status has an impact on health care utiiization but income is aiso

considered to be related to health care utilhtion and health insurance- In this situation,
income may confound the effect of health insurance status on health care utilization.

The variable with the most potential for coafounding in this dataset was income, since
income was strongly related to utWation and was also higher among the insureci.
However, the irtcome-insurance statu interaction was found to be statisticaliy significmt.
Therefore, patterns of utiiization should be examined according to income level and
insurance status.

Confounding can be controlled for but interaction cm only be

investigated .
Strategies to address confounding in this study were a) matching in the design
phase and b) using multiple logistic regression to consider the associations of many

variables simultaneously in the analysis phase. However, matching in this study in itself
may aiso have introduced bias into the study. Matching on age and gender fiom niends
or neighbours might bring bias toward no difference (the nuii) on utilization between the

u n i m e d and insured groups- However, the resulu nom this study were found to be
statisticaily different- If there is no bias from matching, the actual difference should be
even greater in the general population than in this sample. From this study, there were
many confounding variables in insurance status and utilization. There was evidence that
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heaith status, gender, marital stanis, and seIf-medicationwere i m p o ~ m
confounders of

the main association. However, health statu could also be considered as a mong
predictor of utilkation.

It is interesting to note that there was no impact on the

relationship between health statu and utili;ration no matter how many variables were

included in the model.
Surprisingly, educationai levels and religious beliefs which were expected to be
potential confounders, were not statistically significant in this study. One explanation
may be that when many variables are included in a model, the relationship might be

explaiwd by other stronger variables. Another explanation, particularly for the apparent
minimal effects that religious beliefs have on utilïzation may be tbat the study only

captured a broad defiaition of religious beliefs. Thus, in this sub-population, this may
not have k e n sufficient to demonstrate an effect. In findings of a m e n t study , religious

beliefs demonstrate a strong confounding influence on education and m a t e d health
service urilization (Raghupathy, 1996). This is consistent with a health indicator such
as an infant mortaiity rate (Ministry of Public Heaith, 1992)

To cl-

the study resuits, the effect of interaction terms in the logistic

re,oression models were tested. Two statistically significant interactions were found: one
was between insurance statu and income, the other between insurance status and gender.

However, when these two were included in the model, the interaction between insurance
status and gender was not statistically signifiant.
It is also possible that the relationships found in this study

may also be attrïbuted

to the confounding effects of some other variable or variables that were not measured in
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the study nich as other factors related to self-care or to health provider satisfaction.

These other factors, presently unidentified, need to be exploreci and questioned in htwe
studies-

6.5 The Impact of C h e Piid Statisticaï Power

Statistical signif~cancetesting is designed to help investigators asses the role of
chance when a difference or an association in an investigation is observeci. The strength
of the association is important. Stronger associations give more signifcant P values,
making chance a less likely explanation.

Stronger associations Iso provide bener

evidence for causality by reducing the likelihood of confounding. However, statistical
significance testing provides very linle information about the size of a ciifference or the
snength of an association. Therefore, it is important to ask not only whether a difference
or association is statisticaiiy signifiant, but whether it is large or substantiai enough to
be practicaily useful. When the sample size of a study is miall, the possibility of a Type

II error can be very great. Conversely when the sampie size is quite large, it is quite
possible to obtain a statisticaiIy significant difference or association even when the

difference or association is too srnail or too weak to be practically useful. In this study,
the sample size was quite large.

When significant differences between irisured and

uninsureci health statu mean scores of the SF-36 were found, the differences were

significant at the 0.05 level. However, the dflerences between mean scores might be
too small to be practically meaningfut. Finaliy, the finding of statistical significaace does

not mean causal relationship. In this snidy, only an association can be acknowledged
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when findings are significant.

The strategies for rninimizuig d o m errors are avaiiable in both the design and
analysis phases of research. The design strategy of increasing the sample size is an

important way to reduce random error. Testing the statistical significance of the
association is a weli h o w n strategy in the analysis phase (Huiley & Cummings, 1988).

in non-experimentai research, it is very clifficuit to attribute causalisy to an
independent variable.

If there is a systematic difference in a dependent variable

associated with levels of an independent variable, the two variables are said to be related
(with some degree of conf~dence)but the cause of the relationship is unclear.

Fomnately, the magnitude of effect found in the study was rnuch larger than that
expected in the design phase; thus the assumptions used in calculating sample size were
generally appropriate. The sampie was large and the response rate was very hi&. The
actual power was very high and sufficient to detect a signifiant difference between the

insured and uninsured utiiization. Lack of statistically sipifiCant fidings for the other

measures of effect is aImost certainly due to lack of any real associations rather than
Type II errors. Although the statistically significant fmdings could have arisen due to

chance andor multiple testing (which would make them Type 1 errors), this is highly
unlikely since the probability values for the crude effects on these variables were much
lower than the 0.05 alpha level. Moreover, the sample size was large enough to detect

interaction terms in rnultivariate analysis.

6.6 Limitations and Strengths of the Study

6.6.1 Limitations
There are several Limitations of this study. First, the utilization data in this study
came from a self-reporting swey. The disadvantage of this is the potential for reporthg
bias and for r e d bias. Subjects were asked to indicate the nwber of visits to health

facilities over the previous six months. Thus, the anaiysis reiies on the accuracy of
idenwing and recording visits. However, the long recd internai (six months) may lead
subjects to iaaccurately i d e n m the number of visïts. If fiequent users under report

utilization, the study may have underestimateci outpatient utilization aud the difference
between utilkation of insured and uninsueci workers. Ways of resolving this bias is to
validate with the medicai records. However, this would only be possible if these workers
had sought care from public facilities. It is very dficult or impossible to check numbers

of visits at the private facilities. Another way is to reduce the recail intemai but this
would be inappropriate because the number of visits would be tao &.

Second, the study is Iimited in terms of overail generaiïzability. The sampling
frame was comprised of al1 innired workers !hm the purposely selected province, i.e.
Panani.

Therefore, the findings c m only be generaiized only to this province.

However, since there are four otkr provinces that have the same population
characteristics, the results may also be generalizable to these four provinces. The reason
why this province was selected is because its population has unique mix of

culturallreligious beliefs (75% Muslims cornpared to less than 5 % Muslims in moa other
provinces). With this Muslim/Buddhist ratio, the religious beliefs variable couid be
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shutied clearly.

Third, the comparison group (mimumi workers) may wt be representative of
all uninsured workers in this pro*

because of the matching process. Matching may

have introduced systematic bias in this study. Uninnired workers were matcheü on age

and gender and were identified by the insureci workers or were fkiends or neighbours of
the insured worken. Bias that might be introduced by matching wouid likeIy be toward
the auil, leading to no differwce in utilkation between uninsured and insured workers.

Fourth, use of multiple i n t e ~ e w e nmay have introduced inter-interviewer
variability. However, the observer bias was minimized by closed-ended questionnaire
items and close supervision by the investigator to facilitare consistency in recording

quedonuaire.

Fifth, there is concem that a retrospective meanirement of health status (SF-36)
might not be able to demonstrate that a health statu predictor (measured by the SF-36)

preceded outcome udhation. The utibation was for the six month p e n d prior to the

interview but the health status of the SF-36questionnaire was mostly for the one month
period except for the general healtfi scale. Moreover, apparent Merences in rathg of
the SF-36scores among workers Wcely introduced some reporting bias.

Sixth, matching is more common in case-control studies than cohon studies. In
a cohort saidy, the marchg is done on the predictor variable but in a case-conml snidy

the matching is done on the outcome variable. The purpose of rnatching is usually to
control for confounding. However, matching is ais0 useiùl for selecting the control or
comparison group when there is difficuity in getting a control group by random sampiing.
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Age and gender usually act as confounders in utiljtirtion studies. In this study, matching

was used both for controlling the confomding effects of age and gender and aiso for
recruiting comparison subjects. Many saidies have shown that age and gender Muence

the use of health services (Aday & Andersen. 1974; Andersen, 1%8; Fuller, E d w d s ,
Semisri, & Vorakitpbokatorn, 1993; Pope, 1988; Verbrugge, 1976). The disadvantage
is that when age and gender are matched, the effect of age and gender on utiiization

cannot be studied.

However, because matching in this snidy basically comprised of

measured variables, these effects cm be pararnetricaiiy modeled. Therefore, it was
possible to examine the effects of these two variables using amconditional logistic

rnodelling.
6.6.2 Strengths

There are many issues to be considered including scientific validity and feasibility

when the research question is transformeci into a study design. The strengths of this
smdy include its design and high response rate (100%). Tn addition, mis saidy was the
f ~ s tdouble cohort study targeting the worker population of Thailaad.

It is very

important to have a comparison group so insured and uninsured workers are accrued
fiom the same population base. This process assures generalizability to the target

population.
The fmt important strength of a research design is the ability ro address the study
objectives and especiaiiy to answer the research questions. This is the key point in
choosing a design. This study was anaiytical instead of oniy descriptive because of the
unique research questions. With a comparison group, it was possible to answer the
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research questions mentionai previously. With controlling for confounders both in the
design and anaiysis phase, the results were less W l y to be distoned by biases. In this

study, there were two groups, the insured and uniiisured. Matching controiled for
constitutional confounders; other coafounders or covariates were controUed for in the
aaalysis. This permits the study to detect the clifference between the two groups if a
difference m l y exists.

Second, this saidy used random sampling as a method for s e l d g the iosuced

cohon. Use of the sampling ûame of the insured worker registry was both efficient and
effective in deriving a random sample that was reasonably representative of the
population. Therefore, the study sample was a representative sample of the insured
workers in this specific province. However, although the cornparison of uninsured

workers was nom the same population, they were not representative of the uninsured
workers of this province because of the matching procedure. Thus, the results can be
extrapolated oniy to insured workers of diis provincial population.
Third, blinding of interviewers to the mdy hypothesis was apparently effective

in limiting information biases. Face-to-face inwviews ensureci a high completion rate
of the questionnaire.
Fourth, the response rate was high and the sample sue was large, thus the power

of this study was more than adeqyate for the association of interest and findings. The
actual power of the study was over 99%. Multivariate analysis permitteci assessrnent of

several important predictor variables simuitaneously. The primary association between

insurance statu and utilization was robust tbughout a series of anaiyses on the role of
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potential confounders. This minimized the potential for bias that may have anKn h m
selecting study and cornparison groups from different cohorts.

Fifith, since this study was a matched design, conditional logistic regression
analysis was applied to mode1 the predictor variables in predicting the outcome variable.
With this analysis, confoundhg was controiied and interactions were detected.

Moreover, unconditionai logistic regression could be applied because the matched
variables were measured variables that couid be parametricaily modeled.

Finally, this study incorporateci qualitative methods (focus groups) to confixm and
expand upon information on health services utilization and health status found from the

6.7 Recommendations for Furth= Study

While much has k e n leamed about the rote of health inswance in health service

utiiization, there have many unanswered questions, which firme research should
endeavour to explore. Some of these unanswered yestions and issues are:
Since the double cohort sample was used, it is possible that longitudinal studies

of insured worken could be undertaken to detect the change in health stanis that affects
the utilization. Demonstration of this assertion would be an imponant methodological

contribution to health service utiiization research.
In temu of b o t . generaiizability and representativeness, it wouid be important
to consider sampling of insured workers fkom all regions.

More comprehensive sndies are needed on the vaiidity of the SF-36 as a
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measurement of health status. In parridar, more ~searchis needed on the noxmative

scores of the eight dimensions of the SF-36 scales. More research is also needed with
respect to test performance in various groups of the Thai population, especially in terms
of optimal cut off points for differentiating between healthy and people with clinid signs

and symptoms of Uness.
Although insurance stam is a very important factor (as indicated by the f i g
that workers without insurance were l e s likely to use health services when needed),

factors other than insurance status might be important too. There are other variables,
such as the working environment and urban versus niral domicile, that need to be

incorporated in future studies.
Much work is ml1 needed on the development, refmement, and validation of
standardized questionnaires for assessing utilization in workers. What does the role of

traditional medicine versus modem medicine have to do with changing utiiization rate?
More studies are needed on the contri'bution of health service utilization to
health status improvement, Le. which consider health stam as the uitjmate outcome.

Other factors that are not included in this study shouid be done in future snidies.
These include nual-wban residence, workplace environment, self-care, and social

support. Additional research is needed to better undemand the complex cultural and
social factors contributing to utikation.

These variables include health service

satisfaction, social support, and selfcare. In this study, although self-medication was
studied, it could only be considered as a part of seif-care. Qualitative research may be
useful in gaining greater insight into the patterns of utilization.
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Most importantly, thm may be a clear need to shift the emphasis of research
from problerns of undemtilhtion or overutilization to appropriate utilization. How
could appropriate utilization be defined and measured?

6.8 Policy Implications

This snidy was designed, ushg epidemi010gic techniques and principles leamed

in Canada. It was executed in Thailand. The fiodings were targeted at the Thai heaith
care system but they have implications for policy &ers

in other countnes as weil.

Canada, with its portable, universal, single payer system which is publiciy administered
and seeks to be comprehensive, is currently re-examining its commitxuent to health care

delivery as it has evolved over the past thiny years. This study provides information on

the health statu of, and expenditures for, workers who are insured and uninsured, a
naturai situation in Thaiiand that curzently would be impossible to ex-

in Canada.

The fdings suggea that health insurance does remove one of the barriers to health are,
Le. financial resources, particularly for women with poor health status. Although, in the
current Canadian debate it is argued that Canada may spend too much on health c m , at
9%of the GDP,this study reafFirms the principle that without insurance coverage the

disadvantaged memben of society may go without access to health c m .
The results of this Thai health s e ~ c utilkation
e
study also have implications for
countries,which, Like Thailand, are middle-income countries with developing economies,

and emerging health insurance schemes. It may be applicable to countries such as the

Philippines and Malaysia in Southeast Asia; Pem and Mexico in the Amencas; and
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perhaps South Afnca, d e r its new reform policies, in the Afncan continent. For low-

income Asian counmes such as Vietnam, Laos and Camboâia, the impiications might not
be applicable at the present t h e ; however, as th& health care systems evolve, similar
pattern of utilization will no doubt emerge. The following sections will focus on

discussion about poIicy implications for the Thai government and for other devdoping
counmes .

6.8.1 For the Thai Government

This section discusses implications of the f i i n g s for: (1) planning for expansion
of compulsory health insurance; (2) modifying the existing compulsory heaith insuraece

to improve equity in health care; (3) improving health utiikation information systems;

and (4) proposing determinants of heaith service utilkation.

P h i n g for EqpLULrnLULmon
of CompuLsory Health Inrurance

The findings nom this study indicate chat irisurance status has a major impact on
utilkation. Worken who are moa iikely to use health seMces are the insured, fernale,
married, and who have lower levels of health Stans. The results also indicate that

hcome does have an impact on the utiiization rate of uninsured workers. Once workers
are innired, the impact of income disappears; that is, low income and high income

groups generate nearly the same utilization rate. This implies that health insurance in
this population reduces the financial barrier to accessibility of health services. Future
expansion of this compulsory insurance program to the general population would benefit
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people who have l e s discretionary incorne and who would otherwise remain uninnued.

Policy shouid reflect the demography of the population to be served and also shouid
accommodate the substautial hcreased demand for health senrices.

Moreover, special

attention should be given to the needs of female worken engaged in the labour force.
Of special concem is that there may be an increasing proportion of women in the labour

force,

wt

reflected in available govemment statistics. More health care contacts for

women should be anticipateci in friture expansion plans, particularly for preventive care
and health promotion. AU of this information on growing demand for health services

should be taken imo account to monitor and adjust the capitation payment rate within this

insurance scheme. Funher study replications should be undertaken in other regions of
Thailand to assist in the future piamhg of the expansion of the health insurance scheme.

Heaith Imurance and Equity in Health Care

The 1993 World Development Report "Investing in Health" made a detailed
approach to poiicy recommendations for improving heaith (World Bank, 1993). The
World Bank suggests that middle-income countries, Wre Thailand, need to focus on four
key areas of poiicy reform: phasing out public subsidies to better-off groups; encouraging

payment methods that conaoi costs; giving consumen a choice of insurer; extending
insurance coverage more widely.

The fourth rezommendation is addressed in this study.

In Thailand, compuisory health insurance is seen not only as a means to provide
an alternative for fûnding a health care system but also as a means to increase equity in
health care. The challenge for health planners, therefore, is to elirninate barriers to
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health s e ~ c access
e
which prevail for the non-priviieged population who may have liale

or no access to health seNices.
Cmntly, the Tbai compulsory health

irisurarre

benefits oniy 6% of the total

population; these populations are engaged in the formai sector of the economy. There
is also another existing comrnunity health imurance plan (Health Card Program) that was

developed in 1983. It is a voluntary health i,mmmeprepaywnt xheme initiated by the
Ministry of Ribiic Health which by 1988 covered 4.5% of the rurai population.
However, over forty percent of the total population are still not covered by any insurance

scheme and these individuais have to pay "out of pocketwfor medical care provided by
either public or private health facilities. One change underway within the compulsory
heaith insuance is the expansion of the insurance scheme to cover some of the above

40% Uninsured group who are poor niral peasants, urban slum dweuers, and selfemployed workers. This will improve health we access for individuais previously not
eligible to participate in this scheme. Expansion of health insuaoce to this segment of
the population shouid reduce firiancial bamers to access of health services, especiaily

among the low income eamers. However, whether expansion of this scheme wiii
increase overail equity in health a r e , is s t i l l questionable. There are several issues
affectïng equity which need to be coasidered:

1) A centrai issue is how to iacrease the coverage to populations not engaged in
the formai sector of econorny. A related concem is whether they cm afford to pay the

their contribution.

2) A second concem for policy maken is whether the expansion of this scheme
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wül dispropomonately draw health resources to serve the insured workers to the

deaiment of the uniasured population. Since the resources are Limite& if resources are
drawn to serve the iiinired workers, then the unursured population wiii get las health

care. Thus, the expansion of the scheme wiU not irnprove equity in health care overail.
3) Currently health iosurance schemes focus on curative or sickness care. While
the coverage for sickness care increases, the govenmient expendinire on preventive

services may decliw. This could aggravate or perpeaiate inecpity.

In addressing these issues, the govemment eeeds to consider a range of insurance
schemes and subsidy option coverage to ensure ewty in health c m . If this insurance
coverage is intended to cover the rural and urban poor through a system of govemment

subsidies that supports both preventive and curative are. then e@ty will be enhanced.

In conclusion, the Thai govemment might incorporate aii the existing health
related insurance schemes, both compulsory and voluntary , under the nationai heaith
insurance scheme- One possible option that might be more feasible is to expand the

existing community health iasuraoce plan (Health Card Program), thereby hcreasing the
coverage more rapidly to the generai population.

Heaïth Sentice Utiïiiption Information Systerns

Relatively little information is avaîiable regarding population/health service
contact rates and satisfaction with health care in developing countiies. Thailand has

developed a health Motmation system for general health statistics but not for health

service utilization information. It was found in this study that the insured group with
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poor health stanis has an annual average rate of 5.4 contacts per capita per year. whiîe
the uninsured group with poor health status has only 4.8 contacts pet capita per year.

The innired group with higher health status bas an annuai average rate of 2.6 contaas
per capita per year, while the u

.group has 1.4 contacts per capita per year.

These estimates of the average number of w u a i heaith care contacts needed by the
population as a whole may be usehi for planning resource utilization. However, these
contacts may not necessarily reflect the most appropriate health senice utiiization.
Moreover, the firidings of this study suggest that not ody public health facility utilkation
but also private health facility utilkation information should be taken into consideration
since insured workers still retain their patterns of private facility utikation to some

extent- Without better information on the effectiveness of utibtion , it is difi5cult for
planners to anticipate requirements in the health sector.

There is clearly a need to set up a health information system in order to gather
reliable data on health service utilkation nom both public and private sectors.
Developing mechanisms to uack this information on utihtion would beneft decision

makea and policy planners not only with respect to health Gare financing issues but also

in monitoring health services targeting disadvantaged populations.

Detenninants of HeuM S e ~ ~ cUtilizan'on
e
Determinants of heaith refers to many factors that influence the health of
individu& and populations. Many factors beyond the confines of the health care system
have a profound impact on health. These inciude one's physical and social environment,
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as well as human biology and genetics. Of course, appropriafe h d t h service utilkation
is ais0 an important d e t e h t of heaith.
Determinants of health service utiüzation refers to factors that influence the use

of heaith services. These include the complex cultural and social factoa conmiuting to
utiiizationsuch as insurance status, heaith statu, income, gender, marital statu, religion,
level of educational attainment , and seif-medication. Other important factors inchde
rural-urban residence, the workpiace environment, self-are, health semice satisfaction,

and social support.

This study shows that insurance status, health status, income, gender, maritai
s w , and self-medication inauence health service utilkation.

The Thai government

should take all these factors imo account in planning for health senrice utilkition.

Whether other factoa not included in this m d y should be included in a health service
utiluation model should be determined by m e r studies.

In the health service utili7ation model (Page 63), it can be seen that appropriate
health service utihtion couid be considered as a detenninant of health if it c m be
measured. It is imponant to test mis relatiomhip while adjusting for other factors
simuitaneously because health stams or quaiity of Me of the population should be taken

as the uituaate outcome of the heaith care system.
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6.8.2 For Other Developing Coutries

Despite the ciifferences in health care systcms, Lessons Ieamed fkom the Thai
heaith care system could be shared among other developing countries. Therefore, some

of the findings of this study of workers' health service utilbation may be relevant to
other developing coumies which expcrience similar heauh system transition. These are
the middle-incorne countries such as the Philippines, Peru, Mexico, Malaysia, Costa

Rica, South M c a , which have adopted or are considering adopting compulsory heaith
insurance as a means of financing theu health care systems.

Other countries may find it useful to examine the strengths and limitations of the

Thai compulsory heafth insurance. The strengths are: tripartite contributions (worker,

employer, and governrnent), capitation payment to contraced health service providers,
and comprehensiveness of health services. The Limitations are: only applies to a m a i l

number of workers in the formal sector of the economy; does not include the family

members; shows a slow increase in coverage especially in expanciing to cover a wider
population due to contribution affordability; and potential undematment due to
capitation payment method.

In terms of the stmcture and financing of the health sector, there are numerous
differences between coumies. Three such Merences are: fim, varying mix of public
and pnvate heaith care providers; second, ciiflering rate of expansion of nual health

infkastructures; and third, relative importance of covering primaiy and preventive health
care services. Thailand has a mix of 25 X public and 75 % pnvate health care financing.
Thailand has undergone a major expansion of rurai health infrastnicms and health
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personnel during the pas decades. The niral expansion had a significant positive impact

on the avaiiability of primary and preventive health services especially to women and
children. With recognition of the existing diversity of its population b e m n nual and
urban characteristics, other schemes of health insurance have aïready been implemented.

Moreover, with various schemes of existing health kurance that cover different groups
of the population. it impiies that Thailand has been preparing for universai coverage

through existing health i . c e schemes. These give Thailand an advantage in
readiwss for implementing compuisory health insuraoce and gearing towards

universality. Other deveioping comtries may be in varying States of mdiness for

adophg universal approach. However, lessons c m be learned from the Thai experience.
The findings fkom this study indicate a higher health service utilbation among
insured population, which could be expected to happen in other counmes as weii,

provided services are available. Moreover, income and gender aiso innuence the
relationship between health insurance and utihation. The participation by women in the

labour force in most deveioping couaies is increasing.

The exchange of useful

experiences among developing counmes could make a contribution to the formulation of

well-fonned health policy towards the ultimate goal of equity in health.
6.8.3 Suimnuy

In summary, the study lindings have policy implications to the Thai health care
system. Some of these policy implications may also be relevant to other developing

counmes which are in a similar stage of health care system evolution. The universal,
comprehensive, portable components of Canadian approach do not always meet the
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bistoncal evolution of the developing country's health care systems. Oniy a few midde-

income counuies that have adequate fiaanciai tesources will be able to achieve such
universal insurance coverage (South Korea and Costa Rica) (World Bank, 1993).

However, experiences can be shared and appropriate policy options could be adopred
fiom other country's experience.
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EsSentials
of
The Sodpl Secririty Act, B.E. 2533 (1990)

Essentials
of
The Socid Seennty Act, B.E. 2533 (L990)

Principai objectives:
To ensute security for employees and other pesons, in form of settiag up the
Security Fund for the benefxt of employees and third parties who suffered from injury,
sickness, disability or death not r e s u l ~ gnom work including child deiivery, child
welfare, old age and particularly for unemployment.

Materiai Contents:
1. Effective Date: This Act shall corne into force foiiowing the day of its
publication in the Governent Gazette (September 1, 1990).

2. SCOWof Enforcement: This Act shall apply to employer and employee in ail
types of business enterprises and in all provinces. "Employer" herein includes
entrepreneur who, either contracts for work and pays wages on a lump sum basis to a
contractor undenaking a sub-contractive responsibility to control and supervise the work
including the paymem of wages to the employed workers or delegated person(s) to
engage workea in the course of workirig in marner other than in the business of
employment recruiment, which such that workiDg performance is part of production
process or business carried out in the establishment or in the office of the entrepreneur
and essentiai tools are also provided to carry out the work. This Act shall not cover:
. . (1) Govermwnt oficials or permanent employees of central, regional and local
admmstration excluding temporary employees.
(2) Employees of foreign governments or international organizations.
(3) Employees hind by employer who has an office withui the country but is
assigned to work in a foreign country.
(4) Teachers or head-masters of private schools under the Private School Law.
(5) Students and medical trainees employed by schools, universities or hospitals.
(6) Enterprises or other employees specified in Royal Decree.
Size of Entemrises

In the fit three calendar years, only e n t e e s with over 20 employees and
therrafter enterptises with over 10 employees.
4. Administration

4.1 To set up Social Secutity Board consisting of government officials, employers
persons
and employees in the equal propomon of 5 5 5 , and not more than 5 -ed
as advisers appointecl by the Minister of Interior. The Board bas the duty to lay d o m

poiicies and reguiatioos in respect to social security and others.
4.2 To set up Medicai Board appointed by the Government to give advice on
medicai services and to set up riiles and compensation rates in rewiving medical service
for the insured workers4.3 To set up Social Security Office within the Minisay of Interior to take charge
of c o k t i n g contribution to pay for compensation to the irimred worker, to conduct the
administrative work of the Board and Sub-Committee Board appointed under ùlis Act to
analyze information on social security, and to tegister the employers and insureci workers
and others according to the dutia entitled to the office.
5. Social securitv Fund

5.1 To set up Social Security Fund within the Social Security offke for payment
of compensation for the hsured workers hereunder and to use as expenses for
.admmstrative work in the Office.
5.2 The Socid Security F u d consists of:
(1) Contri'butions h m the Government, employea and the Uisuted
workers,
(2) Surcharge nom employers in case of default to remit the conm'bution
withia the due date or fail to remit the full amount within the due date.
(3) Profits obtaiwd from the Social Security Fund, the Board wiu devise
methods of seeking profits with consent of the Minisay of Finance.
(4) Fee for applying of a Substitute Social Security RegistrationCertifiate
by employer or substitute of the social security card applied by employee due to loss
or damage of such document.
(5) Donations or Subsidies.
(6) Money rernaining from the seinire attachrnent and sale of the
employer's properties by auction caused by failure to remit or remit only the partial
amount afkr deduction of expenses to pay to the Conmbufon and the unpaid surcharge.
Shouid this amount not be refunded within 5 years, it shall go into the Social Security
Fund.
(7) Subsidies or advanes from the Government in case the Fund is
insufficient to pay for compensation and expenses relates to administrative work of the
Social Security Office.
(8) Fines received fiom offenders.
(9) Other incornes.
5.3 The Fund belongs to the Social Security Office and need not be remitted to
the Ministry of Finance as being govermnent incorne.
*

.

6. Social securitv S m e v
To eaact a Royal Decree in order to survey problems and infomtion on labour
for the benefit of Social Security ami to distribute the survey forms to the employen,
after the Royal Decree is enacted.

7. The insured workers
There are 2 categories of ïnsured workers:
(1) Compuisory iiiswd worker, that is , aiï employees.
(2) the voluntary self-inmred, that is,self-employedpersons,e.g .farmers,
persons engage in li'beral profession and members of Parliament. This category shall be
concluded withh 4 years after the Social Security Act is put into force. The regulations
and rates of conm'bution and compensation inciuding temis and conditions to receive
compensation of the voluatary seIf-insured shaU set fonh in the Royal Decree.
8. Registration

The Employer shaii submit the application f o m as prescribed by the Secretary
of the Social secufity Board by giving names of the insurrd workers, their wages and
other details within 30 days foliowing the datektheemployees become iIisured. The Office
shaii consequently issue registration ceaificate to the employers and social security cards
to the insueci workers.
Should the employer fail to submit the application form or
does so omitting some names of the insured and andr having considered relevant
documents, the office is empowered to make necessary records on the said form and
thereafter issues reginration certifiate to employers &or social security cards to
workers.
9. Termination of statu of com~uisorvinsured workers occws on:
(1) Death
(2) Termination of employment
In case of the person whose statu as insurecl is terminated, has remitted the
contribution within due date with the right to receive compensation, he or she has the
right of compensation for receiving medicd treatment in case of injury, sichess not
resulting from the employment; and in fase of child delivery for the extended period of
6 montbs after the date of termination of employment.
10. Voluntar~self-insuresi to be continueci after the termination of the com~ulsory

The employee who has k e n insured for no less than 6 months consecuuvely and
the insured status ends afw termination of employment under 9(2), such person should,
if he or she desires to retain the i
. stanis, apply for extension by having his social
security card stamped as volmtary self-insured. The person shall pay double rate of
contribution, one tirne of the said rate shall be paid by the Government foiiowing the date
of becoming voluntary s e l f - M .
The statu of voluntary self-innired ends with:
(1) -th
(2) Becoming compulsory usured after king employed.
(3) Registration fkom k i n g voluntary self-insured and submit such
intension to the Social Security Office.

11. Contributions
11.1 Payment of C o ~ i u t i o n s

The govermnent. employers and insured workers shaii equaiiy cemit the
contributions in equal amounts according to rates stated in the ministenal regdation but
not exceeding the rates attacheci hereto the end of the Act as follows:
(1) Not exceading 1.5% of wages of the insured employee on each part
for the compensation in case of injury or sickness, disabiüty, death and chiid delivery.
(2) Not exceediag 3% of wages of the insurrd on each part for
compensation in case of chüd weifare and old age.
(3) Not exceeding 5 % of wages of the ïnsureà for the compensation in case
of unexnployment.

The employer shall deduct wages of the insureci employees at each
payment and remit the contri'buhons on behalf of the inswed and that of the employer
to the office within the 15th date of the succeeding month and to subrnit any forms
required by the Secretary. In case of delay, the employer may submit a request to the
Secretary for extension of remittance of the conmiution. Should the reqpest be granted,
there is no cause for any reduction or cancellation of surcharge to be remitted by the
empioyer.
11-3 Failure to remit on due date

There are two kinds as follows:
(1) In the event that the employer fails to remit the contributions or rernits
only a panial amount within the due date, the employer is Liable to pay surcharge at rate
of 2% per month of the amount not yet remitted following the due date.
Should the employer fail to deduct wages of the insured or deduct only
the partial amount the employer is liab1e to pay surcharge mentioned above. In such case,
the nght of the iosurrd is retained as if he himself has paid the contribution.
(2) If the conmbutioa and surcharge are not remitted or are partidy
remitted, the secretary has the right to order the seizure or attachmem of the employer's
properties and to seli them by auction to pay for the unpaid amount of contribution and
surcharge.

-

11.4 The respomibiiity of third party to pay the contributions:
In the event of sub-contracthg the work, sub-contractors up to the first
contractor are liabie for the debts the employer binds to pay hereunàer.

11.5 Debts from contributions and surcharge are preferential right obligations. For
debts i n m d h m faihue to pay conm'bution or surcharge, the Social Secusity Office
has a preferential nght over the employer's total assets in the same tank as preferential
right on account of taxes and rates under the Civil and Commercial Code.

11.6 Tax Exemption
(1) The insured is entitled to deduct the actuai conm%utionsmade berein
in cornputhg personal h o m e tax.
(2) Compensation receîved by the i n s d is exempted Born personai
income tax assessment.
The deductions for contribution on the part of the employer, in
practice, are aiiowed as expenses under the Revenue Code. There is no need for
confirmation herein.
12. knefiîs

There are 7 categories of benefits, aamely:
12.1 Benefits in case of injury or siclaiess not resulting fkom work.
12.2 Benefits in case of chiid delivery.
12.3 Benefits in case of disabiiity not resulting from work.
12.4 Belvfits in case of death not resulting from work.
12.5 Benefits in case of child welfare.
12.6 Benefits in case of old age.
12-7 Benefits in case of unemployment.
Numbers 12.1 to 12.4 wiU be implemented in the fust year this biii is enacted.
Numbers 12.5 to 12.6 will be implemented within 6 years after this biU is
enacted.
Numbers 12.7 wiil be enacted in the Royal Decree Ieading to implementation
hereto.
12.1 Benefifs in case of injury or sickness mot resriIting €tom work shall be
paid when the insured has M y paid the contribuhon for no less than 90 days within the
period of 15 months prior to the date of receiving medical treatment as foïïows:
(1) Medical fees wiU be paid according to the regdations and rates issued
by the Medical Board with approval of the Social Security Board.
(2) Compensation for the unemployment wiii be paid during the period the
insured stops working for medical reasons at the approximate rate of 50%of wages a d
for the pends specified but not exceeding 365 days for chronic illness.

12.2 Beaefits in case of chiid delivery for oneseif or a spouse of the insured
wiil be paid when the iosured has paid the conmiution no l e s than 210 days within the
penod of 15 months prior to the date of receiviag medical matment anci for no more
than 2 chiidbirth.
(1) Medicai fee will be paid according to regdations and rates given by
the Medical Board with approval of the Social Security Board under Section 66,
Paragraph 1.
(2) Compensation for the lack of income wili be paid in the event a insured
woman has to stop working to give birth to a child at the rate of approximately 50% of
daily wages and not exceeding 60 days.
However, for the right to receive compensation for the lack of income

under Numbers 12.1 ami 12.2, should the imured stiîi retain the right to receive wages
during work-stoppage p e n d according to the iabour law or regulations in respect to
employment, she wiU be depriveci of the right for compensation in this case until the
right to receive wages is termuiated and she wiiï then receive compensation for the
remaining period. Should wages received be less than the compensation for the lack of
income, the insured is enatled to receive the compensation for the ciifference.
12.3 Benefa in case of disability not resulting from work wiii be paid when
the i
d has paid the conm'bution for no less than 90 days within the p e n d of 15
months befare the infirmity occurs as follows:
(1) Medical fees wiU be paid according to regdations and rates given by
the Medical Board with approvai fkom the Sociai Security Board.
(2) Compensation for the lack of income in case of disabiiity wïii be paid
according to compensation payable for the lack of incorne in case of injury or siclmess
under Number 12.1(2) at the rate of approximately 50%of daiiy wages for the next 15
years. Should the insured be rehabilitated both physicaiiy and mentaiiy, the Secretary is
empowered to reduce the compensation according to regulations and d e s given by
Medical Board with the approval of the Social Sectuity Board.

12.4 Beuefits h case of death not resuIting from work will be paid to the
beneficiary as funeral expenses at the rate of 100 times of the maximum rate of the daily
minimum wages uader the Labour Law.
12.5 Benefits in case of child welfare will be paid when the iosured has paid
contribution for no less than 1 year and for no more than 2 cbildren as follows:
(1) Living expense.
(2) School fees.
(3) Medical fees for chiîdren, and
(4) Others.
12.6 Bene& in case of old age will be paid when the insured has paid
contribution no Less than 15 years. The payent need not be continuous and the insureci
must be over 55 years of age. The paymem wili be as maintenance allowances calculateci
on the amount anà duration of conm'bution foîiowing the d e s and regulations appearing
in the ministerial regdations .
12.7 Beneflts in case of unemployment wiiî be paid when the insureci has paid

contribution for no iess than 6 months within the period of 15 months before king
unemployed and m u t be under the conditions irnposed by the law. Payment WUbe made
beginning the 8th day foliowing the date of unemployment with the 1st employer
according to the rules and rate prescribed in the ministerial regulatiom.
13. Exemption from contribution Dament in the case welfare is ~rovided.Should
the employer provide any kind of welfare to employees who are employai before this
Act is executed, and shouid the welfare provide higher benefits than the one given

herein, b
o
a employees and employers are exempted from contn'bution.
14. Medical Service
The insund and the spouse of the insured m m receive medical treatment ody
from the hospitals as listed as Iocated within the area specified and as announceü in the
Goverornent Gazette. Should he or she receive medical tnamiem at non-specified
hospitals, he or she may -ive
only the amount stipuiated by the Social Securïty Office
to pay the medical bill.
15. Reduction of Benefits
Shouid the hisured and the spouse receive medical treatment but fail to foliow the

doctor's instruction without reasonabIe cause,the secretary or the person assigned by the
secretary may consider ducing the bebefits.
16. Demivation of the right for obtaining com~ensation
Where injury or sickness or death occurred is caused intentionaily or negligently
by the ionired or beneficiary in order to receive fiineral expenses d
~ from g
the death
of the insured, the insured and the beneficiary wiU be barred from obtaining
compensation.
17. A~pea.i

The employer, the insured or the third party who upon receiving the order of the
Secretary or the authorwd officials hereunder is not satisfied with the order, may appeai
in writing to the Appeal Committee. a aipartite cornmittee appointed by the Minister,
within 30 days following the date the order is issued.
The appeüant who is not satisfied with the decision of the Appeal Committee,
may appeai to the Labour Court within 30 days following the date the decision is made.
L€ this is not brought to court within the due date, the decision become final.
18. Penaltv
Penalty is imposed wherever appropriate depending on the kind of offence.

19. Criminal ~rosecutionsfor offenders
19.1 Crimiiial offenses liable to a fine only or a fine and imprisomnent of not
more the 6 months must be proceedeâ by settling the fiw.
19.2 Offenses Liable to a fine or imprïsonment of over 66 months m u t proceed
with case by lodging a compliant or making a compliant to the inquiry officials.

Glossary
The foiiowing definitions were wd for major tems in the study:

1. Sealth Status Tetms
Health Need - health need refers to the Mth services that people 'need', according to
the health professionais. It is not same as demand for health care which refers to the

health services people wam, seek, and are wiliing to pay for and get or the health

services that people want but cannot get for the reasons of access, timing, inabiiity to pay

for.
Health S t w - health status is a broad term which normaiiy refers to the state of weii-

being according to the WHO definition of heaith. HeaIth need and heaith staais are

sometimes interchangeable. However, there are many factors that affect health status:
behavioral, genetic, biologicai, and environmental factors, including heaith senrices.
2. Eealth Insurance Terms

Volwztmy HeaIth Imurunce - this refers to health iosurance which is taken up and paid
for at the discretion of individuals, or employen on behaif of individuals. Voluntary
insurance can be offered by a public or a quasi public body (Ron, Abel-Smith, &
Tambwi, 1990).

CompuIsory Heafth I~wance- health insurance under an obiigatory public scheme.
Payment for such iosuraDce amounts to a ta*. The obligation may be placed on employer

to pay contributions on behalf of his or ber employees. Contributions are usually

incorne-relateci. Compulsory insuance is usually administered by public bodies, but it
can be administered by private iosuraace carrien, as is the case with the scheme for civil

servants in the Netherlands (Ron, Abel-Smith, Br Tamburi, 1990).
Social Health Zmrance

- a term mainly used to denote compulsory, or public heahh

insurance, usually part of a social security system, which is h d e d form specific (mainly
payroll) conm%utionand is manageci by autonomous or quasi autonomous sickness fueds,
kiendly societies or private insurers (Ron, Abel-Smith, & Tamburi, 1990).
C ~ r n - b ~-oanterm refers to tax paymem levied for compulsory heakh iasuraece, o

h

as part of a social security scheme. It may be spiit between employer and employee. It

often set at a fuced proportion of income betwew a floor and ceiling level of income.
Capitarion puyment

- refers to a fixed payment to provider for each Iisted or enrolled

peaon served per period of time. Payrnents will Vary according to the number of patients

enrolled but not with the number of semices rendered per patient @on, Abel-Smith, &
Tamburi, 1990).
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APPENDIX D
Letter of Consent and Questionnaire

Research Roject Title: Social Security Health uisurance Mode1 Pattani, Thailand: Health
Statw and Patterns of Ufi1i7iltion
Investigator(s): ûrasa Kovindha
Sponsor: Rattanakosin Scholatship (CIDA)
This consent form, a copy of which bas been given to you, is oniy pan of the process
of infomed consent. It should give you the basic idea of what the research is about and
what your participation will involve. If you wouïd like more detail about something
mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feei fke to ask. Please
take time to read this carefbiiy.

The pwpose of this study is to explore how people use health setvices and what their
level of health is. We plan to collect information on this topic by i n t e ~ e w i n gtwo
groups of workers (500 workers in each group). These are: 1) a group of insured
workers under the govermnent heaith insurance scheme a d 2) a group of worken who
are not insured (fiends or relatives of imured workers). The interviews will take
approximately 30 minutes. You wili be fkee to discontinue the interview at any t h e and
may decline to answer any question you wish. We wili ask for the permission to review
your medical record for validation purpose.
You may be asked to participate in an indepth interview W o r a focus group. An
indepth interview is plmeci to sample 15 participants from each group ami will take
another 30 minutes. Four focus groups ( 6 8 participants in each group) will be orgaaized
and this group meeting wiii take approximately one hour.
Your name and your address WUbe kept confkiential. The principal investigator will
have access to your information a d may wish to contact you for f i i a research. You
may decline to participaie in any M e r research. If any document published fkom this
research, the study resuits wül be presented such that w individuai wiii be idemifiable.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have undemood to your satisfaction the
information regarding participation in the researrh project and agree to participate as a
abject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the investigators,
sponsors, or involved institutions nom their legal and professional responsibilities. You
are free to withdraw nom the study at any time without jeopardizing your heaith care.
Your continued participation should be as inforneci as your initiai consent, so you should
feel f k e to ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation. If you
have further questions conceming maners related to this research, or if you have any
questions conceming your rights as a possible participant in this research, please contact:

Prof. Dr. Chitr Sitthi-Amorn, Dean of the Coïiege of Ribtic Health
Chulalongkom University, Bangkok, Thahxi Tel. (662) 218-8187

Participant

Date
Date

Witness

Date

A copy of this cotisent form has been given to you to keep for your records and

reference-

QUESTIONNAIRE
Ques Number 0 U0 O

Pair Number 0 U0
The interviewers wili explain the purpose of the mdy, how the data wiii be used.
It will emphasized that participation is voluntary. It wiil be anonymous. No personai
identification wiU appear on the questionnaire except the registry mimber for validation
purPo=
PART 1 Personai Information

Gender El1 Male

a2 Fernale

Marital statu
0 1 single
0 2 rnarried/common Iaw
0 3 separateci
a4 divorced
a5 widowed

Educatioml level
O 1 primary school
O2 secondary school
0 3 coiiege
O4 University
How many years of schwling have you had? ...... y e m
Question 5

Religion
0 1 Buddbism
0 2 Islam
0 3 ûthers

00

0 1 less than 4,000 baht per month
0 2 4,000-10,000 baht per month
0 3 over 10.000 baht per month
Question 7

Number of years registered to social security scheme
0 0 not registered
cl1 less than 1 year
cl2 1-2years
0 3 more than 2 years

Size of finn

00 sekmployed
C7 1 less than 10 workers f m
0 2 10-19workers fi.m
0 3 20 or more workers firm

Type of work
What nlpe of work do you do?. ...............

a) For insured workers
How many outpatient visits have you made to the registered hospital during
past 6 months?
CIO none
U1 1 visit
0 2 2 visits
Cl3 3 visits or more

b) For uninsured workers

How many outpatient visits have you made to any govemment hospital or
heaith center during past 6 months?
O0 none
0 1 1 visit
0 2 2 visits
0 3 3 visits or more

Have you been to other health professionais or traditional clinics
during the past 6 rnonths?

0 0 no
O 1 yes

O private clinic ....... visits
0 private hospital ............visits
CI traditional clinic.............visits

Question 12
Have you been hospitalized at any hospital during the past 6 months?
a) For insured workers

0 0 no

01 yes ............&YS
O 1 registered hospitai
132 others
b) For uninsuied workers
O0 no
CI1 yes ............ days

Are there any problems about your health related to your occupation?
CIO no
CI
El1 yes specify. ............
LI

PART III Heaith Status

Ln generai, would you say your health is:
0 1 excellent
0 2 very good
0 3 good
0 4 fair
a5 poor

Compared to one year ago, how would you rate your health in general now?

R 1 Much better now than one year ago
0 2 Somewhat ktter now than one year ago
0 3 About the same as one year ago
0 4 Somewhat worse now than one year ago
0 5 Much worse now than one year ago

u

The foliowing items are about activities you might do during a rypical day. Does
your h d t h now limit you in these activities? If so, how much?
No, Not
Limiteci

Y=,

Limited
A Little

At AU

(2)

(3)

l

1 a. Vigorous activities, such as ninning,
' tifring heavy objects, panicipating in strenuous spons
b. Modetate activities, such as moving a table, gardening
c. Liftiog or carrying grocenes

d. CIimbing several flights of stairs
e. Climbing one flight of stairs
f. Bending, kaeeling, or stooping
g. Waiking more than a IriIometre

h- Walking several biocks
i. Walking one block
j. Bathing or dressing yourself

Question 17

During the past 4 week, have you had any of the following problems with your
work or other regular daily activities as a result of your physical heaith?

I

a. Cut down on the amount of time you spent on work or
other activities
- -

-

-

-

--

/
1)

b. Accomplished less than you would like

Il

d. Had difficuity performing the work or other activities
(for exampie, it took extra ef5on)

c. Were limited in the khd of work or other activities

-

1

-

1

-

-

- - -

-

1

During the past 4 weeks, have you bad any of the following problems with your
work or other reguiar daily activities as a result of any emotionai problems (such as
feeling depresseci or
awious)?
-

11

Yes

I

a. Cut down the amount of time you spem on work or

atheractivitier
-

-

I

No

I

b. Accomplished les than you wouid lilre
c. Didn't do work or other activities as d f d l y as
usual

Question 19

During the past 4 weeks, to what extent has your physical heaith or
emotional problems imerfered with your normal social activities with famiiy,
friends, neighbours, or groups?
Q
01 Not at ail

0 2 Slightly
O3 Moderately
O4 Quite a bit
O5 Extremely

Question 20

How much bodily pain have you had during the past 4 weeks?
t1
1 None
0 2 Very mild
0 3 Mild
0 4 Moderate
0 5 Severe
Cl6 Very severe

a

During the past 4 weeks, how much did pain interfere with your nomai work
(including both work outside the home and housework)?

n

0 1 Not at al1
0 2 A little bit
0 3 Moderately
fl4 Quite a bit
OS Exaemeiy

These qwstions are about how you feel and how things have been with you
during the past 4 weeks. For each cpestion, please give the one answer that comes
closest to the way you have been feeling. How much of the time during the past
4 weeks,
Al1
of the
Time(1)
a. Did you feel full of pep?

b. Have you been a very

nervous penon?
c. Have you felt so dom in the dumps
thac nothing could cher you up?
d. Have you felt calm and peacefd?
e, Did you have a lot of ewrgy?

f. Have you felt downàeaned and bIue?
g- Did you feel worn

out?

h- Have you been a happy penon?

i, Did you feel tired?

Most

SomeIGood

of the

Bit of the

The@)

Time(3)

Linle bit
Tme(4)

Time(5)

Question 23

During the past 4 weeks, how much of the time has your physicai health or
emotionai problems interîered with your social activities (like visiting with
fiiends, relatives, etc)?

n

O 1 AU the time
0 2 Most of the t h e
U3 Some of the time
t34 A little of the time
0 5 None of the time

Question 24

How True or False is each of the foilowing statemeots for you?
-

Definitely
True (1)

Mostiy
True (2)

,

-

DonTt
Know (3)

Mostiy
Faise (4)

I seem to get
sick a iittie easier
than other people
a.

b. I am as healthy
as anybody 1

know
c. 1 expect my
health to get

worse

- --- -

---

- -

-

d. My health is
excellent
d

--

-

-

-

-

Definitely
False (5)

PART IV H e m activities and information

During past 6 months, how often have you taken sick leave?
O
Cl0 none
cl1 1-2&YS
0 2 more than 2 &YS

Do you smoke?

a0 no
cl
0 1 used to smoke before but quit ...........months/years

I
J
O 1 less than 1 year

0 2 1-5 years
ff3 more than 5 years
0 2 yes number of cigarettes per day ..........

Cl Cl

Question 27

Have you ever c o m e d any aicoholic drinks as a regular basis?
O0 never
Cl
01 only in social function
0 2 once a week
0 3 nearly everyday
0 4 others

Ouestion 28

How often do you exercise?
CIO never
0 1 20 minutes twice a week
0 2 everyday

0 3 others

How do you feei about your weight?
0 1 normal
0 2 overweight
a 3 underweight
What is your weight? .......... kg
What is your height? .......... cm

How ofken have you taken any self-prescribed meclicines?
a0 none
D
Cl 1 once in every three months
0 2 once a month
0 3 every week
U 4 others
Ouestion 3 1
a) For insured workers
Are you satisfied with the medical services fkom the hospital that you registered
with?

0 2 very satisfied
CI 1 satisfied
Cl0 not satisfied at al1
09 not applicable/don't h o w
b) For luiinsurd workers
Are you satisfied with the mediai services from the hospital that you visited?
Ci2 very satisfied
131 satisfied
0 0 not satisfkd at aii
0 9 not applicablefdon't h o w

Ouestion 32
a) For insured workers
Do you plan to change the contracteci hospital next year?
O 1 yes
U

no no

b) For uninsured workers
Do you plan to change the hospital?
0 1 yes
0 0 no

APPENDTX: E
Consent Form and Questionnaire (in Thaiii
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mmIX F
R o t d for Focus Group Discussion

Rotocol for Focus Group
After the sampie survey was done, the protocol for focus group discussion was
prepared fiom the information gathered during the interviews. The procedure of focus
group arrangemnet was as foilows:
1. hepare 4 focus groups (6 in each group), 2 groups of insured workers and 2 groups

of uninsured workers.

2. Three themes of open-ended questions on: 1) health seNice utilization including
traditionai medicine; 2) health s e ~ c esatisfaction; and 3) health status and health

problems.
3. Facilitate the discussion without direction line of thought.
4.

Record the prweedings.

Opea-ended questions for focus gmup discussion
Health service utilkation questions
1. Where did you go when you got sick during the past 6 months? public hospital, health

center, private clinic, private hospitai?

2. Have you ever been to any traditional medicine clinics during the past 6 months?
3. How often have you taken any seif-prescribed medicine?

Health service satisfaction
1. Are you satisfied with the health facility you used?

2. If you are not satisfied with, why?

-

3. Which health facilities do you prefer?

Health statu and health problems

1. How wouid you rate your heaith now?
2. Do you have any health problems?
3. Have you had any health problems related to your work?

